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This research examines AngloICeltic Canadian traditional Song style performed by [en
selected singers found in field recordings collected by Edith F. Fowke in the
Peterborough area of Ontario during the years 1957-1959. Song style was examined
through descriptive transcriptions of twenty-one selected songs. A descriptive
transcription in western staff notation was completed attempting to main al1 that was

heard in the Sung performance. A prescriptive transcription followed with ail vocal
orniiments elirninated. Finaliy a rhythm pronunciation transcription showing the
rhythrnic placement of al1 vowels and consonants was completed. Frequency of
occurrence of stylistic features acted as indicators of style. An array of ornaments was
found in the twenty-one songs uanscribed. A repenoire of omaments was consistently
performed by a singer from Song to song, verse to verse. A general song style was
defined according to the frequency of occurrence of stylistic devices anaiyzed.
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CHAPTER ONE:INTRODUCI'ION
Statement of Problem
Traditional Song is an oraVaural phenamenon.' Transmission of both generation
and reception of sound is involved. "Orai tradition rneans simply that music (like stories,
proverbs, riddles, methods of arts and crafts, and indeed, al1 folklore) is passed on by

word of mouth. Songs are learned by hearing" (Nettl 1965,3). In this oral/aural tradition

al1 aspects of a Song are passed on, including performance style. Ji11 Trinka stares,
"Standards of excellence in performance in this tradition include such criteria as
believability, sincerity, good pmcess, good feel, confidence, immersion in textuai
meaning, spontaneity, and rhythmic and melodic flexibi1ity.l' She adds that traditional
songs "are not intended to be Sung exactly in the same manner every time they are sung.
Indeed. a song is not a foik Song unless it undergoes change" (1998. 129). Alan Lomax
States, "ornmentation is the backbone of the white folk Song rndition, allowing the
singer subtle ways of expressing his personal emotion, and providing the source and the
materials for new tunes" (1975, xxvii). It is the performance style. the expression of the
individuai that gives life and beauty to the transmission of traditional song.
There are numerous collections of Canadian traditional song. However, the
majority of these coIlections have k e n transcribed in prescriptive notation, showing only
a bheprint of what was sung. Al1 elernents of performance style and ornamentation are

From the standpoint of a native Canadian who
eliminated in prescriptive uan~cription.~
has not been a part of the oraVaural tradition, this researcher finds ic difficult if not

Meyers, Helen. 1983. Folk Song. The New Oxford Cornpanion to Music. Vol. I. 696-697. (in 198 I
ihe International Folk Music CounciI chnged its name to the International Council for iraditional Music).
For the purpose of this research. the terms folk song and traditional song will be interchangeable.
Whenever a quomion reads 'Yolk" the word is to bc intcrprcted as 'lraditional". Contemparary Irish
traditional singcrs use the terms mdiUonaIn to mtan ami u-ansmission, and Votk" to mean cornposed in a
traditionai style such as a singerlsong wrirer song. (Jerry KerIin. The Tmnnkswn of Donce wui Muric
Among rhc New York inrh. Teaching, Leanring. ruzd Irish Sensibilir)'. Ph.D. diss.. New York University in
p m p s ) . The tem oracy will bc used thmughout this thesis to rnean oraVaud emphasizing the fact ttrar
transmission involves both generation and reception of sound.
See "Delimitation of Tems" for mcanings of p-ptive
and descriptive notation.

impossible to have an understanding of Canadian traditional Song performance style if
only given prescriptive notation.
Performance style and ornarnentation in Canadian traditional song can begin to be
explored through the study of descriptive notations of maximally omarnented exarnples
in a selected region for a specific time period. Frequency of occurrence in styIistic
devices can be noted from these descriptive transcriptions. Stylistic devices used
frequently in traditional Song can act as indicators of style. In order for this research to
begin recorded traditionai songs from past field recordings need to be transcribed in a
descriptive style attempting to capture the originai performance as fully as possible. This
researcher proposes to transcribe descriptivdy and anaiyze Canadian traditionai songs in
Engiish using field recordings made during 1957-1959 by Edith F. Fowke in the
Peterborough area of Ontario. Stylistic devices and their frequency of occurrence will be
exarnined towards an understanding of the performance of these songs with styIistic
accuracy. A general Canadian style of traditional Song performance studied will be
discussed and proposed. "Style is halfof folk song, as it is of ail music, and it cm be
acquired as art is acquired, fmt by imitation. second by absorption, and finally by
understanding. Therefore, the student cannot spend too much time at first listening to the
authentic recordings now available. When he has the hang of these, he can apply what he
knows to printed songs" (Lomax 1975. xxvii).
Significance of Studv
This researcher became aware of the Iack of knowledge in performance style in
traditional Song aftr, completing an assignment for Jerry Keriin, Professor of Music
Education at the University of Calgary. A recording of the Irish traditionai Song 'The
Rocks of Bawn", as Sung by Connernara-bom and Boston-based Bridget Fitzgerald, was
assigned to this researcher to be transcribed in both descriptive and prescriptive notation
using western staff notation. The compleied iranscriptions were compared. The
prescriptive notation oniy showed sixty-six percent of the notes Sung. The elements of
performance style had been eliminated. See Appendix A for the transcription of 'The

Rocks of Bawn".

Along with the recording an article by Jiil Trinka was assigned as a reference.
The article emphasized the importance of performance style in traditionai music. Trinka
discussed the lack of knowledge music educators have in regard to performance style of
traditionai music:
"Unfortunately, instruction in folk music tradition is not a component of music
teacher education degree prograrns. Although Kodaly teacher education programs
include course work in folk music, instruction is typically centered on superficial
musical and pedagogic anrilyses; performance style is rarely addressed...When
Kodily inspired music teachers master only folk Song analysis, they have, at besr,
only a vague notion about interpretation and style. As a consequence. what is
presented auraily in the classroom as folk Song has little to do with the actual
sound process of folk Song and, hence, the meaning of its existence" (1998, 129).
Descriptive transcriptions can reveai the performance style and change a traditional Song
undergoes from performance to performance. This type of transcription goes beyond
"superficial musicai and pedagogic analyses" and opens a new world of sound. Distinct
idiosyncrasies of each singer's performance style will be discovered.
Performance style is a crucial part of tnditionai song. A folk Song is not intended
to be sung exactiy in the same manner every time it is sung. Indeed, a Song is not a folk
Song unless it undergoes change (1998, 193). Many scholars in the field of traditional
Song have stressed the importance of descriptive transcription. However, in Canada
much of this work has not been done. This researcher was only able to find work of two
Canridian scholars, Kenneth Peacock and Marius Barbeau, who provide descriptive
transcriptions in their Canadian traditional Song collections. Other collections provide
only prescnptive notations. Descriptive notation provides a closer representation of
traditionai Song than does prescnptive notation.
Traditional music is an odaural phenomenon. The problem is, what does a
person do who does not have an orailaural comection, only a symbolic, literate
condition? This proposed research is significant because it has not been done, and until it
is done, Canadians who are not connected to this orai/aurai tradition do not have

sufficient means of leamhg the performance style of traditionai song. They are left with

only prescnptive notation-a

skeieton of this beautifid music.

There is a m e artistry in traditional Song performance style that is found on the
Fowke recordings of past traditionai singers. A uniqueness of sound is expressed by each
individual singer with herniis distinct performance style. Through these recordings the
ernotion expressed by the singer is felt-the idiosyncrasies of each petformer are heard.
It is the recordings of these past vaditional singers and the descriptive analyses of them
that can guide the native Canadian to an understanding of the artistry in traditional Song
style. There is a quality of beauty to these recordings that disappears in prescriptive
mscriptions.

CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature reviewed for this study has been divided into four categories: (1)
traditional Song performance style, (2) prescriptive and descriptive notation, (3) oraVaurai
tradition, and (4) collections of Canadian traditiond song.
Traditional Song Performance Stvle
At the Tenth International KodAiy Symposium, held in Calgary, Alberta. Canada,

1991, Ji11 Trinka presented her research comparing the performance style of Arnerican
folk songs heard on Arnerican school music series recordings to the performance style of
traditional singers singing the same songs. ResuIts indicated that the performance styles
of Anglo and African Arnerican folk songs advanced by the educational textbook
indusuy have virtuaily nothing in cornmon with performance styles of traditional singers.
Comparative analyses further revealed that Amencan folk Song performance style is a
highly complex and subtle art f o m characterized by some of the following traits:
1. widespread presence of rhythm irregularities;

2. general avoidance of strict vocal rhythmic interpretation;
3. flexible and often piayful approach to the rendenng of text. tune, and
rneaning:
4. rhythmic performance bursting with dotted rhythms, anticipations, and
syncopations;
5. a variety of accentuations, chiefly, selected pitch and selected text;
6. irregular phrase lengths pmduced by intermittent interpolations of altered
meters; and
7. consistent use of caii vocal gestures-scoops, slurs, drops in pitch. melismatic
and ponarnento glides, yelps, and groans-during transitions from note to note
(1998, 127-128).

Trinka discusses the different ''niles" for traditional Song performance. She
argues that the use of vocal gestures is not oniy permissible, but necessary. If the singer
sings the folk Song as it is prescnptiveIy notated, then the singer has not put self into the
music-song

and spirit have not intermingled naturally in the music making process to

yield yet another unique articulation of the song (130).

Alan Lomax States, "A Song style, like other human things, is a pattern of leamed
behavior, cornrnon to the people of a culnire" ( 1968,3). Lomax also speaks about the
process of fok Song tradition, "A fo!k Song is actual1y a continuum of performances,
each one varying in great or slight degree, and thus it grows as it lives, acquiring fresh
materiai or losing bits of the old, and spawning variant forms, which continue to evolve.
Every conceivable cultural, social. and psychologicai factor can come to bear upon this
process" ( 1975, xxv).
Sam Hinton also mentions the process discussed by Lornax. "Folk music develops
through a process of free variation within traditional limits. The origin of the materiai,
which may come from outside the community, does not matter as much as its subsequent
ueatment" (1969.349). Ceci1 Sharp observed that traditionai songs may be regarded as
products of an individuai and the community, in which the process of communal
transmission also plays a part in creating throush alteration, what was origindly the work
of an individuai ( 1965, 10-1 3).
Lomax goes on to discuss in more detail the traditional limits of variation,
'Traditional singers feel free to Vary a tune, saying, 'Every person's got a born right to
sing a tune his own way.' What this means in practice is that a singer will apply his stock
of flourishes, slides, holds, tremolos, and other ornaments to dress up a tune and aiter it

from stanza to stanza, so that it matches rhe verses and relieves the monotony of long
Song. However, this technique of ornamentation is traditional and may not exceed certain
lirnits without offending the m e country singer of any one region" (1975, xxvii).
Sandra Kerr describes some of the basic, more comrnon forms of decoration.
First mentioned is anticipation. This is executed by singing the melody note, then, while
still on the same syllabfe, singing the next note in the melody. The use of slides is also
mentioned. A slide occm when the "voice eveniy moves from one melody note through
the intermediate pitches to the next melody note." The mordent, a decoration which is
Sung at speed and therefore wrinen as having no t h e value, is Sung before the melody
note, starting on that note and going to another above or below before retuming again.

More f o m of decoration come under the general description of gracing, and
others which can be described as impulse decorations, such as trills, glottal stops, shakes

and so on. Kerr suggests that with carefui Iistening, these different decorations c m be
isolated and imitated. This applies aIso to the differing ways in which one can come off a
note, by using faliing or dying tones or casting the voice upwards in a kind of yelp.
"Decoration, or embellishment, when applied to traditional singing, means the
improvised addition to and changing of the basic melody of a Song in order to enhance it
or to point out an important phrase or a new direction in the story" (1978. 140).

Kerr cites Peggy Seeger on decoration in traditionai singing and developing a
personai style:
There is obviously more scope for external decoration in the melismatic melody.
Apart from this, each Song has a different requirement, according to speed.
rhythm, and subject matter. Each singer has to take into account his own
interpretation of the song, with regard to rone. effort and general style.
It is useful to deveiop a personai style, by using certain ornaments consistently,
and many field singers have in fact done this. But a singer should always
interpret a Song and should not impose an unsuitable style of decontion on it.
Above ail, be consistent within each Song and don't throw al1 the decorations you
know into the one piece" (1978, 140).
Trinka suggests that understanding vaditionai Song performance requires an
understanding of the relationship between sound and print in written and oral music
traditions. Trinka States that music as pnnt wii1 never capture the totaiity of music as
sound. The performer must aiways bring to the performance of the score more than what
is on the page, specifically, a unique combination of penonality, skill, stylistic
knowledge, understanding, and artistry-elements that escape notation ( 1998,134).
A list of suggestions are presented by

Kerr regarding the problem of "getting the

Song off the page", and making it one's own.
1. Know your song: not simply the text and tune, but the background too.
2. F i d out if there is an extant traditional performance of the Song on which you
might base your own interpretation.
3. in what kind of situation might the Song have k e n sung? Might it have
accompanied work?
4. Read the text aloud. This wiII give a good indication of how to phrase the
song.
5. Teii the story. Often this will reveal aspects of the Song which might have
escaped you.

6. Try to relate the events in the Song to your own experiences, to what you have
read and heard from oiher people (1978. 143-144).

Lomax states, "It is irnponant to sing, and especiaiiy, to try to feel these songs as they
were intended to be Sung and felt" (1975, xxvii).
According to Pauick Shuldham-Shaw the basis of what we might cal1 tnditional
song style is the "complete sincerity of the singing." He also mentions the importance of
text. "ln folk song, the m e , however beautiful in itself, is essentially the vehicIe for the
words. The audience, whether it is a single individual or a crowd of thousands, must be
able to hear the story." Shuldham-Shaw goes on to relate an experience of Cecil Sharp,

an early collecter and pioneer of the traditional music revival in Engfand. After noting a
song on one occasion. Sharp sang it back to the singer to check whether he had written it
down correctly. The singer remarked "That's d l right. but you don't teil the story the

same as we do." A traditional Song should be told rather than sung ( 1952.42).
Kerr agrees with Shuldham-Shaw regarding the importance of the words in a folk
song. Kerr states that the main aim of the tnditional singer is to comrnunicare a story,
not to make beautifut noises. 'The resulting performance rnay be arresting, or in the
course of telling the taie the singer might employ d l kinds of meiodic and rhythmic

variations or empIoy a striking tone of voice. But these skills are al1 devices which the
singer uses to inrerpret the song" (1978,138). Rogie Clark states about the role of the
traditional singer. "we must keep in mind that a folk singer is mereiy a storyteller, and
that his function is to interprer a song-not

imitate" (1966,30).

The Canromerrics project grew out of the work of Lomax, who upon reviewing
fîeId recordings of ethnic folk niusics from around the world, saw that characteristics of
Sung performance, such as voice quality and mode of presentation, seemed to define large

musical regions even without considering melody and rhythm (1968, vii). This work was
not an anaiysis of the songs themselves but of the style in which they were sung. The
Cantornetric experirnent shows that Song style regions are a si@~cant indicator of

cultural pattern. Lomax writes, "a style is the result of a certain group of practices; it is

the qualitative end-product of a certain set of actions" (1956,927). He believes that the

way in which people sing is more likely to rernain constant than is the musical content of
their songs (1968.3).
Shuldham-Shaw regards traditional songs as belonging to the whole community
and not just to one section of it. He believes that if a person has a love of the songs of
herhis people, whether familiar with the style or not, no one can or has any right to
prevent herlhim from singing them. Shuldham-Shaw states, "If this love is genuine, he
will want to sing them well and in the right style, for there is a right and a wrong style in
folk Song just as much as in lieder, oratorio or even dance-band crooning...The obvious
starting point is surely the traditional singer himself." He believes there is much to be
learned by studying what the traditional singer does ( 1952.42). Lomax agrees with
Shuldham-Shaw and states that if a singer wishes to l e m to sing folk songs well then
he/she must listen to authentic recordings (1975, xxiv). Edith Fowke also suggests 'The
best way to l e m how the songs were actually Sung is to Iisten to recordings of traditional
singers" ( 1972,345).
Sandra Kerr describes how Seosamh O hÉanai (Joe Heaney), an Irish American
traditional singer, learned his singing style:
"He learned his singing from Colm Keane, his uncle, and tells how for years he
never sang in his uncle's presence, but listened and assirnilated and, in the initia1
stages, imitated what he had Iearned as exactly as he could. Later he made the
songs his own by experîence, by thought and by relating his own life to the events
and emotions expressed. No finer advice could be given to someone wishing to
sing folk songs. Imitation is the means by which we initiaiiy l e m speech and al1
manner of sociai skills, so rry and imitate what you h e u in the singing of
traditionai singers. However, cafe is important if we are not to fa11 into the trap of
adopting merely the idiosyncrasies of others" (1978, 139).

Prescnptive and Descri~tiveNotation
Trinka defines prescriptive notation as follows: "A prescriptive transcription of a
piece provides a blueprint for the informed perfonner of a given musical tradition. Detail
is not cmciai and much can be taken for granted." Trinka compares this with descriptive
notation. "A descriptive transcription attempts COprovide a precise. thorough, and
objective description of what h a actually occurred in sound. Meticulous attention to
detail is essential in descriptive transcription" (1987, 112-1 13).
Kenneth Peacock cautions collectors in their transcribing habits. "The transfer of
audio materials to a visual medium unfortunately means a funher loss of fideiity to the
original. We are now thrice removed from the original performance, first through video
tape recording and now by the transcription into a visuai medium. You should therefore
exercise care in transcribing your materials so that as much as possible of the original
performance will be retained" (1966.52). Unfonunately, this wise advice has not been
followed by many collectors. Most of the originai performance has been lost in the
prescriptive notation of Canadian traditional song.
Perhaps the best exarnple of a descriptive coIlection of folk songs wouId be that
of Béla Bartdk and Albert B. Lord, Serbo-Croatian Folksong (1951). The reliability of
descriptive notation is discussed:
"Doubts have been raised about rhe value and the reliability of this type of
notation, since no musical notation c m supplant for the reader the actual auditory
experience and rnany srnaII details of delivery Vary in a truly dive folk tradition
from performance to performance, even by the sarne singer. But a simplified
notation, which is the alternative, robs a folk melody of its m e flavor, it
unavoidably introduces subjective judgments as to what is important and what
may be dispensed with, so that at least for scientific purposes only a detailed and
faithful notation is satisfactory" (1951, xii-xiii).
Jerry Jaccard discusses the "reconstnrcting" of foik songs that is so commonly
done. "Unfortunately this "reconstnicting" is an activiry commonly indulged in by wellmeaning, but misguided North Amencan authors and publishers of folk Song teaching
collections...This kind of reconstruction defeats the predictability inherent in Our rich

treasury of authentic folk song" (1998, 153).

Objectivity in transcribing is viewed by Netti as the "important thing". The
transcriber needs to write down what actually occurs and not what the transcriber with
her/his ear used to a particular musical idiom (usually the western idiom), may think
hetshe hears. What is heard is conditioned not only by what sound is actually produced,
but aiso by what sound her/his mind is attuned to and expects (1986,32-33). "Care rnust
be taken to ensure that an overly prescriptive mode1 is not constructed and proposed as
the one, authentic tradition" (Butler 1986, 19).
Hinton also mentions the problern of prescriptive transcriptions being presented as
cruefolk in school music prograrns. "Most folk music published specificdly for school
use has been so edited as to present a distressingly erroneous picture of the 'folk'.
Arrangements of this son remind one of the sculptor who, viewing a plaster replica of a
great statue, said 'It's exactly like the original-except in everything!"' [ l969,35 1).

E. K. Wells discusses the great importance of capturing ail the idiosyncrasies of
the traditional singer in transcriptions:
''A foik singer has a peculiar quality of voice that makes the music itself sound
different: one is not sure of the intervals, or even the notes. and is puzzled by the

frequent breaks of rhythm ...His curîous tond production often defies musical
scoring, and his half-chant is more like speech than melody. And if he is oId.
toothless, and crack voiced, the problem is increased. These are some of the
reasons why the inexpert writing down of a folk song is often the means of killing
it, Its essential quality goes out of it unless a l i the fine distinctions can be caught.
The nuances of tone and rhythm, inaudible or baffling to the amateur, become the
concern of the expert" (1978, 138).
Peacock stresses that utmost care should be taken to capture on paper the nuances
of an original performance. Peacock views the five-line music staff as a graph, designed
primarily to indicate pitch and meter. Once notated, intensity and tempo are indicated by
additionai mevonorne markings. words, and special symbols. AI1 these combined with
grace notes and other ornamental symbols indicate the general style of singing used by an
informant (1966,67).
Bruno Nettl notes that the purpose of the westem notation system is to heIp the
performer cany out the composer's intentions cather than to describe the musical actions
of the performer. As a result, it is not surprishg that the system is imperfect for the

descriptive use to which it must be put in ethnomusicology. In order to save time and
increase accuracy and objectivity, several atternpts have been made to devise machinery
that would measure pitch and transcribe music. Charles Seeger invented one of these
machines, the Melograph. These devices generate detailed graphs which must be
retranslated into something more meaningful. usuaily into conventional notation with al1
its faults ( 1965.27).
Nazir A. Jairazbhoy staies that great hope was (and often still is) placed on
automatic transcription devices. It was thought that automatic transcription devices
would replace the subjective ear of the wral transcriber. Jairazbhoy mentions the
exciting initial efforts of Dahlback and the Seeger Melograph. Howcver, Jairazbhoy feels
that progress in this direction seerns to have corne to a hait-not

because the final goal

has been reached, but because of the enormous compjexity of music. 'The Melograph
could only cope with a single melodic Iine, a phenomenon which is not too cornrnon in
the natural course of events. Even so, it presented a profusion of visual data, involving
tolerances much finer than the ear c m distinguish, thus creating a new series of problems
for the interpreter." Jairazbhoy goes on to say, "In some respects an automatic
transcription c m be quite deceptive because it does not take into account the adaptability
of the human rnind.. .The automatic mscription also iakes no account of the
extraordinary constructive abilicies of the human brain" (1977,268).
Jairazbhoy States that it is "clear that an automatic transcription should not be
thought of as a replacement for aura1 transcription. They perform different but equally
justifiable functions." Iairazbhoy believes that the primary value of the automatic
transcription is to shed light on what we do not "hear", what we change in the process of
"hearing", or what we take for grmted. However, when the subject of study is concerned
with the psychological or cornmunicationalaspects of music within a culture, Jairazbhoy
believes aura1 transcriptions by a uained eifinomusicologist who has steeped himself in
that culture may weii be far more meaningful(270).
George List analyzes the reliability of transcriptions made by ear, concerning
pitch and duration, by comparing them with graphs made by a fundamental analyzer.

The fundamental analyzer rnechanicaiiy reproduces sound signais to which it is sensitive

according to its capacity. Funher, it rnay register phenomena which the human ear
cannot easily distinguish when the recording is played at the veiocity representing that of
the original performance. In his research List found that the transcriptions in the form of
notation made by ear displayed proportionaiIy more accuracy than inaccumcy, and the
modifications made on the bais of the information offered by the graph were slight. List
states "the inescapable conclusion is that the capability of the unaided human ear should
not be underestimated. The evidence indicates char transcriptions made by ear in notated
f o n are sufficiendy accurate, and diable to provide a basis for analysis and
comparative studies of the two aspects of musicai style discussed, pitch and duration"
( 1974,365,375-376).

Netti states most schoIars have returned to conventional notation, despite its

shortcomings. It can easi1y be mastered. and is already understood by individuals
who are acquainted with music. Nettl points out chat even carefut listening to a simple

folk tune indicates that a considenbie number of rninor events take place in every second
of singing. Nettl uses a Bart6k descriptive transcription of a Hungarian folk Song taken
from Serbo-Croatian Folk Songs,(195 t. 154) as an example of how conventiond
notation can capture these subtle events heard throughout a Song (1986,3 1)
Transcriptiond alternatives are discussed by Ellingson stating that some
transcribers have attempted to extend the usehhess of Europem noration through

complex modifications. The descriptive transcriptions of Bels Bartdk are also
mentioned:
The most fmous exampies are B d k ' s transcriptions of Eastern European folk
songs which at Urnes grew so compiex in minute elaborations that the transcriber
added a kind of translation into broad transcription ta clarify the melodic line.
Ethnomusicologists have generaily disliked such complexity, but it could be
argued hat complex transcriptions are the West representations of musical
complexity, and that in some cases a simple form creates illusions and distortions
of the music ( 1992, L42-143).
Individual differences and subjectivity are also discussed by Ellingson. The
seminai article written by Nicolas tsgiand is mentioned. In 1964, four participants in the
Symposium on Transcription and Analysis concenuated their efforts on transcribing a San

(Bushman) Song accompanied by the player on a musical bow. The article focuses on the

effects of individual differences, including both theoretical considerations and analysis
( 1994).

Oral/Aural Tradition
"In a folk or non-literate culture, a Song must be Sung, remembered, and taught by
one generation to the next. If this does not happen, it dies and is lost forever" ((Nettl
1965,3). In an oral tradition, songs are learned by hearing. If a Song is forgotten, the

Song is lost.
Traditional music is linked to the concept of change. Nettl discussed the idea that
a traditional Song must be accepted or it will die. There is also another alternative-if

it

is not accepted by its audience, it may be changed to fit the needs and desires of the
people who perfonn it and hear it. In this orallaural tradition there is not a standard
version which people can consult. Changes over the years become an integral part of the
Song (1965.3).
Lomax discusses this concept of change in folk Song tradition. "Folk songs
change slowly and mysteriously, rooted as they are in fundamental social and
psychological patterns that resist aiteration. New versions and variants aise ceaselessly
as the songs are passed on by word of mouth, and the study of these versions bas

fascinated scholars. To my way of thinking, however, we do not yet understand enough
about the unconscious processes at work in the slow emergence of versions to control
such studies" (1975, xx).
Percy Grainger concurs with Nettl and Lomax: "al1 unwritten music exhibits the
common trait that the whole art is in a constant state of flux; new details k i n g
continudy added while old ones are abandoned." Grainger goes on to Say that, 'The
[foik singer] unhesitatingly alters the traditional material he has inherited from thousands
of unknown talents and geniuses before him to suit his own voice or instruments, or to
make it conform to his purely personal taste for rhythm and generai style. There is no
writtea originai to confront him with, no universally acceptable standard to cnticize him
by. He is at once an executive and creative artist, for he not only remolds old ditties. but

aiso weaves together fresh combinations of more or less farniliar phrases which he cals
'making new songs'" (1915,421423).
A. L. Lloyd views traditional songs existing as "a bundle of variants under

constant change." Lloyd believes traditionai songs are subjectified: "it is there in the folk
singer's head and it only exists while it is actually being uttered, and the next performer
who comes dong may utter it differentiy." He continues "behind each individuai folk
Song is an arnorphous mass of ancestors of the same piece: ahead of it.. .metches an
unpredictable line of descendants" ( 1978.5).
According to P. V. Bohlman the most salient feature of traditional songs is their
orallaural tradition. "Oral tradition fosters both the creativity and the stability of folk
music" (1988, 14). Bohlman goes on to say that the musical elements of oral tradition
include form and style. folk taxonomies of music and indigenous systems of music
theory, and perceptions of the differences and similarities that relate or distinguish
individual pieces.
Walter J. Ong, says about oraiity, "It would seem inescapably obvious that
language is an orai phenomenon. Human beings communicate in countless ways, making
use of al1 their senses, touch, taste, smell, and especiaily sight, as well as hearing ...Oral
expression can exist and mostly has existed without any wriung at ail. writing never
without orality" (1982,H).
Global Voices is an interactive multicultud experience created by Jay Fern and

Mary Goeue. The CD-ROM is k i n g developed for the aurai and visual presentation of
vocal music from diverse cultures to groups of singers or active listeners in classrooms
and c h o i s This format provides the matenais needed for effective oral transmission of
choral music from sources outside the European art music tradition. The uaditional
movement steps that would be performed with the Song are aiso shown on the CD-ROM.
It is suggested that the songs should be Iearned auraily. Steps and guidelines are given to
attain this goal. This researcher found Global Voices to be an exciting new approach to
teaching rnulticulturalism in the c1assroom and in a choral setting. The program provides
ail the materiai needed to offer students a unique experience with traditional music from

another culture. It is aiso an excellent source in teaching the concept of oral tradition
( 1999).

Collections of Canadian Traditional Song
The purpose of this category is to Iist collections of folk songs that contain
Canadian traditionai songs, specifically the coIIections of Edith Fowke. Collections of
Canadian traditionai songs with descriptive notation wcre also collected by the reserircher
to serve as a reference in descriptive notation. Upon finding collections of prescriptive
transcriptions this author searched introductions to see if any record or account had been
made for descriptive transcription.
The collections compited by Edith F. Fowke are transcnbed in prescriptive
notation. Many of these collecuons address in the introduction or the preface the type of
transcription used and why. The prescriptive coIIection titled Folk Songs of Canada
States in the introduction that, "WhiIe the words and tunes for the songs given here have
been based on traditional versions, a cenain amount of adapting and editing has been
done. Traditional folk singers have the gift of making the words fit the tune, no matter
how widely the verse may Vary, but today rnost singers expect the words in each stanza to
conform to fairly regular metrical pattern. Accordingly 1 have made minor changes in the
words so that the songs may be easier to sing" (1954,IZ).
in Fowke's More Folk Songs of Canclda it is stated, "we have regularized the

music where it varies from verse to verse" (1967'8). By doing so they have eiiminated a
vital part of traditionai Song, the aspect of change and a free style of singing.
in Fowke's Lumbering Songs From the Norrhenz Woods it is stated, 'Transfemng m e s

such as those in this collection from their taped originals CO staff notation form is thus a
far more complex operation than some have imagined.. .The results must be understood
as a generalized melody line reflecting some compromise of averaging of detailed

difference between stanzasn (1970.13)Overall the prescriptive collections thar have k e n found do recognize the changes
that have been done, either by siinpliQing the melody or the words. However, none of
these collections stated that this uanscription aione does not represent a true traditional

song. It was never suggested that in the performance of these songs the singer should be
adding to the music, changing the song in some way to make it her/his own.
Of the scholars who have stressed the importance of descriptive transcriptions
only Kenneth Peacock has followed through and made them a part of his collections. He
has collected nurnerous Canadian traditional songs and has attempted to preserve the
original performance through his descriptive notations. Fofhongsfrom Southern New

Brunswick collected by Helen Creighton ( L97 1) with musical transcriptions by Kenneth
Peacock, is an example of a collection conraining omarnents and vocal gestures Sung by
the traditional singer.
Peacock's Songs of the Newfoundland Oufporrs is another collection of Canadian
traditional songs that contains descriptive transcriptions. In the introduction Peacock
States, "every effort was made to suggest the style of singing (by means of grace-notes,
fiorituras, pause signs, etc.)" (1965, xxiii). Peacock's transcription attempts to show the
ornamentai devices used by the singer. However, this style of writing omarnents in lower
rase rhythm is vague and unclear in t e m of how these omaments were actuaily
sung-much

is left to be deciphered by the reader. This researcher would Iike to suggest

that this type of transcription be calIed semidescriptive.
Marius Barbeau is another Canadian source for descriptive notations of Canadian
traditional songs. Barbeau's transcriptions are very similar to those of Peacock in that
they do attempt to show the ornamentai devices used. However, the placement and
timing of these omarnents is unclear. Folk Songs of French Canada (1925), Romancero
du Canada (1937). Chansons Populaires du Vieux Québec(1956),and Le Rossignol y
Chanré (1962) are some of Barbeau's collections that could be used as a guide to this

semidescriptive style of notation. See Appendix B for an example of descriptive
transcription used by Marius Barbeau.

CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
Edith F. Fowke (1913-1996) is one of the best known foklorists in Canada.
Fowke authored and edited many publications including numerous collections made from
field recordings of Canadian traditional songs performed by those who were a part of
oraUaural tradition. Much of her work was donated to the McKirnrnie Library, the
University of Calgary. This mearcher began the selection process by listening to part of
Fovike's collection of field recordings. The file titled "Accession no. 592196.7" was
heard in its entirety. This file includes 182 different singers and a total of approximately
1,589 songs. The songs were collected in Ontario and parts of Québec during the y e m
19561978.
What consticutes an appropriate sample size is not clearly established in the field

of traditional music research (Trinka 1987, 105). Lornax States that "only a small number
of representative songs per culture need to be andyzed to describe the core public
performance style and its main variations." As a result, he reponed in his study
Canromerrics that a total of ten songs per culture was found to be sufficient to delineate

the core style of each of the cultures examined. The adequacy of the sample was subject
to whether another sample of a sirnilar kind taken in the same culture would produce a
similar performance profile ( 1976, 15- 17). Memam has suggested that an adequate
sample size is that number of songs ar which results of analysis do not differ significantly
from one another, possibiy at ten, twenty-five, or one hundred songs (1964,55-57).
This researcher narrowed her selection to ten singers using maximal
omarnentation and located within a twenty mile radius of Peterborough. Ontario, during
the years 1957-1959. Twenty-one Anglo/CeItic Canadian traditional songs were chosen,
transcribed, and analyzed from these representative singers. Maxirnally ornamented
songs were selected through a process of a m i judgrnent by the researcher. Aspects of
ethnicity and age couId not be considered in the selection process because they were not

part of the Fowke description of the singers. The number of songs Sung by each singer
could not be considered because circumstances of the collecter, such as tape availability,
readiness of singes, et ai., remain unknown. Gender of singes was considered.

Nicole Beaudry discusses the question of what a descriptive transcription must
contain in order to provide useful, comparative information. She States that "we
generally make one transcription for analytical purposes, which remains vinuaily
unchanged.. .Our analysis can only reveal those aspects of music present in our document,
and we therefore fail to uncover data obtainable frorn a transcription made in more varied
descriptive detail." Beaudry goes on to say "it seems, moreover, that one well-made,
descriptive transcription is not in itself sufficient for one to gain a thorough perception of
a musical phenomenon." It is suggested that an expanded comprehension of the musical

artifact requires several transcriptive levels, each based on conuasting but
comp1ernent;try parameters (1978,261).
In transcribing Inuit Katajaq, Beaudry applied the Aristotelian mode1 of logic.
Three phases of conuasting uanscriptive levels were used. The first phase perceived the
musical artifact much as it rnight be encountered in natural performance conditions. OnIy
the grosser details of performance were recognized. The second phase of transcription
revealed the syntactical organization of each voice. In the final phase emphasis was
given to the parameters of voiced and voiceless respiration. ''To obtain the desired
results, it is necessary to make a conuasting transcription, reflecting the new set of
privileged parameters disclosed in the first anaiysis. Then one c m experience a new
Ievel of analytic competence resulting in a further-expanded perception" (26 1).

In Iight of Beaudry's research the present study uses three different approaches in
transcribing each Song. Fit, a descriptive transcription in western staff notation is done,
attempting to retain as much as possible ail that is heard on the tape. Second, a
prescriptive transcription with vocal ornaments eliminated is done. This transcription
will resemble what is normaily found in a published collection of traditionai songs.
Fially, a rhythm pronunciation transcription shows the rhythmic construction of vowels
and consonants in the Sung text. The text of each Song is anaiyzed in its relation to the

performance style. Text changes and their influence on the omamentation style between
verses wiii be noted. Al1 elements of performance style wiii be exuacted and compared.
The frequency of occurrence of stylistic devices wiii be analyzed. The researcher wiii
then attempt to define a general performance style of omamentation found among the

twenty-one songs of the previously mentioned collection. Collected data will act as an
indicator of stylistic devices used in ornamenting Canadian traditional Song.
The procedure discussed above suggests qualitative research using descriptive

techniques. W. Laurence Neuman states some of the goals of descriptive research as, "to
provide an accurate profile of a group", and to "describe a process, mechanism, or
relationship" (1997, 19-29). Neuman also states that descriptive research presents a
picnire of the specific details of a situation. Data analysis in this study adds a
quantitative element. Frequency of occurrence of stylistic elements of performance style
will be collected as part of the data. This research design falls under the category of
applied research. "Applied research is frequently descriptive research, and its main
strength is its imrnediate practical use" (22).
Definition of Terms
The following definitions are intended to clarify certain t e m used in this study.
Folk Music and Traditional Music

A detailed definition of folk music was composed by the International Folk Music
Conference and approved in 1955:
Folk music is the product of a musical tradition that has been evolved through the
process of oral transmission. The factors that shape the tradition are: (i)
continuity that links the present with the past; (ii) variation which springs from
the creative impulse of the individual or the group; and (iii) selection by the
cornmunity which determines the form or forms in which the music survives.
The term can be applied to music that has been evolved from nidimentary
begimings by cornrnunity uninfluenced by popular and art music and it can
iikewise be applied to music which has originated with an individuai composer
and has subsequently been absorbed into the unwritten living tradition of a
community.
This term does not cover composed popular music chat has been taken over readymade by a cornmunity and remains unchanged, for it is the refashioning and recreation of the music by the communîty that gives it its folk character (Meyers
1983,696497)-

Prescriprive Norarion

Ji11 Trinka defines prescriptive notation:
A prescriptive transcription of a piece provides a blueprint for the informed
performer of a given musical tradition. Detail is not cruciai and much can be taken for
granted (1987, 112-1 13).
Descriptive Notation

Trinka also defines descriptive notation:
A descriptive transcription atternpis to provide a precise, thorough, and objective

description of what ha acrually occurred in sound. Meticulous attention to detail is

essential in descriprive uanscriprion (1987, 112-1 13).
Delimitations
Ten singers using maximai omarnentation Iocated within a twenry mile radius of
Peterborough, Ontario, during the years 1957-1959 were selected from the field
recordings collected by Edith F. Fowke. Twenty-one songs were chosen, transcribed, and
anaiyzed from the representative singers. Maxirnaily ornamented songs were selected
through a process of aura1 judgment by the researcher.

The gender of the singers was considered in the sample selection. Aspects of
ethnicity and age could not be considered in the selection process because they were not
part of the Fowke description of the singers. The number of songs Sung by each singer

was not considered because circurnstances of the couector, such as tape availability,
readiness of singers, et al., rernain unknown.

CHAPTER FOUR: EXPLANATlON OF TRANSCRIPTIONS
AND ANALYSES
Ex~ianationof Transcri~tions
Three phases of conuasting levels are used in tmscribing the selected traditionai
songs. A descriptive vanscription was first completed attempting to show in rhythm al1
sounds that were heard. Descriptive transcription completed, notation of a prescriptive
transcription followed with al1 vocal ornaments eliminated. Charles Seeger draws a basic
functionai contrast between prescriptive and descriptive notations. The prescriptive
corresponds to what ethnomusicoIogicai writers usual1y refer to as notations and
descriptive to ethnomusicologicd transcriptions. Descriptive transcription is described

as a "report of how a specific performance of any music actually did sound" and
prescriptive notation as "a bheprint of how a specific piece of music shall be made to
sound" (1958, 168).
When notating the prescriprive transcription this researcher had to determine what
vocal gestures were omaments and should therefore oniy ùe present in the descriptive
transcription. After iistening to the encire Fowke file accession no. 592j96.7 and
transcribing in detail the twenty-one seIected songs, this researcher found that the style of
ornamentauon is consistent for the sarne singer in multiple verses and multiple songs.
However, the placement of these consistencly used vocal gestures varies from verse to
verse. When a vocai gesture is consistendy Sung in al1 verses but inconsistently placed,
that vocai gesture is viewed as an ornament and omitted from the prescriptive
transcription.
This researcher has studied many published coI1ections of Canadian traditionai
songs containing prescriptive notations. In the Penguin Book of Canadian Folk Songs,
compiled by Edith Fowke, a List of notes is found providing information on each Song and
its ongin (1973,19&215). Upon studying these notes this researcher discovered that
many of the titles of songs and names of perfomers Iisted are aiso found in the Fowke
file accession no. 59U96.7. The numbering systern used in the Fowke fde is "FO

1-100". This same numbering system is Iisted in the notes of the Penguin Book of

Canadian Folk Songs. dong wirh the title of the song, the name of the singer, location

where the Song was recurded, and the date. This researcher was able to determine she
had heard the original performance used in transcribing the prescriptive transcription of

these songs now part of this published collection. One of the selected twenty-one songs
trmscribed by this researcher is found in the notes-"Will

OTRiley"Sung by Dave

McMahon in Douro, Ontario in 1957. Upon comparing this researcher's transcription
with the published edition many differences are discovered. However, whar interests this
researcher most is to see if vocal gestures heard throughout al1 verses of this Song were
included in the Fowke prescriptive notation. They are not-vocal

gestures are omitted in

the Fowke transcriptions. This fact strengthens the opinion of this researcher that even if

a singer consistently sings the same ornament in al1 verses of a song, it should still be

viewed as part of their performance style ofornamentation. Peggy Seeger States that, "it
is useful to develop a personal style, by using certain ornaments consistently, and many
field singers have in fact done this ...Above ail. be consistent within each song and don?
throw al1 the decorations you know into the one piece" (Seeger cited in Kerr from an

unnamed source, 1978, 141).
The rhythm pronunciation transcription is the final phase. This transcription
shows the rhythmic placement of consonant and vowel sounds in the Sung text. The text
was fmt written using a list of pronunciation symbols compiIed by this researcher. The
pronunciation list of symbols and their sounds were denved from the Canadian
Dicrionary of the English Language. There were certain desired pronunciation sounds

that are not found in this source. To ensure a cornpiete Iisc is provided, missing
pronunciation sounds were taken from the International Phonetic Alphabet. The
fohwing is the list of pronunciation symbols and their sounds used in the rhythm
pronunciation transcription.

Pronunciation Svmbol Guide
sound:

Pst
PaY

care
father
bib
church
deed
Pet

symbol:
'i r

j
k
1
m

n
ng
6
ô

sound:

pier
judge
kick. cat
[id. needle
mum
no. sudden
thing
Po[
toe
or, door

~ r n b o l : sound:
roar
r
s
sauce
ship. dish
sh
tight
t
thin
th
this
th
ü
cut
ûr
urge, firm
v
valve
1
w
with

bee
fife, phase, rough
gag
hat
w hich
pit

60
oo

m k

Y

boot

z

OU

out

3

Oi

t OY

a

pie, by

P

POP

ar

3

Yes
zebn
vision, pleasure
item, edible,
gallop
butter

Once the text is written using chese pronunciation symbols it is rhen set to rhythm. These
cranscriptions are very detailed with tiighly compiex hythms. This rranscriptive kvel is
not done with the notion that a reader will perform these complex rhythms-raher

it is

the analyses of these uanscripuons that provide information linking the placement of

consonant and vowel sounds with a singer's performance style. These findings add to the
research needed in creating a performance guide for Anglo-CeItic Canadian traditionai

songs.
A fourth transcription titled durarion ofpause, is shown in 'TheRoad to

Dundeeii, and "in Bristol There Lived a Fair Maiden" sung by Jim Doherty, as well as
'The Winw Winds" Sung by Mrs. Vera Keating. In the descriptive transcription of these
songs, the syrnboI of a pause is shown in the notation. A pause is shown when the singer

1

holds a selected pitch for an unspecified amount of time. There is a stop in time-the
rhythmical beat is suspended. This researcher feels that the symbol of a pause represents
one of the ornamentai devises used by these singers. For this reason the symbol of a
pause is shown in the descriptive transcription rather than replacing it with the rhythm of
the pause. Without the sound recording of these transcriptions. a symbol of a pause is
very ambiguous and leaves the reader to estimate how long the selected pitch is held.
The rhythm of the pause is shown in the duration of pause transcription and provided for

a reader who does not have access to the sound recording of the performance.
Explanation of Analvsis Chart
Upon completion of ail transcriptions, ail songs are analyzed comparatively using
the Analysis Chan. The elements included in the anaiysis chart are a combination of
omaments discussed in the literature review by Kerr and Trinka and elements this
researcher found in ber transcriptions which were not discussed by the aforementioned
authors.
The first six eiements found on the analysis chart are taken from the "University
of Calgary Traditional Song Collection"' transcription sheet. Tone set, scale name,
range, fonn, cadences, and number of measures are elements cornrnonly used in a basic
analysis of a traditionai song. This type of basic analysis is cornmonly the focus of a folk
Song analysis class in Kodaly studies at the university level. The depth of this analysis is
very lirnited because it is based soIely on the fmt verse of a prescriptive transcription.
This information is then incorrectly used to represent al1 verses of a song.
The stylistic traits portamenro slide and anticipation are mentioned by both Kerr
and Trinka- A porramenro slide occurs when the voice moves evenly from one melody
note through the intermediate pitches to the next melody note. It is a pitch @de rather
than a diatonic or chromatic scale connection of pitches. In Figure 4.1. a pommenro
slide is found on "one" and between the last syiiable of "wintei' and "how".

' Only selected elernents were chosen frorn the "University of Caigary Tnditional Song Collection"
transcription sheet that added needed information to the Anulysis Chan. See the "University of Calgary
Traditional Song Collection" transcription sheet in Appendii C.

Figure 4.1. "The Wintry Winds" vs. 1

Kerr defines anticiparion as singing the rnelody note. then. while still on the sarne
syllable. singing the next note in the melody ( 1978. 113). Trinka does not provide a
definition for anticipation. Anticipation is often discussed in reference to harmony.
Transcripuons of traditional songs contain no harmony, however this resemcher believes
they do contain an element of anticipation. Trinka mentions the use of syncopation in
traditional singing but does not provide an explanation or example of it. The
transcriptions of the selected twenty-one songs show the use of syncopation and
anticipation combined. .4 pitch is anticipated in rhythm. creating syncopation- An
example of syncopation by anticipation is shown in Figure 4.2. on "people".

Figure 4.2. "Dr. Pritchard" vs. 1

Kerr mentions one other form of decorative gracing-the

mordent. It is described

as a decoration Sung at speed and therefore written as having no time value. The mordent
is Sung by starting on a melody note, going to another above or below and returning ro

the melody note (1978, 142). ïhere are no ornamental mordents found in the selected
verses transcribed in this research.
The impulse decorations glotral srop and shakes are also mentioned by Kerr, as
well as ways in which a singer cari corne off a note, such as usingfalling or dying tones

or casting the voice upwards in a kind of yelp. A glottal stop is defined as a "plosive
sound produced by the sudden opening or shutting of the glottis before or after an
ernission of breath or voice" (The Canadian Oxford Dictionary, 1998,595). In Figure
4.3. a glottal stop is found on "dong".

Figure 4.3. "Pat Riley" vs. 1

The ornamental device shnke' is performed by stopping and srarting the flow of
air through the vocal cords. In Figure 4.4. an example of a ornamentai shah is heard on

"footboy".

Figure 4.4. 'The Footboy" vs. 1
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In this snidy the musical symbol commonly used to show a mordent is used for the ornamental device
shake.

Trinka lists scoops, drops in pitch, and yelps or groans during transitionfronl

note to note in her discussion of characteristic traits of Arnecican folk Song performance
style (1998, 127-128). Scooping is perfomed like a slide. One phonetic sound is
involved. A scoop is performed on the beat with the previous pitch scooping to the next
Sung pitch. Scoops may start from both above and below the designated pitch. Figure
4.5. shows an ornamental scoop stming from the note above on "old and an ornamental

scoop starting from the pitch below on "low".

Figure 4.5. "Dr. Prirchard" vs. 1
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The styiistic trait yelps or groans during transirionsjrom note ro note are not heard in any
of the transcribed songs.
Rhythrnic performances bursting with dotted rhythms, as well as a widespread
presence of rhythm irregularities, are more of the performance traits mentioned by Trinka
( 127-128).

These stylistic traits are found on the analysis chart as adds dotted rhythm as

style device andfree rhythmic interpretation ofsubsequenr verses. To determine if a
singer had added doned rhythm as part of their style device subsequent verses are
studied and compared. If a selected rhythm is consistently dotted in ail verses, that dotted
rhythm remained in the prescnptive transcription. Al1 variations of dotted rhythms that

are inconsistently placed in ai1 verses are considered a stylistic device and are shown only
in the descriptive transcription. Figure 4.6. shows the element adds dorted rhythm as
style. A cornparison of the rhythm in the prescriptive and descriptive transcription shows

this ornamentai device.

Figure 4.6. "The Jarn on Gerry's Rocks" vs. 1
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The final stylisuc trait Trinka discusses is variery ofaccentuations, chiefly,
selected pitch and selected text. This researcher added to variery of accentrcations:
selected phonerics. changing rhythm, changing pitch, diphthortgflip, scoops, grace note.
slides, ritJaccel., and pause. While transcnbing the selected songs this researcher

listened for added emphasis or accentuation in each performance. When a section of a
Song was heard to k emphasized, this researcher anaiyzed how the emphasis had been
placed, either through selected text, selected pitch, changing rhythm, adding a pause etc.

The remaining elements listed on the analysis chart shown below are added by
this researcher. Al1 added stylistic traits are found in the transcriptions of the selected
twenty-one songs. Exarnples of each item are provided in Table 4.1. along with selected
explanations in an effort to explain each element. Elements listed by Kerr and or Trinka
not found in the analyses of the uanscribed traditional songs will not be inciuded in the
final draft of the analysis chart shown in chapter Five.

Table 4.1. Analysis Chart

elemenrs of analysis:
tone set
scale name
range
fom
cadences
nurnber of rneasures
syncopation by anticipation
scoops up
scoops down
slide (ponamento)
slide (melismatic)
mordent
voiced consonants (m, n, ng, 1, r) Sung as
syllable
diphthong flip
glottitl stop
drops in pitch
drops and cornes back in pitch
corne off note by faiiing or dying tones
corne off note by casting voice upwards in
yelps or groans during transition from note
to note

example of elemenrfound in
rranscri~tians:
see Appendix C for example and
explmation of first six elemencs

see Figure 4.2.
see Figure 4.5.
see Figure 4.5.
see Figure 4.1.
not found
Biii Hughey, 'A Bold Young Sailoi', vs. 1,
meas. 5
see Figure 4.19.
see Figure 4.7.
see Figure 4.3.
Dave McMahon, "Dr. Pritchard", vs. 8
not found
Dave McMahon, "Dr. Pritchard", vs. 1,
meas. 7, "and"
not found
not found

[ see Figure 4.4.

shakes
diminuendo

1 Dave McMahon, "Soo St. Mary's Jail", vs.
1, meas. 8

changes in melody: pitch
: rhythm
adds dotted rhythm as style device
free rhythrnic interpretation in subsequent
verses
divides duple beat into triplet
divides triplet beat into duple
pause

Martin Sullivan, "Pat RiIey", vs. 2
Martin Sullivan, "Pat RiIey", vs. 2
see Fig. 4.6.
Martin Sullivan, "Pat Riley", vs. 1-8
Martin Sullivan, "Pat Riley", vs. 2. meas. 5
Dave McMahon, "Soo St. Mary's Jail", vs.
I. meas. 4
Vera Keating, '‘The Wintry Winds", vs. 1,
meas. 1

rhythrnical stops in sound
free with beat
free with beat at the end of ~ h n s e
accelerando
ritardando
change in meter

see Figure 4.8.

[ see Figure 4.9.
Dave McMahon. "Soo St. Marv's JaiI"
Martin Sullivan, "Bill Dunbar", vs. 1,
rneas. 3
Martin Sullivan, "Bill Dunbar", vs. 1,
rneas.7-8
Dave McMahon, "Soo St. Mary's Jail", vs.

-.
irregular phrase length: altered meter
: pause
( irregular verse length
grace note on kat-vowel
grace note before kat-vowel
grace note on beatdonsonant
grace note before beat-consonant
consonant as rhythm (these cm be grace
notes)
repeated consonant as rhythm
repeated vowel as rhythm
final consonant aimost swdlowed
sound "t" for "th"
variety of accentuations: seIected pitch

----

Emerson Woodcock, 'The Footboy", vs. 1
Vera Keating, 'The Wintry Winds", vs. I
1 Martin Sullivan, 'The Jarn On Geny's
Rocks", vs. 7
see Figure 4.10.
see Figure 4.1 1.
see Figure 4.12.
see Figure 4.13.
sec Figure 4.15.

see Figure 4.16.
see Figure 4.17.
see Figure 4.14.
see Figure 4.18.
Jim Doherty, "In Bristol There Lived a Fair
Maiden"
Jim Doherty, "In Bristol There Lived a Fair
:selected text
Maiden"
: selected phonetics see Figure 4.19.
Martin Sullivan, "Pat Riley", vs. 2
: changing rhythm
Martin
Sullivan, "Pat Riley", vs. 2
:changing picch
- -- - -

- --

1
1

: di~hthonç!f l i ~
: scoops
: grace note

: slides

:ritJaccel.
: pause

ends with soeaking

1 see Fioure 4.7.
see Figure 4.2.
see Figure 4.10.4-13.
see Figure 4.1.
Martin Sullivan. "Bill Dunbar", vs. 1.
meas. 3
Ven Keating. 'The Wintq Winds", vs. I.
meas. 1
see Figure 4.20.

The terrn diphrhongflip is used by this researcher to describe the ricrion of singing
the first vowel sound of a diphthong and quickly shifting to and remriinin: on rhe final
vowel sound of the diphthong. An exarnple of the ornamentai drvicr diplrritongflip is
shown in Figure 4.7. "high".

Figure 4.7. "Dr. Pritchard" vs. III

Séan O Riada discusses the "Variation Principle" practiced in traditional mm-n&
singing. It is viewed as the most important aspect of the sean-nos singing. O Riada
States that it is not permissible for a sean-nos singer to sing any two verses of a Song in

1

the same way-there

must be a variation of notes and rhythm. The ability to rnake

variations is what makes one singer berter than the other. O Riada also States that
variations must not interfere with the basic suucture of the Song, they must occur where
they would give most point and effect. The variations of sean-nos singing are on a
miniature scaie according to O Riada. The three main kinds of variations in sean-nbs
singing are melismatic, intervdlic, and rhythmic. Intervallic and rhythmic changes were
discovered in the transcriptions of the selected twenty-one songs and are included in the
analysis chan as changes in melody: pitcWrhyrhm (1982.24-3 1 ) .
The element rhythmical stops in sound is used in describing the action of stopping
the sound and replacing it with short, quick rests creating a rhythrnical break in sound.
An exarnple of rhythmical stops in sound is shown in measures one and two of Figure
4.8.

Figure 4.8. "Dr. Pritchard" vs. 1
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The terrnpee with beat is used when a singer has a flexible approach to her/his
singing-applying

accelerandos foUowed by riîurdandos, stretching, staiiing, pausing,

and or swinging the rhythm. Figure 4.9. shows an exarnple of the ornamentai devicefree
with beat.

Figure 4.9. "A Bold Young Sailor in London City" vs. 1

The term free rvirlr bear ar the end of phrase is dernonstrated by those singers who
hold the find note of a phrase longer. adding extra beats or taking tirne before the
beginning of the next phrase.
Kerr addresses the practice of flexibility when dealing with the rnelody line and
the text. "Since the words are of prime importance. singers tend to extend the musical
line to fit the words nther than trying, as in the Limerick. to 'crarn as rnany words into the
line as ever they possibly cm'!" (1978. 139). This researcher not only discovered singers
who extend a single rnelody line to fit the text by adding an extra beat when needed, she
also andyzed songs where singers would add or eliminate one or more phrases in order to
fit the desired text into one verse. The element irregular verse lengrlt refers the reader to

the aforementioned songs that contain a varying number of phrases per verse.
The elements grnce norc on bear-vorvel, yrace note before benr-vorvel. grace
nore on bear-consonanr. grnce nore before beat-consonanr are s h o w in both the

rhythm pronunciation transcription and descriptive transcription. These elements occur
when singen sing a grace note on or before the beat using the initial or final phonetic
sound. Two phonetic sounds ÿre involved. Figure 4.10. shows an example of grace note
on bear-vowel on "they". An exarnple of grace note before beur-vowel is shown in
Figure 4.1 1. on "people". The ornamental device grace nore on beat-consonant is

found in the rhythm pronunciation transcription on "howling" in Figure 3.12. The

ornamentai device grace note before beat-consonam is shuwn in Figure 4.13. on
"volunteef*.

Figure 4. IO. "The lm on Gerry's Rocks" vs. V

Figure 4.1 1. "Dr.Pritchard" vs. IX

Figure 4.12. "The Road to Dundee" vs. 1

Figure 4.13. "The Jarn on Gerry's Rocks" vs. III
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The stylistic mitfirial consonant almost nvallowed is shown in the rhythm
pronunciation transcription by placing bnckets around the consonant affected. Figure

4-14.shows an exampIe offinal consonant almost nvallorved in the rhythm pronunciation
of "old" and "England".

Figure 4.14. "Dr. Pritchard" vs. II
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In Chapter Five, the analysis of the elements grace note on the beat-vowel,
grace note before the beur-vowel, grace note on the beat-consoncnt, grace note before
the bear-consonant, consonant as rhythm, repeated consonant of rhythm. repeated
vowel us rhythm,final consonant almost nvallowed and sound "r" for "rh" only reflect

what is heard in the first verse of each Song. To demonstrate these malyucd elements a
detailed rhythm pronunciation transcription is needed. Figure 4.15. shows an example of
consonant as rhythm in the rhythm pronunciation transcription of "lost". Figure 4.16.

shows an example of repeated consonant as rhythm in the rhythm pronunciation
transcription on "hotel O' ". An example of repeated vowel as rhythm is shown in Figure
4.17. in the rhythm pronunciation transcription on "dry".

Figure 4.15. "Dr.Pritchard vs. 1

Figure 4.16. "A Bold Young SaiIor Boy" vs. I
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Figure 4.17. "A BoId Young Sailor Boy" vs. 1
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The t e m sound "t" for "th" reflects the irish diaspora5of traditional Song and the
treaunent of the sound "th" found in the selected singers of this study. Figure 4.18.
shows such an example. This ornamental device is both heard in the Sung text and seen
in the rhythm pronunciation transcription on the text "both".

Figure 4.18. "Dr. Pritchard" vs. 1
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The term voiced consonants (m, n. ng, 1, r) sung as syllable is used to describe the
action of holding one of the selected Sung voiced consonants as an ornamentai device.
Nasal and hurnming sounds are heard on the sung voiced consonants m, n, ng. Figure
4-19. shows an exarnple of a voiced consonant sung as syllable on "England". This

ornamentai device is both heard in the performance and seen in the rhythm pronunciation
transcription.

'This tesearcher discussed with Jerry Kerlin the findings of the Irish diaspora of traditionai Song in his
mearch in progras. 'The Transmission of Dance and Music Among the New York Insh: Teaching.
Learning, and h h Sensibility. PhD. d i s , New York University in pmgress. This marcher was
infomed by Jerry &riin that the sound 'W is not found in the k s h languagc.

Figure 4.19. "Dr.Pritchard" vs. II

The terni ends with speaking represents those singers who speak the find words
o f the text in the last verse of a Song. Figure 4.20. shows an example a i the ornamentai

device ends wirh speaking on "in rhe clay".

Figure 4.20. "Dr. Pritchard" vs.
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CHAPTER F i E : ANALYSES OF FIRST VERSES OF SONGS
Chapter Five includes the transcription of the first verse of each song, the text of
al1 verses, a cornpleted analysis chart for each song, and a written analysis for al1 songs.
List of Songs and Perfomers

"In Bristol There Lived a Fair Maiden"-Jim Dohercy, Peterborough, Ontario. July
1957, CD 1.1
'The Road to Dundee''-Jim Doherty, Peterborough. Ontario. July 1957, CD 1.2
"A Sailor Boy in London City"-Jimmy Heffernan, Peterborough, Ontario, July
1957, CD 1.3
"A Bold Young Sailor in London City9'-Bill Hughey, Peterborough, Ontario, July
1957, CD 1.4
"Fair F1oella"-Mrs. (Jack) Vera Keating, Peterborough, Ontario, March 1957, CD
1.5
"The Old Oak Tree"4Mrs. (Jack) Vera Keacing, Peterborough, Ontario, March 1957,
CD 1.6
'The Winuy WindsW-Mrs. (Jack) Vera Keating, Peterborough, Ontario, Mach
1957, CD 1.7
"Driving Saw-Logs on the Plovef-Bob McMahon. Douro, Ontario, October 1959,
CD 1.8
'The River Through the Pie'- Bob McMahon, Douro, Ontario, October 1959, CD
1.9
10. "Dr. Pritchard"-Dave McMahon, Douro, Ontario. June 1957, CD 1.10
11. "Soo St. Mary's Jaii"- Dave McMahon, Douro, Ontario, June 1957, CD 1.11
12. "Vince Leahyn- Dave McMahon, Douro, Ontario, June 1957, CD 1.12
13. "Will OIRiley"-Dave McMahon, Douro, Ontario, July 1957, CD 1.13
14. "Driving Saw-Logs on the Plove?-Marcelle McMahon, Douro, Ontario, October
1959. CD 2.1
15. 'The Irish Soldier Boyw-Marcelle McMahon, Douro, Ontario, October 1959. CD
2.2
16. "Bill Dunbar'-Martin Sullivan, Nassau, Ontario, July 1957, CD 2.3
17. "Pat Ri1ey"- Martin Sullivan, Nassau, Ontario, June 1957, CD 2.4
18. 'The Jam on Geny's Rocks') Martin Sullivan, Nassau, Ontario, June 1957, CD 2.5
19. "Bill Dunbar"-Mn. Tom (Geraldine) Sullivan, Lakefield, Ontario, November 1957,
CD 2.6
%e "List of Songs and Performers" contains dl information found in rhe Fowke file accession no.
59296.7. Typology will not be addressed in this snidy because the collector Edith Fowke randomly
assigned songs a typological category. It is unknown to this researcher if the m g s with assigned typology
are those of the singer or the collector.

20. ''The Farmer's Son and the Shantyboy"-Emerson Woadcack, Peterborough.
Ontario. July 1957, CD 2.7
2 1. "The Footboy9*-Emerson Woodcock. Peterborough, Ontario, August 1957. CD 2.8

Transcri~tionsand Anaivses

"In Brisrol There Lived a Fair Maiden"
h m ~hesinging of Jim Doheny. CD 1. I

"In Bristol There Lived a Fair Maiden"
from the singing of Jim Doherty, CD 1.1
O in Bristol there lived a fair maiden,
And a rnaiden of honour was she.
She was courted by a gallant young sailor,
And she caiied him her lovely Jimrny.
But she had an mgry old father,
And an angry old father was he.
Saying, "Daughter I h e u you're being courted.
By a young man below your degree."
"Don't believe it, don't believe it dear father,
Don't believe no such cales upon me.
For if ever 1 live for to get manied,
It wili be one of my equals, 'twill be."

O she wrote her iove Jimrny a letter,
AI1 statin- for him to come there,
And for fear her old father would hear them,
They quietly crept up the stairs.
"O bad news I've to tell you dear Jimrny,
Bad news I've to tell unto yau.
For my father hears we've been courting,
And he'll send you far o'er the sea."
O her father being in the next room.
Hearing ail this couple did Say.
He broke open the door upon them,
And he held out a Ioaded puissy.
Saying, 'Two choices 1 give to you daughter,
And two very good choices are they,
Would you rather see Jimmy go sailing,
Or be shot üke a bird from a me?"
"O two choices you give to me father,
And two very good choices are they,
But I'd rather see Jimmy go sailing,
Than be shot like a bird from a me."

9. "Go gather your friends and relations,
And it's rnarried tornorrow you'll be,
You'll have horses and coaches to draw you,
And servants to wait on Jimrny."

Table 5.1. "In Bristol There Lived a Fair

ai den"'

elemenrs of analysis:

analysis:
t,d r mf s 1 td'
A major
W-8 authentic
ABBvAv
1 5 5 1
2 2 2 2

tone set
scde name
range
forrn
cadences
number of measures
syncopation by anticipation

4
J
J

SCOODS UD

scoops down
slide (portarnento)
mordent
voiced consonants (m,n, ng, 1, r) Sung as syilable
diphthong flip
glottal stop
drops in pitch
corne off note by falling or dying tones
shakes

-

---

- -.

diminuendo
changes in melody: pitch
:rhythm
adds dotted rhythm as style
free rhythmic interpretation in subsequent verses
divides duple beat into triplet
divides mplet beat into dupie
pause
rhythrnical stops in sound
free with k a t
free with k a t at the end of phrase
1 accelerando
ritardando
inconsistent form within a verse

J

4

-

-.

d
J

--

1

-

a

l
1

d

4
1

'See Appendix C for explanation of syrnbols uscd in the etement of analysis:fonn.

d

1

change in meter
irregular phrase length: altered meter
:wuse
irregular verse length
grace note on beat-vowel
grace note before beat-vowel
1 gnce note on beat-consonant
[ grace note before beat-consonant
consonant as rhythm (these can be grace notes)
repeated consonant as rhythm
reoeated vowel as rhvthrn
final consonant aimost swallowed
sound "t" for " t h
variety of accentuations: selected pitch
:selected text
:selected pho&%cs
: changing rhvrhm
: changing pitch
: diphthong flip

-

J
--

J

-

t

-

4
J
J

r

4
J
--

d

p
p

4

: SCOODS
:gnce note

I

:pause

1
I

ends with s~eakine

Jim Doherty's (b. 1893) performance of "In Bristol There Lived a Fair Maiden"
begins with a pause on the fmt word. "W. Although this characteristic ornamental
device of pausing on selected pitches is heard throughout the performance, the placement
of the pause is not consistent in a11 verses. The pause shown in measures three and five is
not found in verse four or five. This inconsistency of placement in subsequent verses as
weii as the differing lengths of Ume held for each pause act as indicators that this is a
pause-a

1
1

stop in tirne, rhythm, and k a t .
Another characteristic trait of Jini Doherty's singing is shown in the rhythm

pronunciation transcription-the diphthongflip. This ornamentai device is heard

throughout his performance. The emphasis is placed on the final vowel sound of the
diphthong accentuating the Sung text held on the given pitch.
Also shown in the rhythm pronunciation transcription are the voiced consonants
n, r, and m. These voiced consonants are Sung as a syllable creating a distinctive style of
sound in his singing. This ornamental device is performed on the word "maiden" in
measure three, "sailor" in measure six and "him" in measure seven. The rhythm
pronunciation transcription dso shows in detail the placement of grace notes. Grace
notes on the k a t with a vowel sound are shown in Jim Doherty's singing as well as grace
notes on the beat wirh a consonant. In measure seven a grace note on the kat-vowel

is

performed on the word "him".
The technique of scooping is performed by Jim Doherty, scooping frorn both
above and below the designated pitch. The style of scooping staning below the pitch is
comrnonly heard in most of the selected singers. Scooping from above the designated
pitch is less comrnonly heard in many of the performances. This ornamentai style of
scooping performed by Jim Doheny is one of the characteristic traits heard in his singing

style.
h o t h e r frequentiy performed omarnent is the porramento slide. An example of
this is heard in verse three, rneasure five on the text "ever". The performance of a
portameno slide is iimited in lirn Doheny's singing, Slight variations of pitch and
rhythm are heard in this performance. These variations have a minimal effect on the
overail consistency heard in his singing style. In verses six and seven the tempo begins
to accelerate slightly. This was not considered an ornamental device because this
researcher believes it was unintentional.

"The Road io Dundee"

h m the singing of Jim Doheny. CD 1.2
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'The Road to Dundee"
from the singing of Jim Doherty, CD 1.2
1. As winter was howIing by hills and by mountains,
And rough was the sky o'er the dark rolling sea,
One morning at daybreak 1met a wee lassie,
And she asked me the road leading north to Dundee.

2. 1says my wee lassie 1cana' weil tell thee,
The number of miles 1c m always gie.
But 1 wiII consent and come by thee a bitty.
And show thee the road leading north to Dundee.
3. 1 took her by the am and onward we walked,
And the people al1 wondering who this fair one might be.
She appeared like an angel in features and form,
As we gang dong on rhe road to Dundee.
4. 1parted this fair one and bid her good rnorning,
And the wee lassie turned round with a tear in her eye.
Saying, "Corne back rny wee laddie, I'm going for to reward thee,
For showing me the road leading north to Dundee."

5. "Here is twenty bright guineas, my father's a Scotsman,
He's bound to support me, a lady gone free.
Cal1 in to Victoria and have a wee droppy,
As we gang dong on the road to Dundee."

Table 5.2. 'The Road to Dundee"

elements of analysis:

analysis:
r m f s I tdr'm' +onefi
B flat dorian plus one

[one set
scale name

1

fi
range
fom
cadences
number of measures
syncopation by anticipation
scoops up
s c o o ~ down
s
slide (portamento)
I mordent
voiced consonants (m. n, ng, 1, r) Sung as syllable
diphthong flip
dottd StOD
drops in pitch
corne off note by failing or dying tones
1 shakes
diminuendo
changes in rnelody: pitch
: rhythm
adds dotted rhythm as style
free rhythmic interpretation in subsequent verses
divides duple beat into uipIet
divides triplet k a t into duple
pause
rhythmical stops in sound
free with beat
free with beat at the end of phrase
accelerando
r itardando
inconsistent form within a verse
change in meter
irregular phrase length: aitered rneter
: pause
immrlar verse Iennh
p i c e note on kat-vowel
grace note before kat-vowel
m c e note on kat4onsonant
grace note kfore beat-consonant
-

1-9 authentic
AB CD
4 7 4 1
2 2 22

d

1

1

1

4
4
4

.1

1
i
J
4

.

J

- -

1

1

-

J

4
J
J

1

I
J

J
--

1

1

consonant as rhythm (these can be -=ce notes)
re~eatedconsonant as rhvthrn
repeated vowel as rhythm
fiml consonant airnost swailowed
sound "t" for "th"
variety of accentuations: selected pitch
:seiecred text
:selected phonetics
:changing rhythm
: changing pitch
: diphthong flip
: scoops
: grace note
:slides
:ritardando/accelerando
: pause
[ ends with speaking

1

3
3

4
3
d'

d
4

Many of the same ornaments discussed in the analysis of "In Bristol There Lived

a Fair Maiden" are present in 'The Road to Dundee". There is a consistency of Song
style in Jim Doherty's singing. The performance begins with apuuse on the first word
"As". This ornamenrai device is heard throughout this performance in ail verses. Like

"In Bristol
There Lived a Fair Maiden" the placement of the pause is not consistent in ail verses.
The length of each pause varies, indicating that this is an ornamenrd patwe that has been
added by the singer. Beat and rhythm stop as the pause is perfomed.
The diphthongflip is heard throughout the performance, accentuating the Sung
text. Voiced consonants are also heard throughout, fmt occumng in measure one with
the text "bowling". These held voiced consonants m a t e a quaiity of sound that is
distinctive to Jim Doherty's traditional singing style. A porfamento slide is heard in
verse four, measure two, on "and". Grace notes are performed on the k a t with both
voweis and consonam.

1

Another characteristic of Jim Doherty's singing style is the practice of singing a
single syllable word as two syllables. This is heard in verse three in the fmt phrase. The
text "m"is Sung as "mm" and the text "walked" is Sung as '"walk-ed".
Slight rhythmicd variations are heard throughout. These added rhythrnicai
changes are viewed as ornaments and are not shown in the prescriptive transcription.
Overall the effect is one of consistency in bath ornaments heard in all verses and
rhythrnicd variations perfonned. The finai words of the Song, "to Dundee", are spoken
instead of Sung. This ornamental device is cornmonly heard throughout the Fowke file
accession no. 59396.7.

"A SaiIar Boy in London Ciiy"

h m the singing of Jimmy Heffernan, CD 1.3

"A Sailor Boy in London City"

from the singing of Jirnmy Heffeman, CD 1.3
1. A sailor boy marched through London Ciry,
A grand hotei he chanced to spy,
He boidly entered at a venture,
Saying, "Waiter, waiter, 1 do feel dry."

2. The sailor called for both ale and brandy,
Pulled out his gold, 'twas a sight to see.
Saying, "I've got money and 1 mean to t q ,
In this hotel for two days or t h e . "

3. "O waiter, waiter, 1feei weary,
Show me the way up to my bed,
For 1 have IateIy crossed the ocean,
And 1should rest, 0, rny weary head."
4. They went upstairs and the light was taken.
Deep breathing told he was fast asleep,
And uoubled d r e m came a flickerin' o'er him,

He dreamt he saw his own tme love weep.
5. He dreamt he saw his fair young damsel,
Her golden locks o'er his pillow side,
And she was calling at a whisper,
"O Edmond. Edmond, 1 fear you'll die.
For at your hem a knife is painting,"
And fearfully were those words she said.

6. 'Twas an awful night and the wind grew colder,
As this young sailor lay fast asleep,
Two vihins entered through a window,
And to his bedside did softiy creep.
7. Said rhe leader, "Now we wiIl soon disperse him,
From this sad worId he will soon depart."
They touched his cheeks that were once so rosy,
They plunged a knife in his fair young hem.
8. Now *ose two vüiains searched his pockets,
Five hundred guineas in goId they found.
Beneath the k d was where they laid him,
For he received a most monai wound.

9. 'Twz an awful night and the wind grew colder,
As Eliza came to tbis grand hotel,
"O God,O God, what a cruel coId murder,
Did my bold sailor deserve al1 this?"
She kissed his ctieeh that were once so rosy,
And by his side this young fair one died.

Table 5.3. "A Sailor Boy In London City"
elements of analysis:

1

tone set
scale name
range
form
cadences
number of measures
syncopation by anticipation
anticipation

analysis:

s,I,tdrmfsI

1

1

E major
V-6 plagal
A BACD
V 5 VI1
2 7 3 2

SCOODS UD

4

scoops down
slide (ponarnento)
mordent

4
iI
J

voiced consonants (m, n, ng, 1, r) Sung as syllable
diphthong flip
glottal stop
drops in pitch
corne off note by falling or dying tones

d
d

shakes

1

diminuendo
changes in melody: pitch
: rhythm
ad& dotted rhythm as style
fr& rhythmic interpretation in subsequent verses
divides duple beat into triplet
divides triplet beat into duple

pause
rtiythmical stops in saund
free with k a t
free with beat at the end of phrase
\ accelerando

4
4
1

1

4

1

4

1
4
II

1

4
J

1

sound "t" for "th''
varietv of accentuations: selected oitch
: seIected text
:selected phonetics
:changing rhythm
: changing pitch
:diphthong flip
--

4

-

- -

4
J
J
4

: SCOODS
: gmce note

I

:slides
: ritardando/acceIerando

-

d

1

:pause

ends with speaking

A lyricai, melodious style of singing is heard in the performance of "A Sailor Boy

In London City" Sung by lirnmy Heffernan. A free, flexible ueaunent of the beat adds to
this lyricai performance. Eight portomenro slides are heard in the fmt verse. This
extensive use of ponamenro slides is heard throughout this performance and is one of the
characteristic traits of Jimmy Heffeman's singing style.

The technique of scooping h m the note below is heard throughout this
performance. Grace notes are performed on the beat with a vowel and before the beat

1

with a consonant. The diphthongflip is also heard throughout the performance adding
emphasis to the selected text.
A mordent is heard in verse two on "mean". Another mordent is heard in verse
seven on "where". This ornamental device is not cornrnonly performed in the selected
twenty-one songs.
A melodic change is first heard in verse six in the second phrase. The same
variant is heard in verses seven and nine. This change of pitch adds emphasis to the Sung
text. Slight rhythmicd changes are heard throughout. also adding emphasis to the
selected text. This flexible rhythmic and melodic interpretation is viewed as part of
Jimmy Heffernan's song style.
A rhyrhmical stop in sound is fmt heard in verse three on "bed". The designated
rhythm for this Sung text is a dotted quarter note. Instead of holding the pitch for a full
dotted quarter, Heffernan CUIS the sound short, holding the pitch for only an eighth note.
The remaining k a t is silent.
The form A BAC D heard in verse one is freely changed in subsequent verses.
The form of verse eight is A D C D. This change in form adds interest and emphasis to
the affected text. The structure of a four-phrase stanza is extended to six lines of text in
verses five and nine. In verse five a new form of A B C D C D is heard. In verse nine
the form is A Bv A D C D. These extended verses help the singer convey the text and
story of this Song to his audience.

"A Bold Young Sailor in London City"
fmm h e singing of Bill Hughcy, CD 1.4
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"A Bold Young Sailor in London City"
from the singing of Bill Hughey. CD 1.4

1. A bold young sailor went down to London City.
The grand hotel O' he chanced to spy.
He botdly entered that-a venture,
Saying, "Waiter. waiter, 1 do feel dry."

2. That sailor called for ale and brandy,
A fist of gold. 1 say to you.
Saying, "1 have money, 1 wish to tarry,
In this hotel here a night or two."
3. They went upstairs, ail the lights were tumed on,
Soon heavy breathing showed he's asleep.
He dreamt he saw his fair Eliza,
WhiIe silent to his bedside did creep.
3. He dreamt he saw his own m e love one,
Whiie the tears down o'er his pale cheeks did fail.
Her yellow locks hung o'er his pillow.
And on her sailor stie Ioudly called.

5. Edmond, Edmond, wake from your slumber,
Or you'll be murdered al1 in your bed.
A villain's kmfe at your h e m is pointed,
I feu, 1fear my poor love is dead.
6. Was a bitter night, the wind was blowing,
That young sailor Iay fast asIeep.
Two bold murderers broke in his charnber,
And siient to his bedside did creep.

7. 'We'll soon disperse him," cried the leader,
"His sweet Iife from this world will part".
A knife he drew, at his h e m 'tis pointing,
He plunged that knife in his uue young hem.

8. Early next morning fair EIiza wanders,
Until she reached tile grand hotel,
"Did my young sailor corne here last night sir,
And if he has, O I pray you'll teli."

9. "No your saiior didn't corne here Iast night love,
Perhaps he's courting another l m ,
Or even roaming out on the ocean,
Or in some tavern taking a glass."

10. "Yes my young sailor came here last night sir,
He lies upstairs in your lonely bed,
You have rnurdered him 1plainly see ir,"
So bitter was those words she said.

Il. Then up the stairs fair Elira wandered,
Down on her sailor she did fall.
Saying, "God. O God, O what a cruel murder,"
And on her sailor she loudly cailed.

12. "Corne d l you young men who r o m the ocean,
Listen to this sad, O this moumful tale,
Think of the fate of chat bold young sailor,
Who into London, by chonce did sail.

Table 5.4. "A Bold Young Sailor in London City"

elemenrs of analysis:

1

tone set
scale name
range
fom
cadences
number of rneasures
syncopation by anticipation
scoops up
scoous down
slide (ponamento)
voiced consonants (m.n, ng, 1, r) Sung as syllable
diphthone flip
p;lottal stop
draps in picch
corne off note by falling or dying tones
shakes
diminuendo
changes in melody: pitch

analysis:

s,I, d r r n f s l
C do hexachord wirh fa
V-6 plagd
AB,CD
V 5 V1
22 2 2

1

J
J

1

4
4
J
-

J

4
u'

:rhythm

adds dotted rhythm as style
free rhythrnic interpretation in subsequent verses
divides duple beat into triplet
divides triplet beat into duple
pause
rhythrnical stops in sound
free with k a t
free with k a t at the end of phrase
acceIerando
ritardando
inconsistent form within a verse
change in meter
inegular phrase length: aitered meter
: pause
irregular verse Iennth
grace note on kat-vowel
prace note before beat-vowel
arace note on beat-consonant
grace note before beat-onsonant
consonant as rhythm (these can be grace notes)
, repeated consonant as rhythm
repeated vowel as rhythm
final consonant aimost swallowed
sound "t" for "th"
variety of accentuations: selected pitch
:selected text
:selected phonetics
:changing rhythm
:changing pitch
: diphthong flip
-~~~

~

J

4

-

4
J
J

1

4

1

J

1

:SCOOM
:grace note
:slides

d

4
-- -

4
3
3
-

J

4
4
3

4

:pause

ends with speaking

3

I

Bill Hughey's performance of "A Bold Young Saiior in London City" is a variant
of "A Sailor Boy in London City" performed by Jimrny Heffeman. A comparative
analysis is discussed in Chapter Seven.
Characteristic traits of Bill Hughey's singing style include his flexible treatment
of the beat throughout al1 verses. Srnall accelerados are frequently heard followed by
ritardandos within one phrase of a verse. This creates a feeling of flexibility in his

performance. An example of this approach is heard in the last phrase of verse one with
an accelerando on "Waiter, waiter," followed irnmediately by a ritardando on "1 do feel
dry". Hughey's performance is filled with mordents, an omament not cornrnonly
performed by the other singers, making it a characteristic trait of Hughey's singing style.

In verse four a mordent is heard in the first phrase on "own", as well as in the third phrase
on "yellow", "hung", and "his".
The technique of scooping is heard both from above and below the designated
pitch. Hughey cornes off a note by falling or using a dying rone in the first phrase of
verse two on "called for". A glotral stop is heard in verse six on "night".
Slight melodic and rhythmic changes are heard throughout the performance.
Rhythmical changes created by a pause are heard in the last phrase of verses three, four,
five, six, nine, and eleven. The performance ends with the spoken text "by chance did
sail".

"FairFloella"
fmmthe singing of MIS. (Jack) Ven Keating. CD i. 5
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"Fair FloelIa"
from the singing of Mrs. Vera Keating, CD 1.5
1. Way down in yonder vailey where the violets fade and bloom,
There lies my own Floella in a dark and silent tomb.
She died not broken hearted or in Iingering sickness fell.
But in one moment parted irorn a home she loved so well.

2. Last night the moon shone brightly and the stars were shining too,
And to a lonely cottage a jealous lover drew.
He said, "Corne let us wander into the forest gay,
Where we can talk and ponder and name our wedding day."
3. Deep down into those vaileys he led bis love so dear,
She said, "It's for you only that 1have wandered here,
This night is dark and dreary and I'm afraid to stay.
Dear Edward I would rather, 1would rather retrace my way."
4. "Retrace your way? No never. Those woods you roam no more,
No monal arms can Save you, Ftoeila you must die."
Down on her knees before him she pleaded for her life,
While deep into her bosom he plunged that fatai knife.
5. "Goodbye kind friends and parents, my face you'll see no more."
Long, long they waited her coming by the little cottage door.
The birds sang gay in the morning, but mournful was their song,
When they found that lifeless body lying softly on the ground.

Table 5.5. "Fair Fioella"
elements of analysis:

analysis:
r, m,f, s, 1, t.d r m
E major
II-3 plagai

tone set
scale name
range
fo~m
cadences
number of measures
syncopation by anticipation
scoops up
scoops down
slide (ponamento)
mordent
voiced consonants (m. n, np, 1, r) sung as syllable

A BA,ABV
V 3 V 1

2 2 2 2

4
4
4

4
glottal stop

1 drops in pitch

1 come off note by falling or dying tones
1 shakes
diminuendo
changes in melody: pitch
: rhythm
adds dotted rhythm as style
free rhythmic interpretation in subsequent verses
divides dupte k a t into triplet
divides triplet beat into duple
pause
rhythmical stops in sound
free with beat
free with beat at the end of phrase
accelerando
ntardando
inconsistent form within a verse
change in meter
irregular phrase length: altered meter
:pause
irremilar verse lenah
p c e note on kat-vowel
grace note before kat-vowel
p c e note on beat+onsonant
grace note before beat-consonant
consonant as rhvtbm (these c m be m c e notes)

4

1

-

1

4
.I

4

.I

4

1
d
J

4

repeated consonant as rhythm
repeated vowel as rhythm
final consonant almost swdIowed
sound "t" for "th"
variety of accentuations: seIected pitch
: selected text
: selected phonetics
: changing rhythm
: changing pitch
: diphthong tlip
:scoops
:slides

1

J
--

J
J
J

I
J

:pause

ends with speaking;

The most characteristic trait of Vera Keating's Song style is her extensive use of
portamento slides. Portamenro slides are heard throughout ail verses, occumng more

frequently than in any other singer's performance. Scoops starting from the note below

are also heard throughout Keating's singmg. A rhythmicul stop in sound is performed in
the first measure of verse one on "valley". A melodic change is heard in verse four in the
second phrase emphasizing the seIected text. The melodic change occurs in the climax of
the story when Floella is told she musc die by her jeaious lover.
Overall, Vera KeatingTsstyle of singing is very consistent. A steady k a t is felt
throughout al1 verses. Rhythrnical changes are small and inconsequentiai. A consistent
melodic line is performed. The only exception is found in verse four with a melodic
change emphasizing the clirnax of the text. Even though Vera KeatingTssinging style is
relatively unvaried it is still very distinctive from the other performers because of her
extensive use of the porramenro slide.

"The Old Oak T m "
from the singing of Mrs. (Jack) Vera Keating. CD 1.6
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'The Old Oak Tree"
from the singing of Mrs. Vera Keating, CD 1.6
1. The night was8 dark and stormy, and fast did fail the min,
When Betsy left her own sweet home not to return again.
She left her mother's widow side, not feming storm or cold,
And she'd k e n young and fair to view and beauty made her bold.

2. Heeding not the drenching rain or srorm, or yet the tempest roar,
She threw her cloak ail 'round her neck, and walked out from the door.
She vowed to James her own m e love, that night with him she'd be,
At ten o'clock that very night, beneath the old oak tree.

3. Till night had gone and morning carne. and Betsy was not home,
And much had grieved her friends to know where Betsy she had roamed.
Then her weeping mother then arose, cried out with anxious wild.
"1'11 seruch this country round and round o'er to find my darling child."
4. It's six long dreary weeks she spent, she searched the country round.
Her journey proved of no avail, for Betsy was not found.
Till young squire McCoIlum rode out one day with al1 his hounds to hunt.
Uphill, down dale, the hounds they rode in a gallant Company,
Until by chance a fox was Iost, beneath the old oak uee.
5. The hunt began to srneIl and bark, and t e x away the clay,
And ail the whipper hom coutd do, couldn't drive the hounds away.
The gentlemen al1 gathered round, and called for pick and spade.
They dug the earth and there they found that innocent murdered maid.

6. And in her bosom the knife was stuck, much to his guilt and shame,
And on the handle of the knife, young squire McCoiium's narne.
"1 done the deed," the villain cried, "my sou1 is fit for hell.
Go hide in cold, cold corpse for me and 1 the uuth will tell."

7. "1 willed her from her happy home, beneath the old oak uee,
And in her bosom 1 piunged the knife, which you can plainly see.
The knife which 1 my dinner ate, 1 plunged into her breast,
And with the haIf did knock her down, 1need not tell the rest."

opening text '"The night wu". is not heard on the original tape due to an e m r in recording. George
Hughey. Peterborough. Ontario. March 1957, is heard singing '"The Old Oak Tm".on tape FO 5.6.
Missing text fmm Mrs. Vera Keating's performance was revieved from George Hughey's performance.

%e

8. 'The dreadful pain 1 felt that night when that awful deed was done,
1 thought my hem with anxious ran, and far had grew the sun."
He gazed upon her cold, coid corpse with a dismal look of shame,
He pulled a pistol from his belt, and fired it through his brain.
They buried him just where he feII, no Christian grave got he,
For none was left to bless the spot beneatii the o1d oak tree.

Table 5.6. 'The Old Oak Tree"
elemenrs of analysis:

[one set
scale narne
range
form
cadences
number of measures
syncopation by anticipation
scoops up
scoops down
slide (portamento)
mordent
voiced consonants (m. n, ng, 1, r) Sung as syllabIe
diuhthong f l i ~
glottal stop
drops in pitch
come off note by falling or dying tones
shakes
diminuendo
changes in melody: pitch
: rhythm
adds dotted rhvthrn as stvle
free rhythrnic interpretation in subsequent verses
divides duple beat into tripiet
divides triplet beat into duple
pause
rhythmical stops in sound
1 free
- - - - with beat
free with k a t at the end of phrase
I accelerando
ritardando
inconsistent form within a verse
~

- - - -

-

-

~

~

-

-

analysis:
m. s , I t d r m f s l '
g natural minor
V-8 plagal
ABAvB
VI1 1 VI1 1
-

--

4 4 4 4

3
3

~

-

-

~

J
J

4
4

1

J

.I

1

1

I

I
J

change in meter
irregular phrase length: altered meter
: Dause
irregular verse length
grace note on kat-vowel
grace note before beat-vowel
grace note on beat-consonant
grace note before beat-consonant
consonant as rhythm (these can be grace notes)
repeated consonant as rhythm
repeated vowel as rhythm
final consonant aimost swailowed
sound "t" for "th"
variety of accentuations: selected pitch
:selected text
: selected phonetics
: changing r h y i
: changing pitch
: diphthong flip
: scoops
: slides
: ntardando/accelerando
: pause
ends with speaking

J
-

4

4
4
4
4
d

4

d

-

--

1I

J
J

!
1

4

1

Like the performance of "Fair Floella", the most consistentiy used ornament
throughout the performance of "The Old Oak Tree" is the porramento slide. Scoops
beginning from below the designated note are again heard throughout this performance.
An exarnpIe of this is found in measure six on "home". Voiced consonants Sung as a

syllabie are aiso part of Keating's distinctive sound. Grace notes are heard on the beat
with a vowel and before the beat with a consonant.

In verse four the fmt noticeable melodic change is heard in the fourth phrase.
This new variant of the 'A' phrase is heard again in verse five, phrase three, verse seven,
phrase three, and verse eight, phrase five. With this meiodic change a rhythmic change is
also heard, adding variety and emphasis to the seIected text. The descriptive transcription

contains a more dotted rhythmical line when compared to the prescnptive transcription.
This dotted rhythmical approach was viewed as part of Keating's ornamental style.
An inconsistency of the four phrase structure is viewed in verse four, and eight.
There are five phrases Sung in verse four. The form is A B A, A,? B. In verse eight the
text extends to six phrases, changing the form to Av B Av B Avz B. Verses four and
eight are examples of the analysis elements inconsistent fonn within a verse and irregrtlar
verse length.

"The Wintry Wnds" vs. I
fmm the singing of Mrs. (Jack) Vera Keating. CD 1.7
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'The W intry W inds"
from the singing of Mrs. Vera Keating, CD 1.7
1. Ir's one cold night in winter, how cold those winds did blow,
1chanced COspy a fair young maid out on the banks of snow.
With her baby in her arms she had no place to go,
I stopped to pay attention to hear what she would Say.
She sang, "Crue1 was my father who barred those doors on me,
And cruel was my mother who might have piried me,
And cruel was chose wintry winds that pierced my heart w i h cold,
And cruel was that false young man that sold his Iove for gold."

2. "1'11 go o'er to yonder vaiiey and there 1 wi1l kneel down,
And pray COthe alrnighty God for al1 chat 1 have done.
And 1'11 forgive my father who baned those dools on me,
And I'11 forgive my mocher who might have piued me.
And 1'11 forgive chose wintry winds that pierced my heart with cold,
But ['II never forgive that false young man chat sold his love for gold."
3. She kissed her baby's cold, coid lips, and laid it by her side,
And turned her eyes up 'twards the sky and then Iay down and died.

Table 5.7. 'The Wintry Winds"

elemenrs of analysis:
tone set
scaie name

range
form
cadences
nurnber of rneasures
syncopation by anticipation
scoops up
scoops d o m
slide (portamento)

mordent
voiced consonants (m,n, ng, 1, r) Sung; as syiiable
diphthong fIip
gIonal stop
drops in pitch
1 comeoff note by falIing or dying tones

analysis:
S. 1, t,d r mf s
3 major
II-5 phgai
ABBABvAAB
V1IVlVV 1

m.f,

22222222

4
4

4
4
J

shakes
diminuendo
changes in melody: pitch
: rhythm
adds dotted rhythm as style
free rhythmic interpretation in subsequent verses
divides duple beat into triplet
divides triplet beat into duple
rhythmical stops in sound
free with beat
free with beat at the end of phrase
accelerando
ritardando
inconsistent form within a verse

change in meter
irregular phrase length: altered meter
:pause
irregular verse length
grace note on beat-vowel
grace note before beat-vowel
grace note on beat+onsonant
grace noce before beat-consonmt
consonant as rhythm (these can be grace notes)
re~eatedconsonant as rhvthm
repeated vowel as rhythm
final consonant almost swalfowed
sound '7"for "th"
variety of accentuations: seiected pitcb
:selected text
:seiected phonetics
:changinp;rhythm
:changinp;pitch
: diphthong flip
: slides
: ntardando/accelerando
: pause

ends with speaking

4
d
d

4

4
1
4

J
J
J
J
iI

J

4

4
J

1

d

.J
4

.. . -

.--

Ail verses of ''The Wintry Winds" were uanxribed and analyzed. A more
detailed analysis is discussed in Chapter Six. Only the first verse and its contents will be
discussed in this chapter.
In the first verse ponamento slides are heard throughout. A pause is performed in
measures one. seven, eleven. and thirteen, showing Vera Keating's free treaunent of the
beat. The pause is heard as one of Keating's varies, of accenrrtarions. Also shown in
measures seven, eleven, and thirteen is a rhythmical stop in sound. An extra eighth note
is freely used as a rest before continuing to sing the pause, changing the meter frorn 414
to 414 +1/8.
Another ornamental styie performed by some of the selected singers is the
dividing of a dupIe beat into a tripler, or a uipIec beat into a duplet. The anacrusis to
measures five, nine, and fifteen is sung as a triplet in a 4 4 meter, again showing the
flexibility of Vera Keating's singing style.

"DrivingSaw-Logs on tfic Plovcf

fmm the singing of Bob McMahon. CD 1.8
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"Driving Saw-Logs"
from the singing of Bob McMahon, CD 1.8
1. The river flowed her mighty banks one evening last July,
Ah the mother of a shanty boy and doleful was her cry.
Saying, "God be with you, Johnny, although you're far away,
To drive saw-iogs on the PLover and you'll never get your pay."

2. "Johnny 1 gave you schoolin' and I gave you a trade likewise,
You need not be a shanty man if you had taken my advice,
You need not roam from your dear home to the forest far away,
For to drive the lonesome river and you'll never get your pay."
3. "O you'd be better to stay up on the farm and feed the ducks and hen.
To drive the sheep and pigs each night and put them in their Pen.
Far better for you to help your dad, to cut his corn and hay,
Than to drive the Logs on the Plover and you'll never get your pay."
4. Though an old canoe corne floatin' al1 down the quiet Stream,
And peacefully it gIided like some young lover's drearn,
O you crept out upon the banks and this to her did Say,
"O mother dear I jumped a job and never got my pay."

5. "Now the boys cal1 me a sucker and the son-of-a-gun to boot,
They said to myself, 'Now Johnny it's time for you to scoot,'
So 1stole a canoe and I started al1on my rnerry way,
And now 1am at home again and nary a cent of pay."
6. So al1 young men take this advice before you Ieave your home.
Be sure and kiss your mother before you leave your home.
Far better for you upon the farm for half a dollar a day,
Than to drive the lonesome river and you'll never get your pay.

Table 5.8. "Driving Saw-Logs on the Plove?'
efements ofanalysis:

analysis:
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form
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voiced consonants (m.n. n g 1, r) sung as syllable
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glottal stop
drops in pitch
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pause
rhythmical stops in sound
free with beat
free with beat at the end of phrase
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ritardando
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Bob McMahon is the fmt member of the McMahon family to be heard on the CD.
His singing style is sirnilar to chat of Dave McMahon, but less omarnented. A distinctive
trait of his Song style is the practice of singing a single syllable word as two syllables,
creating two separate sounds. This was also heard in Jim Doherty's performance of ''The
Road to Dundee". This ornamentai device is seen in verse one on "with" and in verse
two on "gave".
Grace notes are heard on the beat with a voweI sound, and before the beat with a
consonant. üpward scoops and sung voiced consonants as syllable are heard throughout
this performance. The diphthongflip is heard in verse one on "July" of measure four. A
glotral srop is heard in verse five on the Sung text "sucker". A lirnited number of
porramento slides are heard throughout the performance. Slight melodic changes are

heard in verses two and three. Sligbt rhythmical changes are also heard throughout the
performance, however, the overall effect is one of consistency in regards to rhythm,
pitch, and k a t .

"The River Through the Pine"
fmm the singing of Bob McMahon. CD 1.9
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''The River Through the Pine"
from the singing of Bob McMahon, CD 1.9
1. O Mary was a fair as girl as the fiowers that bloom in spring,
She was faim than the rose that bloom al1 in the early spring.
Her heart was full of happiness on this moming fair and fine,
Her lover was a driver on the river through the pine.

2. Now Charlie held up even with the driver's hand and skills,
He swung an axe with vengeance in that nonhem country still,
He laboured al1 the surnmer, al1 the winter in the pine,
And they called him Charlie Williams from the town of Brandywine.
3. But Charlie and his Mary they got married in the spring,
When the m e s were buddin' early and the birds began to sing.
Now Mary's heart grew happy and her eyes with love did shine.
For her young and handsome husband from the town of Brandywine.
4. "Well it's now 1must leave you dear with the sense of awful tove,
To go and make some money for my fawn and turtie dove,
1'11 drive the lonesome river al1 the surnrner fair and fine,
Return and see you Mary when the fruit is on the vine."

5. O as early one moming, Wisconsin's eady kind,
He ran the northern rapids on the river through the pine.
He had no time to tarry, soon the blow of awful death,
Those ragged rocks and waterfalls depnved him of his breath.

6. They found his body floating on this moming fair and fine,
Charlie Wiiliams he had perished on the river through the pine.
I'li write a letter to her, though 1know she soon will fin&
To the friend of Charlie William's on the river through the pine.
7. Now when she received this letter her eyes no more did shine,
Every raft of timber that goes down the chip-O-wall,
fis grave it is visited by drivers on their way,
On his grave we planted wild ffower sand uimmed a wayward vine,
On the grave of Charlie Williams on the river through the pine.

Table 5.9. "The River Through the Pine"
elements of analysis:
tone set
scale name
range
fom
cadences
number of measures
syncopation by anticipation
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In Bob McMahon's performance of 'The River Through the Pine", a flexible
approach is used in the treaunent of the beat and rhythm. An exua beat is freely added at
the end of selected phrases as is shown in measure two in the Fust verse. In measure five
an exua beat is added for the word "happiness" changing the meter from 414 to 514. By
prolonging the word "happiness" the singer successfully expresses how "her hem was
full of happiness". Slight rhythmical changes are heard throughout the performance with

an array of dotted rhythrns adding to the joviality of the opening stanzas of the Song.
These added rhythrnical changes are viewed as an omament and part of Bob McMahon's
Song styie.
Scoops are heard starting from the note below as weIl as a selected few
portamento slides. Grace notes are heard on the beat with a vowel sound. Sung voiced

consonants and the diphthongflip are heard throughout this performance.
There is a drop in pitch heard in verse seven starting in the second phrase. The
singer stopped in an attempt to remember the texr, a cut in the tape was heard, the singer
then re-entered starting with the iext "Every raft of timber tbat goes down ..." This drop
in pitch is not viewed as a stylistic device. The f h t Sung phrase of verse seven is

believed to belong to another verse where the remaining text was not heard due to the
inability of the singer to recali the text.

"Dr. Pritchiud" vs. 1
from the singing of Dave McMahon. CD 1. I O
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"Dr. Pritchard"
frorn the singing of Dave McMahon, CD 1.10
1. Corne al1 you people young and old, of a low and high degree,
And if you'll pay attention and listen unto me,
Concerning Doctor Pritchard and his unhappy wife,
Through poison and close glory, they both have lost their Iife.
2. Fony years ago in old England, where Pritchard he was born,
'Tis little did his parents think that in Glasgow he'd die in scorn.
But Satan surely ternpted him as you rnay plainly see.
His loving wife and mother-in-law lies moldering in the clay.

3. Twenty years ago in Glasgow town, where Pritchard he did dwelI,
He led a high life in respect, as numbers they can tell.
But he murdered Missus Taylor, a lady of renown,
A loving and rich merchant's wife, near Edinborough town.
4. Then Pritchard he was arrested, those bodies were analyzed,

Such a deadly dose of poison, those docton were surprised.
The jury found him guilty, and the judge said with a frown,
"On the twenty-sixth of July next, you'll hang in Glasgow town."

5. When Pritchard heard his sentence he looked up with surprise,
He looked at the judge and jurymen with tears al1 in his eyes,
Expecting to find mercy, but the judge said with a frown,
"On the twenty-sixth of July next, you'll hang in Glasgow town."
6. Then Pritchard hung his head down, for his heart was filled with woe,
He was thinking of etemity and the scaffold high also.
His guilty conscience they gave way and he cried, "1 am ai1 done.
How c m 1meet with an angry God, whose wrath 1cannot shun?"

7. His son and daughter came next day for to see him in his ceii,
'Twould grieve your very h e m full sore for to hear their sad farewell,
Saying,"Father, dearest father, your death we do deplore,
But you murdered our poor mother and we'll never see her more."
8. Then Pritchard hung his head down, for his heart was fdled with woe,
He was thinking of eternity and the scaffoid high also.
His guilty conscience they gave way and he cried, "1 am a i i done.
How can 1meet with an angry God, whose wrath 1cannot shun.'

9. Corne ail you people young and old, of a low and high degree,
Take care of your wives and families wherever they may be.
Shun fdse deluded company, be rnindful what 1 Say,
And rernember Pritchard's dancing clog, when 1 am in the clay.

Table 5.10. "Dr. Pritchard

elernenrs of analysis:
tone set
scale name
range
form
cadences
number of rneasures
svncouation bv anticiuation
scoops up
scoous down
slide (ponamento)
mordent
voiced consonants (m, n, ng, 1, r) Sung as syllable
diphthong flip
giottal stop
d r o ~ in
s aitch
come off note by falling or dying tones
shakes
diminuendo
changes in melody: pitch
: rhythm
adds dotted rhythm as style
1 free rhythmic interpretation in subsequent verses
divides duple beat into tripiet
divides triplet beat into duple
pause
rhythrnical stops in sound
free with k a t
free with beat at the end of phrase
accelerando
ritardando
inconsistent form within a verse
change in meter
irregular phrase length: aitered meter
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repeated vowel as rhythm
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variety of accentuations: selected pitch
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: changing pitch
:diphthong flip
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Al1 verses of "Dr. Pritchard" were transcribed. A detailed analysis and discussion
of al1 verses is found in Chapter Six- Oniy the fmt verse and its contents wi1l be
discussed in this chapter.

This researcher considers Dave McMahon (b. 1903) one of the most ornarnented
singers in ths seiected group of performers. In the fmt verse alone of "Dr. Pritchard" a
series of ornamentai devices are heard. The diphrhongflip appears in measure three on

"pay". Dave McMabon performs the ornamentai scoop starting from both above and
below the designated pitch. His style of regdarly scwping from above the note is a

distinct characteristic of his singing and is fmt heard in measure rwo on "degree",
Another distinct characteristic trait of his siaging style is his extensive use and
placement of grace notes. Grace notes are heard both on and before the beat with

1

consonant and voweI sounds. His style of sounding the consonant "t" in replacement of
"th" is f i t heard in the final measure of verse one on "both". Rhythmical srops in sound

are heard throughout his performance fmt appearing in measure three following the word

"attention". His free sense of k a t aids in relating the story of "Dr. Pritchard" to his
audience. Dave McMahon consistentiy speaks the last few words of the final cext. This

is viewed as part of his singing style.

"SmSi.Mary's Jail"

from the singing of Dave McMahon. CD 1. I 1

"Soo St. Mary's Jail"
from the singing of Dave McMahon, CD 1.1 1
1. 'Twas on the twenty-fourth of May w t got so awful tired,
We strayed away to Canada and there got in a fight.
The policemen and the citizens with clubs they did us flail,
And they marched us off in single file to the Soo St. Mary's jail.
2. They took us before the rnagistrate and they searched us through and
through,
It's little they found on any of us, thousand. and we could give no bail.
So we had to wait for a coun next day in the Soo St. Mary's jail.

3. Now eveq night when we lie down we lie without a Light.
The lice around us they do crawl and the bed bugs they do bite.
Our ticks they are not very large and Our blankets they are frail,
But you couldn't expect a feather bed in the Soo St. Mary's jail.
4. Now every Monday morning they give you an irish stew,
And the remainder of the week they give buns and bariey too.
It's only on Sunday tfiey give you spuds that you pare with your fingernail,
For a prisoner has no knife or fork in the Soo St. Mary's jail.

5. Our keeper was a villain, 1'11 not tell you tiis name,
He treated us with incivility, our turnkey did the same.
It's now my Song is ended for the want of a gin cocktail,
So 1-11bid you girls and boys adieu from the Soo Sr. Mary'sjail.

Table 5.1 1. "Soo St. Mary's Jaii"
elements of analysis:
tone set
scale name
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Many of the same ornamental devices chat were used in "Dr. Pritchard" are also
heard in the jovial performance of "$00 St. Mary's Jaii". Scoops are heard starting from

both above and bdow the designated pitch. Ponamenm slides are heard throughout. fint
appearing in measure three, connectirtg the text "Canada, and". Sung voiced consonants

as syllable. as welI as die diphrhongflip are more of Dave McMahon's distinctive traits
heard in this performance. Grace notes appear bath on and before the beat with vowei
and consonant sounds. in measure one on the word "may" a grace note on the

beat-vowel is performed. A diminuendo is heard on the final texr "Sm St. Mary's Jaii"

in each verse.
The rhythm is freely doned throughout the performance creating a feeling of
improvisationd flexibility in his singing. The rhyrhmical srops in suund add to this
improvisationd approach. The change h m lu8 to a meter of U4 is strongly heard in

the performance and adds interest and enjoyment for the listener. This researcher
believes this change of meter is an ornamenta1 device used by Dave McMahon, cherefore

no change in meter is shown in the prescriptive transcription. This change in meter is not

1

consistently done throughout al1 verses further adding to the argument that this is an
added ornament. Verse two does not follow the pattern of the four-phrase structure that
was first outlined in verse one due to the change in text. Only three lines of text are Sung,

the form being A B Av. Al1 these elements cornbined together with his free, flexible
treatrnent of the beat add to the success of his singing style and the attention he dnws
from the listener.

"Vince M y "

fmm the singing of Davt McMahon. CD 1.I 2
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"Vince Leahy"
from the singing of Dave McMahon, CD 1.12
Come al1 you people young and old, you friends of far and near,
'Tis of a drowning accident you are about to heu.
It's the drowning of a young man,he was both strong and brave,
On the thineenth of October he met with a watery grave.
For six Long months that surnrner, if 1remember right,
He worked on the construction of the logs at Jones' Point.
'Twas when those logs were finished done, 'tis horses he brought home,
Then taking off their hamess he tumed them free to r o m .
He then went as a labourer on the d m of nurnber four,
And lost his Iife in the raging boils down by that smitten shore.
When he left home that morning, his hem was light and gay,
And his kind and ioving mother begged him home with her to stay.
He o d y joked and Iaughed with her which pleased her for a while,
'Twas Iittle was she thinking that's the last she'd see him smile.
He worked away from early mom' till late that aftemoon,
And just before the Sun went down, he met his fatai doom.
He slipped into a stop-log place as 1have just been told,
'Twas in the days of autumn and the water piercing cold.
This young man fought hard for his life as 1 have heard them say,
He caught the rope they threw to him but was quicldy swept away.
His cornrades tried to rescue him but efforts were in vain,
For he sank beneath those crue1 waves and never rose again.
Through ali that long and Ionesome night in the river bed he lay,
And searchen found his body about eight o'clock next day.
They took him from his watery grave unto the shore near by,
And his poor old aged mother, it was hard to hear her cry.
This young man's name was Leahy, the tmth 1 will pen down,
He was well known and deariy Ioved near Peterborough town.
'Twas for his brave and manhl deeds he had gained a host of friends,
And with his widowed mother he lived by the river's bend.
He played beside its pleasant banks from he was but a child,
He'd never thoueht he'd meet his death in its waters cruel and wild.

8. He leaves his seven brothers in sorrow, grief, and pain,
Two sisters and his mother in sorrow to remain.
But he's gone a rortd we al1 must go, let the time be short or long,
I'U drop my pen. likewise conclude my sentimental song.
He's gone to a far better land, where partings they are few.
And 1hope to meet Vince Leahy there, old acqirninrance ro renew.

Table 5.12. "Vince Leahy"
elements of analysis:
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The performance of "Vince Leahy" by Dave McMahon further shows his
consistent use of ornaments in his singing style. Scooping from both above and below
the pitch, the porramento siide. and the diphthongflip are heard throughout this
performance. Sung voiced consonanfsas sylluble are heard as part of his distinctive
singing style. In measure seven the rhythm pronunciation shows another example of his
characteristic device of sounding a ''infor"th" on the word "thirteenth".
The melody is consistently Sung throughout this performance with smaii,
inconsequential changes in pitcb However, Dave McMahon is more flexible with the

rhythm, adding small variations throughout his singing by dotting the rhythm, adding an
extra k a t in the sung text, or adding an extra beat through rhyrhmical stops in sound. In

verses two, seven. and eight the four-phrase structure is replaced with a six-phrase verse.

This practice of extending the text is commonly found in the selected songs performed.
Grace notes are performed in the first verse on and before the beat with a vowel
sound and before the beat with a consonant. A variety of techniques are used to
accentuate the text including selected pirch, selecred re-rr,selecred phonrrics. changing

rhythm, diphrhongflip, scoops, ritardando, and accelerando. Again, the finai text of the
last verse is spoken-a

consistent trait of Dave McMahon's singing style.

"Will ORiIey"
fmm the singing of Dave McMahon. CD 1.1 3
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"Will O'Riley"
from the singing of Dave McMahon, CD 1.13

1. O as 1 roved out one evening down by yon riverside,
1 espied a handsome girl and the tears rolled from her eye.
'This is a cold and a stormy night," these words 1heard her Say.
"And my love is on the raging sea, he is bound for Amerikay."
2. Will O'Riley was my m e love's name, his age was scarce nineteen,
He was as nice a young man, as ever my eyes have seen.
My father he's got riches great, but Riley he is poor,
And because 1love my sailor boy. they cannot me endure.

3. O my marna took me by the hand, these words to me did Say,
"If you be fond of O'Riley, 'tis send him far away,
O if you Iove young Riley, have him leave this country,
For your father swears he will have his Life or you'll shun his company."
4. "O this mother dear don't be severe, where can 1 send my Iove?
My very hem lies in his breast as constant as a dove."
"O daughter dear I'm not severe, here is five hundred pounds,
Send O'Riley to Amerikay, and he'll purchase there sorne ground."

5. O when Ella got the money, straight to O'Riley she did run,
Saying, "Riley, lovely Riley, here is five hundred pounds.
Five hundred pounds in gold" said she, "my marna sent to you.
You sail away to Amerikay, and 1 will follow you."

6. It was early the next moming, he was to sail away,
But before he put a foot on board, these words to her did Say,
"Here is as token of uue love, I'll now break it in two,
You'll have half my hem and half this ring until 1 will make out you."
7. Now the ship at last to the harbour, al1 for to sail away,
Stormy were those waters and the waves mlled mountains high,
The ship was wrecked, aii on board was lost, which grieved her parents sore,
Will O'Riley in his m e love's arms Iay drowned up on the shore.

8. There was a letter in her bosom and it was wrote with blood,
Saying, "Cruel were my parents, they sent away my love.
Corne al1 of you fair maidens and a warning take from me,
'Tisnever let a boy you love sail to Amerikay."

Table 5.13. "Wi11O'Riley"
elemenrs of analysis:
tone set
scale narne
range
form
cadences
number of rneasures
syncopation by anticipation
scoops up
scoops down
slide (oortamentol
mordent
voiced consonants (m, n, ng, 1, r) Sung as syllable
diphthong flip
glottal stop
d r o ~ in
s Ditch
corne off note by falling or dying tones
shakes
diminuendo
changes in melody: pitch
:rhythm
dots rhythm as style
1 free rhythrnic interpretauon in subsequent verses
divides duple beat into triplet
divides triplet k a t into duple

1

rhythmical stops in sound
free with k a t
free with k a t at the end of ohrase:
accelerando

analysis:
d,rmfsltdr'm'
A donan
VII-9 authentic
ABBvAv
1 8 8 1

2 2 2 2
.I
J
.J
J
--

~

J
J

I

.I

1
I

J

4

1

1

~

J

J
J
-

-

--

repeated consonant as rhythm
repeated vowel as rhythm
finai consonant almost swallowed
sound "t" for "th"
variety of accentuations: selected pitch
:seiected text
:seLected phoneiics
: changing rhythm
:changing pitch
: diphthong flip
: scoops
: grace note
:siides

1

-

d
4
d

4
4
4

d
4
.I

: pause

ends with speaking

4

The story of "Will O'Riley" is successfully portrayed due to the Song style added
by Dave McMahon. His free and flexible treatment of the beat is a twl used to convey

the story to his audience. Ritardandos are used ro further emphasize parts of the text. In
verse four the tempo slows for "I'm not severe", aiding in convincing the Iistener of the
mother's good intentions and concerns for her daughter.

Drarnatic rnelodic and rhythmical changes are not heard in Dave McMahon's
singing nor are they needed in order for him to successfully portray the mood and

feelings of the text. Accentuations of selected text, selected phonetic sounds, scoops,
p c e notes, and ritardandos are heard in this performance. Grace notes are heard in the

first verse on the k a t with both voweis and consonants. Scoops both above and below
the designated pitch are heard as well as portamenru slides, Sung voiced consonants as
syllabIe, the diphthongflip, and glottal stops. The final text "Amerikay" is not Sung but

spken as a stylistic trait of this singer.

"Driving Saw-Logs on the Plovd'
from rhe singing of Marcelle McMahon, CD 7. I
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"Driving Saw-Logs on The Plover"
from the singing of Marcelle McMahon. CD 2.1
1. Now Johnny 1 gave you schooling and hkewise a good trade,
You shouldn't have left your own dear home and travelled far away,
Driving saw-logs on the PIover where you never get your pay.

2. You could have worked on the road or helped your dad with the hay,
Then to drive the Plover river and never get your pay,
Driving saw-1ogs on the Plover and a thousand miles away.

Table 5.14."Driving Saw-Logs on the Plover"
elcments of analvsis:

1

tone set
scale narne
range
form
cadences
number of measures
syncopation by anticipation

ABC
IV1 1
444
d
J

SCOODS UD

scoops down
slide (ponamento)
mordent
tums
voiced consonants (m, n, ng, 1, r) Sung as syllable
diphthong flip
glottal stop
drops in pitch
corne off note by falling or dying tones
shakes
diminuendo
changes in rnelody: pitch
:rhythm
dots rhythm as style
free rhythmic interpretation in subsequent verses
divides d u ~ i beat
e into triolet
divides triplet beat into dupIe
,pause

analvsis:
s, 1, t,d r m s 1
E flat do hexatonic with ti
V-6 ~laeal

J
J

3

4
I

J

4

-1

rhythrnicai stops in sound
free with beat
h
free with beat at the end of p
accelerando
ritardando
inconsistent form within a verse
change in meter
change in meter for a whole ~hrase
irregular phrase length: altered meter
: pause
irregular verse length
grace note on kat-vowel
grace note before beat-vowel
p c e note on beat-consonant
grace note before beat-consonant
consonant as rhythm (these can be grace notes)
repeated consonant as rhythm
repeated vowel as rhythm
final consonant aimost swailowed
sound "t" for "th"
variety of accentuations: selected pitch
: selected text
: selected phonetics
:changing rhythm
:changing pitch
:diphthong flip

1
1

-

:SCOODS

J

L

1

-

J
J
J
J

4
J
J

J
J
- --

J

4

: slides
: ritardando/accelerando
: pause

ends with speaking

Marcelle McMahon (b. 1947) is part of the McMahon farniiy and was twelve
years old when she performed the recorded songs inciuded in this study. This researcher
found her singing very impressive and enjoyable. Even at such a young age a personal
Song style is heard. The ornaments heard in Marcelle's singing are also found in the

singing of Bob and Dave McMahon. An oraYaural tradition is witnessed in the singing of
the McMahons.
Although Marcelle's singing is relauvely less omarnented, a distinct Song style is
present. Like Dave McMahon, Marcelle omaments with scoops starting from both above
and below the designated pitch. An example of a scoop starting frorn below the pitch is

heard in measure four on "trade". A scoop starting from above the pitch is heard in
rneasure eight on "way". A diphrhongflip is fmt performed in mesure four on the text
"trade". Like Bob and Dave McMahon, the rhythm is dotted as part of her singing sryle.
A melodic change is heard in the opening of verse two, showing her ability to freeiy
change the melody of subsequent verses.
One of the most distinctive singing traits of Marcelle is her use and placement of
grace notes. Grace notes are heard on the beat with a vowel and consonant sound, as weJ1

as before the beat with a consonant sound. Sung voiced consonants are performed as
consonants as rhythm. Repeated vowel and consonant sounds are also heard in rhythm.

MarcelIe does not speak the final text of the two songs included in this study. However,
the songs recorded on later dates found in the Fowke fde accession no. 592j96.7 show
that this styiistic trait is added to her vocabulary.

"The Irish Sotdicr Boy"
from the singing of Marcelle McMïhon. CD 1.2
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'The Irish Soldier Boy"
from the singing Marcelle McMahon, 2.2
1. At a cottage door on a winter's night and the snow h y on che ground,
Stood a youtfifut Irish soldier boy; ta the mountains he was bound.
And his mother standing by his side said, "You'll win rny boy. don't fear,"
And with Ioving arms around his waist she tied his bandolier.

2. "Goodbye, fareweli my mother and 1 hope your hem don't pain,
But pray to God your soldier boy that soon you'll see again.
For when I'm out in the firing lines $11 be a source of joy,
To know that you're the mother proud of an Irish soldier boy."

3. When the fighting it was over and the flag of truth was raised.
The leader cailed the fire to cease, d l ireland stood amazed.
And his cornrades came to the cottage door with a note from her pride and joy,
And her h e m cried out, "O God be good to my Irish soldier boy."
4. Goodbye. farewell to Donegai, Kilkenny, and Maigh Eo,
Tipperay, Kerr-, and Tyrone where the bmshes green do grow.
And I hope to meet in heaven above in the land kyond the sky,
Where you'll always be in Company with your k s h soldier boy."

Table 5.15. 'The Irish SoIdier Boy"
elemenrs of analysis:

analysis:
t.drm sltd'
D do hexatonic with ti
VI14 authentic
ABBvAv
1551
4 4 4 4

tone set
scaIe narne

.

range
fom
cadences

number of measures
syncopation by anticipation
scoops up
scoops down
siide (portarnento)
mordent

.-

4

1

i

tums

voiced consonants (m,n, ng, I, r) Sung as sylIabIe
diphchong f2ip
giottal stop
drops in pitch

4
.I

1
-

1 come off note by failing or dying tones
1 diminuendo

I
1

1

[ changes in melody: pitch

1

J

: rhythm

dots rhvthm as stvle
free rhythrnic interpretation in subsequent verses
divides duple k a t into triplet
divides tri~letbeat into dude
1 pause
rhythrnical stops in sound
free with beat
free with beat at the end of phrase:
accelerando
ritardando
inconsistent form within a verse
change in meter
irregular phrase length: aitered meter
:muse
irregular verse length
grace note on kat-vowel
ence note before beat-vowel
grace note on beat-consonant
grace note before beat-consonant
consonant as rhvthrn (these can be mace notes)
( repeated consonant as rhythm
f repeated vowel as rhythm
final consonant airnost swailowed
sound "t" for "th"
vacietv of accentuations: seIected &ch
: selected text
: selected phonetics
:changing rhythm
:changinp pitch
: diphthong; flip
:scoops
: grace note
: slides

J

1

1

/

t

1 ends with speaking

--

-

1

-

1

-

.I

I

4
4

1

4
4

1

4

1

Marcelle's performance of "The Irish Soldier Boy" contains many of the same
omaments heard in "Driving Saw-Logs on the Plover". The diphrhongflip is hexd as
well as added dotted rhythm in al1 verses. A simple melodic change in verse four adds
beauty and ernphasis to the sung text "heaven above". An accented down beat is heard
throughout this performance creating a suong pulse of two in this 618 meter Song. Again.
grace notes on the beat with a vowel sound are a distinctive part of Marcelle's Song style.

"Bill Dunbar"
from the singing of Martin Sullivan. CD 2.3
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"Bill Dunbar"
from the singing Martin Sullivan, CD 2.3
Come ail you sympathizers, 1pray you will draw near.
It is of a drowning accident that you wilI shortly hear,
It's the drowning of Bill Dunbar, a man you ail knew well.
He Lived in a village called Kinmount where he ran a large hotel.
Big Bill he was a noble man as you will understand,
Kind hearted and obliging and a powerful, able man.
It made no difference what you'd prefer, he would always ueat you well.
There was no danger of being insulted in Dunbar's big hotel.
They drove down to attend the races as you will understand,
Returning home al1 from the same he and Bob Cunningham.
The night was dark, they losc their way, which grieves me to relate,
They drove into Gannan's Namws at the foot of Pigeon Lake.
Both men were drowned, which is hard to uniold,
It was in the dead of winter and the water piercing cold.
Big Bill he fought hard for his life as 1 have heard them sriy,
He threw his mitts out on the ice as a token where he lay.
It was on a Tuesday evening they met with their fatal doom,
And their bodies were not recovered till Thursday afternoon.
They were taken home to Kinmount, large crowds did gather there,
The people corne from far and near when they heard that sad affair.
Bill leaves the wife and one smail child in sorrow, grief, and pain,
Likewise his brothers and sisters in somw to remain.
In meditation they are Left which grieves them to the hem,
That it should ever come that lot, that from them he'd depart.
Bill Dunbar in his younger days was foreman for Moson Boyd,
And many the river he bas rode, both narrow, deep, and wide.
He never was known to send a man where danger did lie near,
But he boldly took the lead himself without either dread or feu.
But he'd gone the road we ail must go, let the Ume be short or long.
So 1drop my pen, likewise inciude this sentimental Song,
Hoping to meet in that bener land where panings they are few,
Where we shall remain, oId acquaintance ro renew.

Table 5.16. "Bi11 Dunbar" (Martin Sullivan)
elements of analysis:
tone set
scale name
range
form
cadences
number of measures
syncopation by anticipation
scoops up
scoops down
slide (poREUnent0)
mordent
voiced consonants (rn, n, ng. 1, r) Sung as syllable
diphthong flip
glottal stop
droos in &ch
corne off note by falling or dying tones
shakes
diminuendo
changes in rnelody: pitch
1
:rhvthm
dots rhythm as style
( free rhythmic interpretation in subsequent verses
divides duple beat into triplet
divides triplet beat into duple

analysis:
S. 1, t,d r m fis 1
F major with fi
V-4 plagal
ABBvAv
l V V l

2 2 2 2

4
d

4
4
4

A

\

rhythmical stops in sound
free with k a t
free with beat at the end of ohrase:
accelerando
ri tardando
inconsistent form within a verse
change in meter
irrepiar phrase length: aitered meter
: pause
irregular verse length
m c e note on beat-vowel
grace note before beat-vowel
g a c e note on beat-consonant
grace note before beat-consonant
consonant as rhythm (these can be grace notes)

--

1

-

~

-

---

d

1

l

1

- -

-

J

-

1

J

4
J

.
I
F
J

J
J
J

J

1

1

repeated consonant as rhythm
repeated vowel as rhythm
final consonant almost swdlowed
. sound 'Y' for "th"
variety of accentuations: selected pitch
:selected text
:selected phonetics
:changing rhythm
: changing pitch
:diphthong flip
:scoops
:grace note
:slides
:ritardandolaccelerando

[ ends with speaking

r

d

v
d
--

4
4
J
'i

J

-

d

The Song style of Manin Sullivan is considered by this researcher as one of the
rnost omamented in this selection of singes. A variety of omaments are consistently
heard throughout the selected songs performed by him. A distinctive trait found in his
singing is fiexibility of tempo within one phrase. An accelerando followed by a

ritardando is frequendy found. These quick changes d tempo create a flexible,
improvisational style. In verse one an accelerando is heard in measures three, five, and
six. This is folIowed by a ritardando in measure eight. Rhythmical stops in sound add to
this improvisationai style.
Slight melodic changes in pitch are heard in verses two and six. A more obvious
melodic change is heard in the last phrase of verse seven. Slight rhythmical changes are
also heard throughout this performance adding to the improvisationai style.
Irregular verse lengths are found in verses four and five. Two lines of text are
added changing the four-phrase structure to a six-phrase verse. Grace notes are heard on

the k a t with a vowel and consonant sound. Consonants are shown in rhythm in the
rhythm pronunciation transcription and are heard as sung voiced consonants as syiiable.

Scoops are perfonned starting from both above and below the designated pitch. An

exarnple of a glottal srop is found in verse four, Iine six, on "recovered". The final text of
the 1 s t verse is spoken.

"Pat Riley"

from the singing of Manin Sullivan. CD 2.4
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"Pat Riley"
from the singing of Martin Sullivan, CD 2.4
1. It was last Tuesday evening, an unlucky day,
1 met Captain Murray along the highway.
Says Murray unto me, "If you'll come along,
Down to Missus Kelly's and we'll have a drink"

2. We were sitting down scarcely, a-drinking our dram.
Says Munay unto me, "You're a handsome young man.
1'11 pay you the bounty right into your hand,
That you might be able to pay every man.
1'11 pay you the bounty and come along with me,
To the sweet county Wexford, suange faces we'lI see."

3. O it 'tis not with pleasure 1'11 write you this Song,
Those cold winter nights, they are lonesome and long.
1 have neither house nor home, nor a place to lie in,
But the cold senuy box car where the snow it drifts in.
4. O rny mother is dead and she'll never return,
My father's twice married and another wife home,
And it's me they use cmel and does me disown.

Table 5.17. "Pat Riley"

elernents of analysis:

I

tone set
scale name

range
form
cadences
number of measures
syncopation by anticipation
SCO0I)S UD

scoops down
slide (portarnento)
mordent
voiced consonants (m, n, ng, 1, r) Sung as syllable
diphthong flip
glottal stop
drops in pitch

I

anaiysis:
f, s 1 td r mf s' 1' t'
B rnixolydian
VII- 1O plagai
ABBvAv
1 8 8 1

2 2 2 1
J

4
J

4
4

4
4

I

1 corne off note bv fdling or dvine tones
shakes
diminuendo
changes in melodv: ~ i t c h
: rhythm
dots rhythm as style
free rhythmic interpretation in subsequent verses
divides duple beat into triplet
divides triplet beat into duple
Dause
rhythmicd stops in sound
free with beat
free with beat at the end of phrase:
accelerando
ritardando
inconsistent form within a verse
change in rneter
irregular phrase length: aitered rneter
:pause
irregular verse length
grace note on beat-vowel
grace note before beat-vowel
grace note on beat-consonant
grace note before beat-consonant
consonant as rhythm (these can be gace notes)
repeated consonant as rhythm
.

1

t

~

f
1

- -

d

--

-

J

J

- -

final consonant almost swailowed
sound "t" for "th"
variety of accentuations: selected pitch
: selected text
: selected phonetics
:chaneinn rhvthm
:changing pitch
: diphthonp ELip
:scoops
: pace note
:slides
: pause

ends with speaking

J
J

1

.i
J
J
J

J
J
J
J

4
J
J

1

I

Martin Sullivan's performance of "Pat Riley" contains many of the same
omaments heard in "Bill Dunbar'*. No melodic changes affecting the pitch were
performed. The rhythmical variant in verse three is the only substantial rhythmicai
change heard. The rhythm is dotted in a consistent manner throughout d l verses and is
considered part of his Song style.
A characteristic passage of this Song is first heard in measure four with the text

"along the highway". This rhythmical, melodic passage is heard in ail verses. The text is
accentuated by the added time taken by the singer. An example of a glottal stop is heard
in measure four with the Sung text "dong". Scoops are heard starting from both above
and below the designated pitch. Like Dave McMahon, the omamental style of scooping
from above the designated pitch is a unique attribute in Martin Sullivan's Song style.
Also included in his Song style is the diphthongflip. A rurn is heard in verse one on the
pickup to measure seven. Grace notes are heard on the beat with both vowels and
consonants. Sung voiced consonants as syllable are shown in rhythm in the rhythm
pronunciation transcription. Martin Sullivan does not end the final verse with spoken text
in this performance.

The J a n on Gcny's Rocks" vs. 1
€rom the singing of Martin Sullivan. CD 2.5
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"The h m on Gerry's Rocks"
from the singing of Martin Sullivan, CD 2.5
1. You shanty boys, you cirivers, come list' whiie 1relate,

Concerning a young river man and his untimeIy fate.
Concerning a young river man so manly true and brave.
It is on the jam on Gerry's Rocks that he met his watery grave.
2. It was on a Sunday morning as quick as you will heu,
Our saw-logs piled up mountains high, we could not keep them clear.
Till our foreman says, 'Turn out brave boys, with hems we'll avoid al1 fear.
We'll brake the jarn on Gerry's Rocks and for Agen's town we'll steer."

3. Some of them more willingly, while others they hung back,
For to brake a jam on Sunday they did not think it right.
Till six of Our Canadian boys did volunteer to go,
For to brake the jam on Gerry's Rocks with their foreman, young Monroe.
4. They had not rolled out many logs when they heard the clear voice Say,
"i'd have you boys be on your guard, this jam will soon give way."
Those words were scarcely spoken when the jarn did brake and go,
And carried off those six brave youths and their foreman, young Monroe,

5. The rest of those brave shanty boys those sad tidings came to hear,
In search of the drowned bodies down the river they did steer.
Till one of those poor bodies, to their sad grief and woe,
Al1 bruised and mangled by the rocks lay the head of young Monroe.
6. They raised him from his watery grave, combed back bis cold black hair,
There was one fair form amongst them, whose cries wouid rend the air.
There was one fair form amongst hem, a girl frorn Saguenay town,
Her moans and cries would rend the skies for her me Iove that was drowned.

7. Poor 01' Clara did not survive long, to her sad grief and woe.
It was in about three weeks after that she was cailed to go.
And her Iast request was granted to be laid by young Monroe.
8. So corne aii of you bold shanty boys I'd have you cal1 and see,
A little mound at the river bend there stands a hernlock me,
And the shanty boys cut the woods aii d o m , two lovers they lie low.
There lies Miss Clara Vemer and her m e love, young Monroe.

Tabie 5.18. 'The Jam On Gerry's Rocks"
elemerzrs ofanalysis:

[one set
scale name
range
fom
cadences
number of rneasures
syncopation by anticipation

-

1
1 t.d

analysis:
rnf s I td' plus one fi
) E flat do hexatonic with
fa and ci
VIL8 authentic
ABBAv
-

I55i
4 4 4 4
.1

4

SCOODS UD
-

scoops down
slide (portamento)
I mordent

1

voiced consonants (m, n, ng. 1, r) sunR as syHabIe
di~hthonnf l i ~
glortal stop
drops in pitch
corne off note by falling or dying tones
shakes
diminuendo
changes in melody: pitc h
: rhythm
dots rhvthm as stvk
free rhythMc interpntation in subsequent verses
divides dupIe k a t into triplet
divides triplet beat into duple
pause
rhvthmical stops in sound
free with beat
free with beat at the end of phrase:
accelerando
ritardando
inconsistent forrn within a verse
change in-meter
irregular phrase Itngk dtered meter
irregular verse Iength
p c e note on bat-vowet
grace note More kat-vowef
grace note on beat-consonant
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4
1

1

4
4

4

d

1

1

d
J
'l

4
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J
1

J
d
4

4
.J

4
4

1

grace note before beat-onsonant
consonant as rhythm (these cm be grace notes)
repeated consonant as rhythm
repeated vowel as rhythm
final consonant almost swdiowed
sound "t" for "th"
varietv of accentuations: selected ~ i t c h
:selected text
: selected phonetics
: changing rhythm
:changing pitch
:diphthong flip

w

:SCOODS
:grace note
:slides
:ritardando/acce~erando
: pause

1

J
J

4
d

4
J

J

1

d

4

4
J
v
v'

ends with speaking

Al1 verses of "The Jam on Gerry's Rocks" were transcribed and are discussed in

detail in Chapter Six. Only the contents found in verse one of "The Jam on Gerry's
Rocks" wiIl be discussed in this chapter.
In the first verse the ornament that is most distinctive is the use of gmce notes
before the beat with both vowel and consonant sounds. The first grace note heard is in

measure two on the word "Iist". It is shown in both the descriptive and rhythm
pronunciauon transcription. The rhythm pronunciation transcription contains the rtiyttim
of the text, showing the placement of the gmce note before the k a t with a single

consonant as rhythm. in measure six in both the descriptive and rhythm pronunciation

transcription, a grace note before the k a t with a vowel sound as rhythm is shown on

"man". Sung voiced consonants as syilable are a h shown in the rhythm pronunciation
transcription. An exarnple of this is on the final consonant of the text "man"in mesure
six. Scoops are heard throughout the Fust verse of 'The Jarn on Gerry's Rocks". They

are performed starting both fmm above and below the designated pitch. Portumenro

-

slides as well as the diphrhongflip are heard as ornarnents. Martin Suffivan dots the

rhythm as part of his song style.

"Bill Dunbar"

from the singing of Mn. Tom Sullivan,
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"Bi11 Dunbar"
from the singing of Mrs. Tom Sullivan, CD 2.6
1. Corne dl you sympahizers, I pray you will draw neu,
It is of a drowning accident that you will shortly heu.
'Tisthe drowning of Biii Dunbar, a man who was known quite well:
He lived in a viihge called Kinmount where he ran a large hotel.

2. Big Bill he was a nobie man as yau will undersrand.
Kind hearted and obliging and a powerful. able man.
ILmade no difference whar you had said, he would aIways treat you well,
There was no danger of k i n g insutted in Dunbar's big hotel.

3. They drove down ro attend the races, as you wiII understand,
Returning home al1 from the same he ruid Bob Cunningham.
The night k i n g dark, they had lost their way, which grieved them to
relate.
They drove into Gannan's Narrows at the foot of Pigeon Lake.
4. Both men were drowned which was hard to conuol.

It being in the dead of winter and the water piercing cold.
Big Bill he fought hard for his life as 1have heard them say,
He threw his mitts out on the ice as a token where he Iay.
It was on a Tuesday evening they met with their fateful doom,
And their bodies were not recovered u n d Thursday aftemoon.
5. 'I?iey took thern home to Kinmount, Iarge crowds did gather there,
The people came fmm far and near when they heard of chis sad affair.
Bill leaves the wife and one srnail child in sorrow, grief, and pain,
And if it ever corne that lot, is from them he'd depart.

6. Bill Dunbar in his younger days was foreman for Moson Boyd,
Many eased the river he has drove. both narrow, deep, and wide.
He was never known to send a man where danger did Iurk near,
But boldiy taking the Iead himseIf withouc either dread or fear.
7. Now he's gone a road we al1 must go, let the urne be short or long,
Hoping CO meet in that better Iand where partings thece are none.
Now 1will have to dmp my pen and Iikewise to conclude,
My very senumenrai Song, old quaintance to renew.

Table 5.19. "Bill Dunbar" (Mrs. Tom Sullivan)

I

elements of analvsis:
tone set
scale narne
range
fom
cadences
number of measures
syncopation by anticipation
scoops up

voiced consonants (m, n, ng, 1, r) Sung as sylinble
diphthong flip
glottal stop
drops in pitch
come off note by falling or dying tones
1 shakes
diminuendo
changes in melody: pitch
:rhythm
dots rhythm as style
free rhvthrnic intemretation in subseauent verses
divides duple k a t into triplet
divides tripiet beat into dup1e
pause
rhythrnicai stops in sound
free with beat
free with k a t at the end of phrase:
accelerando
ritardando
inconsistent form within a verse
change in meter
inegular phrase length: altered meier
:pause
irregular verse length
p c e note on beat-vowel
grace note before beat-vowel
grace note on beat-consonarit
grace note before beat-consonant
consonant as rhythm (these can be gmce notes)

I

analvsis:
s, 1, t,d r rnffis 1
A flat major with fi
V-6 plagai
A B CgAv
IVVII
2 2 2 2

I

4

4

4
4

1

1
J
\I
4
4

4
4
4
4
.I

4
4

.I

4
4

4

repeated consonant as rhythm
repeated voweI as rhythm
final consonant aimost swailowed
sound "t" for "th"
variety of accentuations: selected pitch
: selected text
:selected phonetics
:changing rhythm
:changing pitch
:diphthong flip
:scoops
:grace note
: slides
:ritardandoiaccelerando
:pause
ends with speaking

J

J
J
J
J

d

Mrs. Tom Sullivan has a clean, consistent singing style. The ornamentai scoop is
heard in verse four on the text 'Tuesday" and "fatefui". Both scoops start from the pitch
below. A portamenro slide is heard in verse six on the text "taking". Slight meIodic
changes are heard in verses two, four, and five. Slight rhythmicd changes are also heard
throughout al1 verses. Rhythm are dotted as part of Mrs. Tom Sullivan's song style.
Rhythmical stops in sound are also heard as part of her song style.

The most distinctive trait of Mrs. Tom Sullivan's performance style is the flexible
treatment of the beat, The tempo of a measure will speed up rhen slow down in the
fotlowing measure creating a swinging, improvisational approach to the performance.
Verse four has six lines of text, changing the structure first outiined in verse one. Grace
notes are heard on the beat with both vowel and consonant sounds. Voiced consonants
are Sung as syllables and are shown as rhythm in the rhythm pronunciation transcription.
The finai text of the 1 s t verse is sung.

I

"The Fumer's Son and ihe Shantyboy"
from h e singinp of Emerson W d c o c k . CD 2.7
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'The Farmer's Son and the Shantyboy"
from the singing of Emerson Woodcock, CD 2.7
1. As 1strolled out one evening just as the Sun went down,
1 walked dong quite carelessly till 1came to Cambridge town.
1 heard two lovers conversing as slowly as 1 passed by,
The one she loved a farmer's son, and the other the shantyboy.
2. Now the one who loved the farmer's son these words 1 heard her say,
The reason why she loved him, at home with her he would stay.
Each day at home al1 winter, to the wild woods he'd not go,
And when the spring it did come in, his land he'd plough and sow.

3. "Now for to plough and sow your land", the other girl did Say,
"Your crop should prove a failure and your debt you could not pay.
Your crop should prove a failure and great mark of it being low.
Oft times the bill will sel1 you out for to pay the debt you owe."
4. "As for the bill of selling me out you need not be alarmed,

For there is no need of mnning in debt if you are on a good farm.
You'll grow your bread al1 of your own, don? work in s t o m and snow.
While the shantyman has to work each day his farnily to maintain.

5. Now a shantyman's life is a wearisome life, to the wild woods he must go.
He is ordered out before daylight to face the frost and snow.
While happy and contented, my farmer's son can lie,
And tell to me some tales of love until the storm rolIs by."
6. "O 1 do hate those soft stalks," the other girl did Say,
"For the most of them they are so green. the cows rnight eat for hay.
How easily they are knowing when they come into town,
For al1 the small boys will run out saying, 'Johnny how are you doing?' "
7. "Now 1 do love my shantyboy who goes up in the fail,
He is both stout and hearty and fit to tend the squall,

With pleasure 1'11 receive him in the spring when he comes down.
His money he'll share quite free with me when your farmer's son's got none."
8. "What 1have said of your shantyboy, 1did not mean it so,
For if ever 1get a real good chance with the shantyboy I've a go,
And I'11 leave your farmer's son, his land to plough and sow."

Table 5.20. "The Farmer's Son and the Shantyboy"
elemenrs of analysis:
[one set
scaie name
range
form
cadences
number of measures
syncopation by anticipation
scoops up
scoops down
slide (ponamento)
mordent
voiced consonants (m, n, ng, 1, r) Sung as syllable
diphthong flip
glottal stop
drops in pitch
come off note by falling or dying rones
shakes
diminuendo
changes in melody: pitch
: rhythm
adds dotted rhvthrn as stvle
1 free rhythrnic interpretation in subsequent verses
divides duple beat into triplet
divides triplet beat into duple
pause
rhvthmicai s t o ~ in
s sound
free with beat
free with k a t at the end of phrase:
accelerando
ritardando
inconsistent form within a verse
change in meter
irregular phrase length: altered meter
:pause
in-eplar verse length
grace note on kat-vowel
grace note before kat-vowel
grace note on beat-.consonant
grace note before kat-consonant
consonant as rhythm (these can be grace notes)
- - --

-

analysis:
m,f, S. 1, t,d r mf s plus one ta
A major plus one ta
II1-5
ABBAv
IV V 1
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repeated consonant as rhythm
repeated vowel as rhythm
finai consonant aimost swailowed
sound "t" for "th"
variety of accentuations: selected pitch
: seIected text
: seIected phonetics
:changing rhythm
:changing pitch
: diphthong flip
: scoops
: gnce note
: slides
: ritardando/accelerando
: pause
ends with speakinp
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The ornamentai shakes heard in Emerson Woadcock's singing are not heard in
any of the other perfonner's Song styles. These shakes are heard severai times within one
verse. In verse one shakes are perfonned on the Sung text "the sun", "down", "came CO",
"passed by", and "shantyboy". In verse six, the text "soft staiks" sounds aimost as if it is
spoken instead of Sung. This was the only time ttiat spoken text was heard in the middle
of a verse in al1 songs analyzed.
Emerson Woodcock is very free with the beat at the end of a phrase in both 'The
Fanner's Son and the Shantyboy" and 'The Fwtboy". The beat seems to stop at the end
of each phrase as the singer freely waits before confinuing to the next phrase. The
rhythm is doned throughout ail verses as an ornament. Slight melodic changes are heard
in verses two, three, four, five, and seven. Slight rhythmicai changes are also heard
throughout the performance. In verse seven there is a change in form due to the irregular
length of the text. The form of verse seven is A B A.
Scoops are heard starting from both below and above the designated pitch.
Pommento siides, the diphthongjlip,and glottai stops are heard as part of Emerson

Woodcock's Song style. Grace notes occur in the fmt verse on the beat with both a

vowel and consonant. Voiced consonants are sune as syliables and shown as rhythm in
the rhythm pronunciation transcription. The finai text of the last verse is spoken and
considered an ornamental device of Emerson Wwdcock's Song style

The Footboym
h m the singing of Emerson Woodcock. CD 2.8
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'The Fwtboy"
from the singing of Emerson Woodcock, CD 2.8
There Iived a man in Devonshire,
A cruel-hearted man was he.
He had one daughter, a beauty bright,
On her father's footboy she took delight.
He had one daughter, a beauty bright,
On her father's fmtboy she took delight.

O one day this couple were left alone,
And the uuth to hirn she did make known.
Said he, "Fair Iady put no trust in me,
I'm your father's foaboy of a Iow degree."
Said he, "Fair lady put no trust in me,
I'm your father's footboy of a low degree."
So this old man in the ambush lay,
And he heard al1 that they had to Say.
This made the old man both curse and rage,
For he knew his daughter of a tender age.
Tnis made the old man both curse and rage,
For he knew his daughter of a tender age.
So the very next morning at break of day,
Said he, "My Lad you can take your pay,"
With ready wages he paid him down,
As a tear drop from his eye did fall.
With ready wages he paid hirn down,
As a tear drop fmm his eye did fall.
Wei1 he had not got but a mile from town,
When in a circle they did surround.
They searched his pockets and found with h m
A gay gold watch and a diamond ring.
They searched his pockets and found with him
A gay gold watch and a diarnond ring.
So he was taken and Iodged in j d ,
No fiends nor relations to go his b d ,
Great calcuiations the old man made,
On the executions that he had laid.
Great calcuiations the old man made,
On the executions that he had Laid.

As he stepped up on the gallows high,
"O father dear, want to see my m e love die?
O father. father, it's a dreadful sight,
For to see my uue love al1 dressed in white.
O father, father, it's a dreadful sight,
For to see my true love al1 dressed in white."
As she stepped out on the gailows' stand,
The old man did not surmise her plan.
And with a dagger she pierced her hem,
Now we'll welcome death, it to pain and smart.
And with a dagger she pierced her hem,
Now we'll welcome death. it to pain and smart.
As she lay in her bloody gore,
Larnenting of her wound so sore,
"O father, father, you're the worst of men,
You have brought your daughter to a scornful end.
O father, father, you're the worst of men.
You have brought your daughter to a scornful end."

10. "So there's just one thing now that 1 do crave,

That's to bury us both in the one grave.
For 1love my footboy you know so me,
And to this wide world I bid adieu."

Table 5.2 1. 'The Footboy"
- -

elements of analysis:

tone set
scale name
range
fom
cadences
number of rneasures
syncopation by anticipation
scoops up
scoops down
slide (portarnento)
mordent
voiced consonants (m,n, ng, 1, r) Sung as syllable
diphthong flip
glottal stop
drops in pitch
come off note by failing or dying. tones
shakes
diminuendo
changes in meiody: pitch
:rhythm
dots rhvthm as stvle
1 free rhythrnic interpretation in subsequent verses
divides duple k a t into triplet
divides triplet beat into duple
pause
rhvthmical s t o ~ in
s sound
free with beat
free with beat at the end of phrase:
accelerando
ri tardando
inconsistent form within a verse
change in meter
irregular phrase length: aitered meter
Y

imgular verse length
grace note on kat-voweI
m c e note before kat-vowel
grace note on beat-consonant
grace note before beat-consonant
consonant as rhythm (these can be m c e notes)

-

-

analysis:
f, s l td r mf s' 1'
C mixolydian
VIL9 authentic
ABBvCBvC
1 g b 7 I b 71
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repeated consonant as rhythm
repeated vowel as rhythm
final consonant aimost swallowed
sound "t" for "th"
variety of accentuations: seIected pitch
:selected text
:selected phonetics
: changing rhythm
: chan~ingpitch
: diphthong flip
: scoops
: grace note
- - - -
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: pause

ends with smakine
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The omaments perfomed in 'The Footboy" by Emerson Woodcock are
consistent with the ornaments heard in ''The Farmer's Son and the Shantyboy". The
ornamental device shakes are again heard throughout this performance. Some of the
shakes heard in verse one include "man" in rneasure one, "Devonshire" in measure two,

"footboy" in measure seven, and "delight" in measure eight. Emerson Woodcock is very
free with the k a t at the end of each phrase. Extra beats are shown as rests as Emerson
Woodcock freeIy waits More starting the next phrase.
At times there is a harsh quaiity to the sound as the pitch ascends. An increase in
volume is heard in the singing adding emphasis to the Sung text of these passages. This
straining of the voice was the dosest sounds heard in the selected songs that could be
compared to yelps during transitionfrom note ro note discussed by Sandra Kerr (1978,
14 1). The voice straining to sing the higher pitches caused a crescendo that was usually

followed by a diminuendo at the end of each phrase.
Limited scoops are heard in this performance starting from the note below the
designated pitch. Numerous consonants Sung as syiiables are heard throughout al1 verses.

Grace notes are heard on the k a t with both vowel and consonant sounds. Drops in pitch
are heard throughout Emerson Woodcock's performance but are not viewed as an
ornament, rather the pitch sometimes is Sung flat. In the final verse the last two phrases

are not repeated, instead the text of phrase four is ended with spoken dialogue as the
performance closes.

CHAPTER SIX: TEXï AND ORNAMENTATION
Upon listening to the entire Fowke file accession no. 592196.7. mscribing and
anaIyzing in d e t d the first verse of the selected twenty-one songs, and anaiyzing the
remaining verses of al1 songs through listening, this researcher has found that a singer has

a repenoire of ornaments that are consistently used as part of herhs song style. Ail
verses of "Dr. Pritchard" Sung by Dave McMahon, 'The Jam on Gerry's Rocks" sung by
Martin Sullivan, and 'The Wintry Winds" Sung by Mrs. Vera Keating, were transcribed
so that a detailed aaalysis of ail verses could be cmied out. This in-depth anaiysis is
used to defend this researcher's statement that the selected singers are consistent in their
Song style within a multi-verse song. An in-depth anaiysis of these transcriptions of al1
verses also allows this researcher to study more cIosely the influentid factors of
ornamentation found in the selected songs.
Influentid Factors of Ornamentatioq
This researcher believes a traditionai singer has an idiosyncratic Song style which
inchdes a repertoire of ornaments that are consistentiy perfonned from Song to song.
Three different factors appear to affect both the choice of ornaments used by a singer in
each perfomance and how often a seIected ornament wilI occur.
The fmt factor is the speech accent of a performer. Sandra Kerr discusses a
singer's accent and the effect it has on a performance: "traditional singers do not sing in a
different accent from the one in which they speak. Your own accent wiIl make the Song
much more credible to the listener and may even dictate that a certain tone be used."

Familiar singers from the Fowke Fie accession no. 592B6.7 are easily
(Kerr, 139)~
recognized by tIiis researcher from their Song styk. As Kerr notes, a singer's accent may
dictate that a certain tone color be used. Thus, different vowel and consonant sounds that
are stressed in a singer's speech accent may also be stressed in the singer's singing

The Fowke file accession no, 592196.7 only provides recordings of singing performances. The singer's
are noi heard speaking on the field recodings rherefore this reseacherc m only base her research on a
singer's singing accent
Y

accent, affecting the tone production. Emerson Woodcock has a very distinct tonc
quality in his singing style. Suessed vowel and consonant sounds are heard in the first
verse of 'The Footboy". The text reads:
There lived a man in Devonshire,
A cmel-hearted man was he.
He had one daughter, a beauty bright.. .
A hard 'r' sound is heard in the rext. "hearted", and "daughter" creating a distinctive tone

quality, The speaking accent of Emerson Woodcock needs to be heard before this
researcher can determine wheiher this hard "r" sound heard in Emerson Woodcock's
singing is dso part of the singer's speech accent.
in Chapter Five a chttracter trait heard in the singing of Jim Doherty and Bob
McMahon was discussed-the

practice of singing a single syllable word as two separate

sounds. In verse three of 'The Road to Dundee" Sung by Jim Doherty, the word "arm" is
Sung as "arum", and the word "waiked" is Sung as "walk-ed". In "Driving Saw-Logs on
the Plover", Sung by Bob McMahon, this same technique is heard on "with in verse one
and on "gave" in verse two. This distinct style of text pronunciation is viewed as part of
Jim Doherty's and Bob McMahon's song style. Henry Glassie discusses elevated speech
on the continuum of speech to song. This characteristic trait of singing a single syIIable
word as two separate sounds could be viewed as speech elevated to poetic speech as
discussed by Glassie (1995,324).
The second influentid factor of ornamenration is discussed by Peggy Seeger:
"there is obviously more scope for extemd decoration in the melismatic melody [one
with more than one melody note per syllable]. Apart from this, each Song has a different
requirement, according to speed, rhythm, and subject matter" (Kerr cites Peggy Seeger,
1978, 143). Joe Heaney (Seosamh 6 hhnaQ, an Irish Arnencan traditionai singer,

discusses with Kerr the consciousness of a singer when ornarnenting a song. 'loe
Heaney gives the Lie to the myth bat it is an unconscious and natural ability that aii
traditionai singers have. He has described how he can see in his mind's eye the shape of
the decoration he is about to use; he is absolutely clear about when and how he c m
decorate a song. For instance, he says that if there are lots of syllables in a Iine there is

no room for embellishment, but that shoner lines give him scope for either suspending
notes for eifect or adding grace notes." (140)
While listening to the Fowke file accession no. 59396.7,this researcher noted
that songs having a melismatic melody line with a slower tempo tend to be more highly
ornamented then those with an upbeat tempo, fast rhythms, and lots of text per melody
line. As Joe Heaney explains, a singer has more cime and opponunity to add omaments
to the melismatic rnelody. This researcher also found that singers tended to sing the same

type of traditional song. Vera Keating's Song style includes extensive use of the
porramenro slides. Songs performed by Vera Keating on the Fowke file are of the same

typology, being songs which tell a uagic story and use a slow, melismatic melody line.
This design enables the singer to use extensive slides throughout al1 her performances.
The final factor to be discussed that affects the omamentation used by a singer is
the text of a song. Some of the ornarnents that were analyzed and performed by selected
singers in Chapter Five included sung voiced consonanrs as syllable, diphthongflip,
glonal srop, irregular verse length, grace note on beur-vowel, grace note before
bear-vowel, grace note on bear-consonanr, grace note before bear-consonanr,
consonant as rhythm, repeated consonant as rhythm, repeated vowel as rhythm,final
consonanr almosr swallowed, and sound "t"for "th". Al1 of these ornaments were part

of the singer's repenoire of ornarnentation and were consistently performed by a singer
from Song to song. However, it is the text of a song which gives opponunity for these
ornaments to be performed and to some degree convols how often a performer will
decorate a melody using these ornarnents. An exarnple is the diphrhongflip. In order for
a diphrhongflip to be performed, a word containing a diphthong is needed. Diphrhong
flips are commonIy heard at the end of a phrase on a held pitch, and their use adds

emphasis. If no text containing a diphthong was found, the singer cannot perform this
ornament.
The content of the text also encourages a variety of accentuations to be used to
emphasize seiected text and~orphrases of a story. The traditionai Song "A Sailor Boy In
London City", performed by Jimmy Heffeman, t e k the tragic story of the "cruel cold

murder" of a young sailor boy. It was this young sailor's fair Eliza who finds him
murdered in his room. In verse nine the text reads:
'Twas an awful night and the wind grew colder,
As Eliza came to this grand hotel.
"O God, O God, what a cruel cold murder,
Did my bold sailor deserve al1 this?"
She kissed his cheeks that were once so rosy.
And by his side this young fair one died.
The dramatic content of this text encourages the singer to use a variety of
accentuations to aid in emphasizing the tragic ending of the story. Ernphasis is placed on
"night" with a diphthongfiip. The word "colder" is accented by the singer's voice.
When Eliza speaks, ernphasis is heard on "O God," followed by an even suonger
emphasis on the second "O God,". The remaining text of that line, "what a cruel cold
murder" is emphasized with a rirardando. The text describing the sailor's cheeks that
were once "so rosy" is emphasized with a falling porramenro slide, as well as in the finai
text, "thïs young fair one died". The tragic content of this final verse in "A Sailor Boy In
London City" gives opponunity to the singer to ernploy the ornamentai variety of accents
that are inchded in his repertoire of omamentation.
Different pronunciations of text heard in the singer's speech accent also mark
her/his Song style. in the performance of "Dr. Pritchard" Sung by Dave McMahon,
characteristic pronunciations of text are heard. The final phrase of verse one reads, "And
my love is on the raging sea, he is bound for Arnerikay". This pronunciation of the word
"Arnerica" is included in Dave McMahon's Song style, which reflects the Irish diaspora
of mditionai Song found in Peterborough and surrounding areas dunng the years
1957-1959.1° Again, it is the text of a Song that determines hov! often these ornarnents
involving pronunciation will be performed. If the text of a traditional Song does not
include specific words that the singer speaks with a unique accent or pronunciation this
omament will not be heard in the performance.

'O

'bis researcher discussed with Jerry Kerlin the findings of the Irish diaspora of traditionai Song in his

research in progrcss. "The Transmission of Dance and Music Among the New York Irish: Teaching,
Leaniing. and irish Sensibility. PhD. diss.. New York University in pmgress.
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Table 6.1. "Dr. Pritchard"
verse:
1
2
3

elemenrs of analysis:

tone set

4

5
6

7
8
9

scale narne

1
2

3

8

9

3
4

5

6
7
8
9

1

2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9

cadences

1

I

analysis:
s, 1, t,d r mf s 1
s, 1, t,d r mf s 1
s, 1, t,d r mf s 1
s.1 d r m f s l
s,I d r m f s l
s,I d r m f s l
S. 1. t,d r mf s 1
s,l d r m f s l
s, 1. t,d r mf s 1
A flat major
A flat major
A flat maior

4

A flat major
A flat maior

V-6 plagai
V-6 plagal
V-6 ~ l a e a l
V-6 plagal
V-6 plagai
V-6 plagai
V-6 plagai
ABAv C
ABAvC
Av, B Av C
A Bv Av Cv
A B v AvCv
A Bv Av, Cv
Av? B Av Cv
A B v Av, C
ABAvCv
1251

I

8

number of measures

9
1
*

1251
125X
2222

This researcher considers Davc McMahon one of the most ornarnented singers in

this study group. The multiplicity of vocal omarnents he employs enables him to capture
the attention of his Iistener. Dave McMahon consistently uses syncopation as an
ornament throughout ail verses of this Song. Tbis ornamenta1 device creates a sense of
improvisation as the singer freely shifts the balance of accents from strong to weak In
verse one, syncopation is performed in the opening phrase. The text reads "Corne al1

you people young and old, of a Iow and high degree". When compzuïng the prescriptive
and descriptive transcription on the word "people", the singer arrived on die text early
dismpUng the weak and smng accents and crearing syncoparion by anticipation.

The ornamental device scooping is consistently performed throughout ail verses.
Scooping is performed starting from both above and below the designated pitch. This
style of starting a scoop from above the designated pitch is not commonly heard in most
of the selected singers' Song styles. It is. however, found throughout Dave McMahon's
performance, mriking his style and sound distinctive frorn the other performers.
Nasal tones and hurnming notes on rn's and n's are heard as voiced consonanrs
sung as syllable in Dave McMahon's singing. Voiced consonants Sung as syllable were

performed in al1 verses except number nine. Dave McMahon used this ornamental device
consistently. The text of verse nine reads:
Come al1 you people young and old, of a low and high degree,
Take care of your wives and families wherever they may be.
Shun faise deluded Company, be mindful what 1 say,
And remember Pritchard's dancing clog, when 1 am in the clay.
The text of verse nine does not provide opponunity for a Sung voiced consonant as
syllable to be performed. Sung voiced consonanrs as syllable are commonly performed

at the end of a measure or phrase. A word ending with m, n, ng, 1, or r is needed in one of
these locations in order to perform this routine ornament. In the text of verse nine there is
no voiced consonant found at either of the desired locations, therefore the text conuoiled
the exemption of this ornament in the final verse.
The diphthongfzip is tieard in verses one through five, seven, and nine. The
diphtltongjiip is performed by singing the fmt vowel sound of the diphthong then

quickly shifting and holding the final vowel sound. The diphthongjiip is routinely
perfonned on a longer pitch. one in which the final vowel sound can be held and
emphasized. in verses six and eight there is no diphthong found on any of the longer held
pitches. The text controlIed the use of the diphthongjlip and in which verses it could be
performed.
The melody line fmt introduced in verse one is consistently Sung throughout al1
verses. Slight pitch changes are performed in verses three and seven. A free rhythmic
interpretation is found in di verses, showing smaii rhythmic changes throughout. The
use of syncopation adds to this rhythmic fiexibility heard in Dave McMahon's song style.

Numerous rhythmical stops in sound are performed which is viewed as part of Dave
McMahon's distinctive song style.
The extensive use of gnce notes on the beat with a vowel sound and before the
beat with both vowel and consonant sounds is one of the idiosyncrasies of Dave
McMahon. As is shown in the anaiysis chart, grace notes are more cornrnonly heard with
vowel sounds than consonants. The characteristic device of sounding "t" for " t h is
heard in verse one, two, and five, on the text "both", "!hink", and "with".
A variety of accentuations are used as a vehicle to tell the story. Emphasis is
consistentiy placed on selected text and selected pitch. The diphthongflip, scoops and
grace notes are used also as tools to emphasize selected text and help convey the story to
his audience. In al1 the songs performed by Dave McMahon on the Fowke file accession
no. 59396.7 the text of the final verse is aiways spoken, a very consistent trait of his Song
style.
Perhaps the most distinctive and successful ornament used by Dave McMahon is
his flexible treaunent of the beat. This free treaunent of the beat is heard in his ease of
singing-taking time when needed, adding a beat or performing rhythmical stops in
sound-al1 with the intention of convincing his audience of the story he told.

The singing of Dave McMahon was a highlight for this researcher. His songs tell
stories that listeners can relate to-stories

that tell of happiness, love, hardships, pain. and

of a loved one Iost. Much has been leamed from this singer aione and his traditional
styie. The reader wiIl not only benefit from the study of Dave McMahon and his songs,
helshe will be entenained by this great traditionai singer.
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Table 6.2. "The Jam on Gerry's Rocks"

I

elements of analysis:

1

verse:
1

2

6
7
8

analysis:
t,d rnf s 1td' plus one fi'
t.d mf s 1 td'

I

t,d mf s 1 td'
t,d mf s 1 td'
t,d m f s l td'
E flat do hexatonic with fa
and ti
E flat do hexatonic with fa

1

and ti

1 m a t do hexatonic with fa 1

3

h
E flat do hexatonic with fa

a
( E flat do hexatonic with fa (

5

E flat do hexatonic with fa

1

7

h

E flat do hexatonic with fa

E flat do hexatonic with fa

1

1
2
3
4

-

-

VII-8 authentic
VU-8 authentic
VI14 authentic
VIT-8 authentic
VTi-8 authentic

1
1

5

8

W-8 authentic
ABBAv

1
- -

3
4

5
6
7

-

-

A<BBAV
Av, B Bv Av
Av, Bvl Bv, Av
Av, B Bv Av
Av, B AV

1

l
1

cadences

number of measures

1
2

1551
1551

8

1551

I
2

4444
4444
4444
4444
5444
4444
444

3
4

5
6
7

diphthong flip
glottal stop
r
drops in pitch
come off note by falling or dying tones
1 shakes
diminuendo
changes in melody: pitch
:rhythm
adds doned rhvthm as stvle
free rhythmc interpretation in subsequent verses
divides duple beat into triplet
divides triplet beat into duple
pause
rhythmical stops in sound
free with k a t

-

J J 4 4 . I . I
4
4 4

1
1

1

1

J 4 4 J J J . I
J J J 4 J . I . I

1

I J I 4 I J I J I J I 4 ] J I
J d 4 J . I . I J
.

4

I

J

J

J
K

d
J

J

J

J J
J J

J

free with beat at the end of phrase

J

acceferando
ri tardando
inconsistent f o m within a verse
change in meter
irregular phrase Iength: altered meter

J I J I, J I
9

4

4

I1 ends with speaking

.

1

4

141
4
4

J
J

1

:selected phonetics
: changing; rhythm
: changïng pitch
: diphthong; flip
: scoops
: grace note
:slides
: ritardando/accelerando
:pause

4

1

1

!

1

d 14

1

d [

4

l

1

d

l

4

4 d

J
J
4

1

l

d

l

d

4

l

1

1

Like Dave McMahon, Martin Sullivan employs a muluplicity of vocal ornaments
in his singing, Many of the same vocal ornaments are used by both singers. However, fi
difference in the placement of added emphasis creates a divergence in these two Song
styles. Both singers use a flexible approach and ueaunent of the kat. Dave McMahon
tends to take t h e , adding an extra k a t when needed to emphasize a desired section of
the text. Martin Sullivan freely changes the tempo of the k a t in his performance,
acceIerating a section of a verse and then performing a ritardando later in the sarne verse.

This flexible changing of the tempo of the beat creates a swinging, rhythmical,
improvisationai performance. The analysis chart shows Martin Sullivan's frequent use of
accelerandos and ritardandos.

Martin Sullivan frequently performs slight melodic changes, creating a number of
variations in the form of subsequent verses. Miniature rhythmical variations are also
performed throughout ail verses. The singer freely changes from duple to compound
meter in verses two rhrough eight. This consistent ornamental device is viewed as a
characteristic trait of Martin Sullivan's Song style. Rhyfhrnical stops in sound are dso
performed regularly in ail verses of 'The Jam OB Geny's Rocks".
Syncoparion by anticipation is heard in verses one, three, four, and eight. Scoops

are cornmoniy performed starting from both above and below the designated pitch. A
limited nurnber of portamento slides are performed in verses one. four, and five. Voiced
consonants Sung as syilable are consistently performed in al1 verses. The diphthongflip
is ais0 part of Martin Sullivan's repertoire of consistentIy performed ornarnents, This
ornament is performed in al1 verses except verse seven. The text of verse seven does not
contain a diphthong that could be Sung as a diphthongflrp. Therefore no oppomnity was
provided for the singer to perform this ornamental device.
Verse seven is an example of the anaIysis element irregular verse fength. The
text reads:
Poor 01' Clara did not survive long, to her sad grief and woe.
It was in about three weeks after that she was caiied to go,
And her last request was granted to be laid by young Monroe.
Only three lines of text are Sung instead of four. However the text of verse seven sounds
cornplete. There seems to be no missing information in the text. One could make the
assumptian that the singer simply forgot a line of text in verse seven and that would
explain the irregularity. This researcher believes this practice of adding or eliminating a
line of text sporadicdIy is an intentional device used by the singers. The frequency of
occurrence of this practice found in the selected twenty-one songs acts as an indicztor of
style.

Grace notes are regularly performed throughout this Song. A variety of grace
notes on the beat with a vowel and or consonant sound are anaiyzed as well as grace
notes before the k a t with a vowei and consonant sound. Emphasis is added to seIected
text in a number of different ways. Selected pitch and rhythm are consistently
emphasized, aiding in conveying the text and story to the listener. The ritardandos
performed d s o add extra emphasis, highlighting the affected text. The consistent practice
of changing from dupIe to compound subdivision adds interest and variety in Martin
Sullivan's performance.
Martin Sullivan is viewed as one of the most decorated traditional singers with his
variety of vocal gestures performed. His free matment of the beat and use of
accelerandos and ritardandos creares a distinct Song style. His flexible approach to the

melody line adds interest and a sense of improvisation in his performance. His success as
a traditionai singer is due to his multipliciry of vocal gestures used, aiding him in
conveying the story and capturing the attention of his listener.
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Table 6.3. 'The Wintry Winds"
elements o f analvsis:

1

tone set

1

verse:
I

I

scale name

m,f, s, 1, t,d r mf s
m,f, s, 1, t,d r mf s
m,f. s, 1, t,d r mf s
B major
B major
B major
HI-5 plagal
UT-3 plagal
111-3 plagal
ABBABvAAB
Bv Av Av B Av Bv
Av:, B

2
3
1

2

range

3
1

form

2
3
1

cadences

2
3
1
2
3

number of measures

1

VlIVlVVI
lVVlVl

v1
22222222

verse:
2

3

J
4

J

J

4

J

3

J
4

J
J

J
J

analysis:
1

syncopation by anticipation
scoops up
scoops down
slide (portamento)
mordent
1
voiced consonants (m, n, ng, I, r) Sung as syiiable
diphthong fïip
glottal stop
draps in pitch
corne off note by falling or dying tones
shakes
diminuendo
changes in melody: pitch
:rhythm
adds dotted rhythm as style

1

analvsis:

1

-

J

4

--

J

4

J
J

3

4

4

4

-

free rhythmic interpretation in subsequent verses
divides duple beat into triplet
divides tri~letbeat into dude
pause
rhythmical stops in sound
free with beat
free with k a t at the end of phrase:
accelerando
ritardando
inconsistent form within a verse
1
1 change in meter
1
irregular phrase length: altered meter
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When this researcher was listening to and selecting singers from the Fowke file
accession no. 592196.7, Mn. Vera Keating's singing had a distinct and unique sound.
Her extensive use of porlamento slides throughout d l her performances atuacted this
researcher in selecting her as one of the chosen singen to be studied. Her extensive use
of porramento slides is the most obvious and unique attribute in her Song style.
Sandra Kerr discusses the open tone heard in traditional singing, a tone that is
c1ean and free of vibrato. Kerr States that the feeling of lightness and space that many
singers get into their voices may well be the result of how the songs were learned. Kerr
tells of a traditionai singer from Wiltshire, Bill Whiting, and how he leamed his first Song
by repeating line after line as it was Sung to him across a field by the labourer with whom
he was ploughing (1978, 138). This open tone quality of sound is heard in Vera
Keating's singing. An example of this is heard in verse one. The text reads, "And cruel
was chat false young man that sold his love for gold". On the word "cruel" this open

sound discussed by Kerr is heard. This was another qudity in Vera Keating's singing
that attracted this researcher in selecting her as one of the singers to be studied.
Vera Keating's free treatment of the beat is piut of her persona1 Song style.
Rhythmical stops in sound are frequentiy performed, using an extra eighth note to add

emphasis. Her use of the ornamental device pause is dso perforrned in al1 verses
highlighting the affected text. The duple meter of 414 is freely changed to compound
meter for selected beats as triplets are performed.
The performance contains an irregular verse structure in al1 three verses. A
change in the verse length and form is heard in each verse. A feeling of a continuous
melody line is created with this irregular verse structure and form. The words are of
prime importance in this performance. The singer freely creates her own verse structure
and form for each verse to best suit the text and enable her to sing this Song and its tragic
content convincingly.
Sung voiced consonants as syllable are consistently performed in dl verses as

weII as the ornamental diphthongflip. Scoops are performed most commonly starting
from the pitch below. Slight changes in melody and rhythm are heard throughout the
performance. Grace notes are performed on the beat with a vowel sound in verses one

through three and before the k a t with a vowel sound in verse one. A variety of
accentuations are heard in this performance. Selected text, ponarnento slides, slight
rhythmicai changes, and the use of the ornamental pause aid the singer in her successful
performance.

CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSION
General Analvsis of Al1 Song Styles Performed
The Song style of ten selected singers using maximal omamentation and located
within a twenty mile radius of Peterborough, Ontario, during the years 1957-1959 has
been studied and analyzed. Twenty-one songs have been transcribed descriptively
attempting to show in detail al1 vocal gesmres performed, prescriptively with al1 vocal
ornarnents extracted. and finaily rhythmicaily by pronunciation analyzing the placement
of vowel and consonant sounds in rhythm. Frequency of occurrence has been noted from
these descriptive transcriptions. Srylistic devices frequently perfomed in al1 traditionai
songs act as indicators of style. These stylistic devices and their frequency of occurrence
have been examined with stylistic accuracy.
Each of the selected ten traditionai singers was found to have a repenoire of
ornaments that were consistentiy perfomed from verse CO verse, Song to song. This
repenoire was not only seen in the selected ten singers. The Fowke file accession no.
59396.7 inchdes 182 different singers and a total of approximately 1,589 songs. A
varying number of songs were performed by each singer, however, one cornrnon stylistic
trait found was the consistency of a generai Song style in a singer's performance of al1
songs. A singer's use of differing ornaments in each song performed was affected by
text, subject content, speed, rhythm, and the suucture of the melodic Line.
Table 7.1 and Table 7.2 are composite charts showing al1 songs and their Song
style analysis. A corresponding numbered list of all songs and singen is provided for the
reader. Song number one "In Bristol There Lived a Fair Maiden" corresponds with Song
1 in Table 7.1, etc.

List of S o n ~ and
s Performe~
1. "In Bristol There Lived a Fair Maidenw-Jim Doherty, Peterborough, Ontario. July

1957, CD 1.1
2. 'The Road to Dundeen-Jim Doherty, Peterborough, Ontario, July 1957, CD 1.2
3. "A Sailor Boy in London City'-Jimmy Heffernan, Peterborough, Ontario, July
1957, CD 1.3
4. "A Bold Young Sailor in London City'*-Bill Hughey, Peterborough, Ontario, July
1957, CD 1.4
5. "Fair Floella'*-Mrs. (Jack) Vera Keating, Peterborough, Ontario, March 1957, CD
1.5
6. 'The Old Oak Tree'*-Mrs. (Jack) Vera Keating, Peterborough, Ontario, March 1957,
CD 1.6
7. 'The Winuy Winds"- Mrs. (Jack) Vera Keating, Peterborough, Ontario, March
1957, CD 1.7
8. "Driving Saw-Logs on the Plover'iBob McMahon, Douro, Ontario, October, 1959,
CD 1.8
9. 'The River Through the Pine"- Bob McMahon, Douro, Ontario, October. 1959. CD
1.9
10. "Dr. Pritchard"-Dave McMahon, Douro, Ontario, June 1957, CD 1.10
1 1. "Soo St. Mary's JaiY- Dave McMahon, Douro, Ontario, June 1957, CD 1.1 1
12. "Vince Leahy9*- Dave McMahon, Douro, Ontario, June 1957, CD 1.12
13. "Will 0'Riley'-Dave McMahon, Douro, Ontario, July 1957, CD 1.13
14. "Driving Saw-Logs on the Plove?-Marcelle McMahon, Douro, Ontario, October
I959, CD 2.1
15. "The Irish Soldiet Boy"-Marcelle McMahon, Douro, Ontario, October 1959, CD
2.2
16. "Biii Dunbar''-Martin Sullivan, Nassau, Ontario, July 1957, CD 2.3
17. "Pat Ri1ey"- Martin Sullivan, Nassau, Ontario, June 1957, CD 2.4
18. 'The Jam on Gerry's Rocks"- Marcin Sullivan, Nassau, Ontario, June 1957, CD 2.5
19. "Bill Dunbar"-Mrs. Tom (Geraldine) Sullivan, Lakefield, Ontario, November 1957.
CD 2.6
20. ''The Farmer's Son and the Shantyboy"-Emerson Woodcock. Peterborough, Ontario
July 1957, CD 2.7
2 1. 'The FootboyV-Emerson Woodcock, Peterborough, Ontario, August 1957. CD 2.8

Table 7.1: Composite chart of al1 songs and Song sryle analysis.
elements of analysis:

tone set

song:
1

2

8
9
1O
11

12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19

20
21

scale name
2

analysis:
t,d r mf s 1 td'
r, m,f,s,l,t,dr m + one

I

s, 1, td r m s 1
t.d mf s d' r' m'f
S. 1, t,d r mf s 1
d.rfsltdr'rn'f
t,d r mf s 1 td'
d,rmfsltdr'm'
s,1,t,drm s t
t,d r rn s 1 td'
s, 1, t,d r rn fis 1
f . s 1 tdrmfs' 1' t'
t,d mf s 1 td' plus one
S. I. t,d r mffis 1
m,f, S. 1, t,d r mf s plus
one ta
tad r mfs ltad' r'
A major

I

B flat dorian ptus one
fi
C do hexachord with

7
8

9

E namrai minor
3 major

B flat do hexatonic
with ti
G do hexatonic with fa

t
7
î
+
A f~@
at major
y

1

14

1

E flat do hexatonic

1

1

with ti
D do hexatonic with ri
F rnaior with fi
B mixolydian
E flat do hexatonic

1

15

16

17
18

21
1

range

2

3
3

5

I

9
10
Il

I
1

f01.m

VI-1 1 authentic
Vdplagal

12
13
14
15

VII-10 authentic
VI14 authentic
VII-9 authentic
V-6 plagal
VU-8 authentic

17
18
19
20
21
1

VIi-IO plagai
VTi-8 authentic
V-6 plagal
iII-5 plagal
VII-9 authentic
ABBvAv

-

--

C rnixolydian
VI14 authentic
1-9 authentic
V-6 plapai
V-6 plagal
II-3 plagd

-

-

v

6
7

ABAvB
ABBABvAAB

1
1

1 number of measures

t

20

l

1

I

IVVI

1

2222

l

General Song Stvle Defined
The frequency of occurrence of scylistic features has been analyzed for ail songs.
A comparison of al1 songr and styles has been completed. A consistency in stylistic

devices has been anaiyzed in sarne singer same song, sarne singer multiple songs, and a11
singers al1 songs. Stylistic devices regulrtrIy performed by seventy-five percent or more
of al1 singers are scoops up, voiced consonants (m.n. ng, 1, r) sung as syllable, diphthong
flip, changes in melody: pircWrlzythm, adds dotted rhythm as style device, rhyrhrnical
stops in sound, free rvith beat, grace note on beur-vowel, consonanr as rhythm, repeated
vowel as rhythm,final consonanr almost nvallowed, variery of accenruation: selecred
pirch, and changing rhythm. Styiistic devices reguhrly performed by fifty percent or

more of al1 singers are scoops down, porramenro slide, glottal stop.free rhyrhmic
interpretation in subsequenr verses, change in meter. irregular verse length, grace nore
an bear-consonanr, and repeared consonant as rhythm.

Re~ionaiismand Oral Transmission
According to AIlan Lomax "a Song style, like other human things, is a pattern of
learned behavior, c o m o n to the people of a culture" (1975, xxv). Regiondism and orai
transmission in Peterborough and the surrounding areas can only be discussed referring to
the studied singers of the Peterborough community and surrounding areas. Orai
transmission was witnessed in the performances of the selected twenty-one songs. A
general Song style has been defined for this region based on the frequency of stylistic
devices used by ail singers. The explanation of the commonalities of Song style anaiyzed
in this region are due without question to the practice of oral transmission.
Oral transmission in the form same song, different singer was witnessed in "Bill
Dunbar", performed by Martin Sullivan and Mrs. Tom Sullivan. Unfortunateiy, no
information was provided by the coIIector on the relationship of the two singers. The
Fowke collections tell only that MaJzin Sullivan's performance was collected in Nassau,
Ontario, July 1957, and Mrs. Tom Suiiivan's performance was coliccted in Lakefield,
Ontario, November 1957. The meIody üne sung by both singers is heard as the same
variant. The story related in the text is the same with slight differences of word usage.

The similarities heard in both performances suggest that oral transmission was practiced.
The main difference between the two performances is the Song style applied by each
singer.
Oral transmission in the fonn same Song, different singer was aiso witnessed in
"A Saiior Boy in London City" Sung by J h y Heffeman, collected in Peterborough.

July 1957, and a ''A Bold Young Sailor Boy" Sung by Bi11 Hughey, collected in
Peterborough, July 1957. The same story is reIated by both singers with slight variations
of text. Each singer provides more information on differing sections of the story. The
structure of the melody fine is the same with rnelodic variations perfonned by each
singer. Again the main difference heard in the two performances is the distinct Song style
that is applied by each singer.
Oral transmission in traditional Song is witnessed in the comparisons of these two
songs. They are perfect examples of a singer taking a traditional Song Sung in herhis
community and treating it with a personai Song style. This ability is the desire of this
researcher-co have the understanding, knowledge, and ski11 of traditional performance
style and oral transmission, the process by which a singer takes a traditional Song and
adds herthis idiosyncratic style.

The last area of oral transmission that was witnessed in this research was the
study of the McMahon family. Three singers from the McMahon farnily are heard
performing on the Fowke file accession no. 59396.7-Bob

McMahon, Dave McMahon,

and Marcelle McMahon. The relationship of the singers is not known except that they
have been titled as 'The McMahons", grouping them together as a family. Similar Song
styles are heard in al1 three singers, suggesting oral transmission within a family.
MarceIIe McMahon is fmt heard performing songs at age twelve. The songs and Song
style perfonned at age twehe differ from those perfonned by Bob and Dave McMahon.
However, more songs Sung by MarcelIe McMahon are recorded on the Fowke file at later
dates. It is interesting to hear Marcetle's Song style change as she gets older. The songs
Sung by Marcelle on later dates employ the sanie Song style perfonned by Dave
McMahon. Oral transmission of songs and Song style is witnessed in the singing of
Marcelle and Dave McMahun.

with ornarnentation. The Iistener will be aware of what is heard and will be able to
visualize the performed ornament.
When the listener has a competent understanding of the ornaments used by the
traditional singen in this study, helshe can attempt to imitate as exactly as possible the
recorded performances. This must be done orally. This researcher has found that she is
easiiy able to imitate the Song styles that were learned orally while listening to each verse
several times during the analysis process. Oral transmission is the key factor in the
success of learning to sing a traditionai Song with added vocal gestures. "Music as print
will never capture the totaiity of music as sound" (Jill Trinka 1998, 134).
in learning a Song orally from a field recording, this researcher was able to irnitate
the Song style of that performer. However, when attempting to implement these Song
styles to printed prescriptive transcriptions, the task was much harder. Prescriptive
notation reveais only a Song skeleton that can serve as an overview of the architecture of
a song. Prescriptive notation cannot serve as a visualization of styled sound. This
researcher suggests thrit a sinlger new to traditional Song irnitate numerous performances
of traditionai singers from field recordings. This researcher feels confident that when the
student has learned severai traditionai songs oraily helshe will then be able to add the
stylistic devices studied to prescnptive transcriptions creating a personal song style.
Once a variety of ornaments has been studied and imitated, these ornaments can
be extncted and practiced with different voice-production exercises. Sandra Kerr
discusses a list of suggested voice-production exercises when anempting to produce the
same tone quality heard in traditionai singing. W,rn discussing the open rune style of
traditional singing that is clean and free of vibrato the following exercise was suggested:
Sing a verse of a song, Say a shanty, or a humorous song, fmt with muscles of the
face very relaxed and without much mouth movement; then repeat it with the
muscles gentiy but not exaggeratedly tensed into a slight srnile. Listen to how the
tone is brightened. (1978,138-139)

More voice-production exercises are suggested by Kerr conceming tone production:
Standing with the feet about a foot apart, your weight evenly distributed and the
upper torso, particularly the neck and shoulders, relaxed, find a pitch in the
middIe of your range and, projecting the sound to a fxed spot about ten feet from

you and at eye level, sing the note to the sound of a as in 'hat'. Do not force the
sound and beware of tension creeping into the face and neck. Let the sound last
as long as you continue to expel air and consciously uy to maintain the evenness
that has been described and that you have identified by listening to traditional
singes. Try the same exercise with different vowel sounds: O as in 'hot'; u as in
'shoe'; e as in 'feet'; a as in 'faction'. Take the sarne vowels but this time project
them in shon bursts of sound, using shon breaths making use of the muscles in
the diaphragm to direct the sound at your target, as it were. Try these exercises at
different pitches and constantly remind yourself that you want clean, open sounds
in the front of the mouth. To develop hurnming and nasal tones, keeping the same
relaxed position and choosing a comfortable pitch, gently produce the consonant
m alternating with n and feel the vibrations in the lips, the roof of the mouth,
behind the teeth and around the nose. Combine this exercise with the vowel
exercises. They are not difficuit, neicher are they a substitute for actually singing
the songs and listening to traditional singets, but if you do them regularly and
with some concentration they will hdp you to listen critically to your own
singing.

Bnn~ingTraditional Sone Stvle Into the Classroom
Before traditional Song styie can be brought into the elementary school classroom,
it needs to be brought into the univesities. In the case of Kodaly methodology (which
stresses use of traditional materials), future Kodaly speciaiists need to be educated in the
practice of traditional Song style in their pedagogy and folk Song analysis classes at the
undergraduate level. This researcher has completed numerous Kodaly pedagogy and folk
Song analysis classes during her undergraduate degree and summer Kodaly classes at the
University of Calgary. However, it was not untii entering graduate music education
studies that any discussion of traditional Song style was heard. The folk Song analysis
classes taken by this researcher pnor to her graduate studies focused on a limited analysis
of the first verse of a prescriptive transcription. Performances by traditionai singers were
never heard. The terms prescriprive and descriprive notation were never uttered.
Undergraduate students need to be experienced in oral tradition and traditional
Song style. Students should be encouraged to become part of this tradition by studying
past and present traditional singers and their styles. Field recordings need to be brought
into the classroom and if possible, current traditional singers should be brought in to

perform traditional songs. Prescriptive and descriptive transcriptions should be
compared. Perhaps the one experience this researcher benefited from most was that of
transcribing her first traditional Song descriptively foiiowing with a prescriptive
transcription. This experience opened her eyes to the knowledge she lacked in the
performance of uaditionai Song style. An undergraduate music student studying
traditional songs would benefit immensely frorn the experience of transcribing a field
recording descriptively.
Undergraduate students should not only be encouraged to l e m traditional songs
orally from past recordings of traditional singers, they should be encouraged to perform
traditional Song implementing the Song styles they have studied. Whenever possible a
traditional Song should be taught and leamed orally. Students should be encouraged to
expand their resources of Canadian traditional songs by studying various publications of
these songs. A Kodrily speciaiist educated in oracy and traditional Song style could bring
this knowledge into the grade school ciassrwm. The practice of oral traditionai singing
and Song style is very possible at elementaq school age, as was witnessed in the early
singing of Marcelle McMahon.
During the completion of the required practicum in the music education gnduate
studies program, this researcher was assigned to teach music to a grade four class. At this
point in her graduate studies descriptive transcriptions had not yet been introduced,
however, the researcher had been encouraged to start a traditional Song collection of her
own as part of her pedagogy class. As this researcher began to study a variety of sources
of Canadian traditional songs and add to her collection she decided to inuoduce it to her
fourth graders.
A new traditionai folk Song was introduced to the students approximately every

four classes. The fmt exposure of each traditionai Song was a sung performance by this
researcher and a discussion of the text. If the traditional Song included a chorus or refrain
the students would leam that section through oracy. The second exposure included the
teacher singing all verses while the students joined in at the chonis. The third exposure,
students were encouraged to sing d l verses with the teacher. All students were split into
small groups and verses were then assigned to be mernorized and performed the

following class. The fourth exposure consisted of the performance by memory of d l
verses by the assigned small groups of singers. Solos were encouraged by the
teacher-those

students who wished sang a verse or more as a soloist.

This researcher found this experience to be very successful. Every few classes a
variety of sheets were disuibuted to be added to student music books. As students
received the new handouts they began to search for the new traditional song. If
discovered as part of the handouts, the new traditional Song led to a chorus of "When do
we get to leam this song?"
Since that practicum experience this researcher has become more educated about
oral tradition and traditionai Song style. Tirne has been spent reflecting on exactly how
this knowledge could be introduced and implemented into the elementary school
classroom. At the very leas, students could be exposed to oral tradition and the practice
of traditional song style. Recordings of traditional singers could be broughr into the
classroom to aid in learning. If possible, a performance by a local traditionai singer couid
be arranged. This researcher feels students would be impressed and encouraged by
performances such as those of Marcelle McMahon, a traditional singer of their same age.
If a teacher has been educated in traditionai Song style and feels confident in
performing traditionai songs using a personal song style, traditional Song performance
style can be implemented into the grade school classroom. Using the same procedure
rnentioned in the grade four practicum, uaditionai songs could be introduced into the
classroom regularly by the teacher wishing to encourage personal scng style. When
attempting to teach traditional Song style the process should be Iirnited to oracy. Printed
music would only act as a distraction, therefore, no music should be given to the students.
Using a traditional song that has a chorus or refrain would aid in the initiai
attempts of teaching a traditional Song oralIy. The chorus or refrain could fmt be raught
to students so that in subsequent exposures they could join the teacher by singing this
section. The teacher would then sing aii verses implementing different vocal gestures
and ornaments that were part of herlhis song styIe repertoire. Students are great
imitators. This researcher has had many experiences teaching a song or rhyme through a
holistic, oraVaural approach to aii ages of students, and they consistently have copied any

voice inflection or vocal gestures first used by this researcher. Once students have heard
the teacher perform a uaditionai Song a number of times, the teacher could then ask
stridents to join and sing ail verses with her/him. This researcher feels confident that the
students would imitate the performance and Song style that had been transmitted
oraiIy/aurally. OraVaural repetition is the same process used by traditionai singers.
Im~licationsfor Future Research
Ten selected singes using maximal ornamentation and located within a twenty
mile radius of Peterborough, Ontario, dunng the years 1957-1959 have been studied and
analyzed by this researcher. A specific Song style for this time and place has k e n
suggested. However, this study has k e n limited to a small portion of Canada and only
two years of traditionai singing. Al1 of Canada remains to be studied using descriptive

and rhythm pronunciauon transcriptions-past and present traditional singers and rheir
Song styles. A general comparative study of past traditional singers and current
traditionai singers needs to be completed to analyze the changes in AnglolCeltic
Canadian traditional Song style.
A portion of the Edith F. Fowke estate of field recordings bas k e n studied by ~his
researcher. Much remains to be analyzed. The Fowke file accession no. 592196.7 is the
portion of the Edith F. Fowke estate located at the University of Calgary. The field
recordings of the Fowke file accession no. 592196.7 consist of vaditional songs collected
in Ontario and parts of Québec during the years 19561978. The majority of the Edith F.
Fowke estate is located in the archives of the Canadian Museum of Civilization in Hull,
Québec. In attempts to discover what descriptive work has k e n completed with the fieid
recordings collected by Edith Fowke, this researcher spoke to a number of informants at
the Canadian Museum of Civilization regarding the Fowke estate. This researcher found
no research regarding the Fowke field recordings or descriptive transcriptions aimed at
revealing Song style. AU field recordings coiiected by Edith Fowke in di parts of Canada
need to be researched so that traditional Song style can be compared fmm region eo

region.

In the Fowke file accession no. 59396.7,field recordings by Kenneth Peacock
were discovered arnong Fowke's collection. There was no explanation as to why they
were there. Perhaps Peacock gave some copies of his field recordings to Fowke for
purposes of comparison. Field recordings collected by other Canadians need to be
uncovered and researched.
The history of the selected singers included in this study could be researched in an
attempt to learn if family relations are still locared in the Peterborough area. New fieid
recordings of cunent family rnembers of the seIected traditional singers coufd be made,
and a survey of contemporary oracy could be undenaken. intergenerational song style
could be compared.
This author has suggested further research needing to be done if a general
Canadian uaditional Song style is to be defined. When this exploration has been done,
researchers in traditional Song style can look comparatively beyond AngIolCeItic Canada.
"Folk music is often thought of as the expression of a people, or a national or
ethnic group, and in many ways this is a valid definition. We know that a folk song, even
though composed by a member of a given ethnic group, will not take hold in that group
uniess it c o n f o m to the current aesthetic ideals. It may be rejected, or it may be
accepted and then changed through the communal re-creation untii it does conform.
Consequently, the music of an ethnic group tends to be homogeneous and to express in
some ways the character of the people" (Netti 1976, 13-14). If only prescriptive
transcriptions are made of this oraUaural tradition this character of the people seen
through theit performance style wiil be Iost and and let? impossible to reconstmct. A
generai Canadian style of traditional Song performance can begin to be defined through
the study of descriptive transcriptions using past field recordings. 'True, some of the
voices we hear on field recordings are cracked with age and harsh living, but they have
everything to teach us if we wish to l e m to sing foik songs weli" (Lomax 1975, xxix).
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Amendix A: Transcription bv Shen Herget of 'The Rocks of Bawn""
T h e Rocks o f Bawn"
from die singing of Bridge1Fitzgedd
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l2 Keriin, Jerry, 1994. Field recording of Bridget Fiîzgeratd, North Amencan Province Readh
Cheoil. Comhaltas Ceoltdiri Eireann, Manhattan Callege. June 1994.

Amendix B: Transcriution bv Marius Barbeau "LP-Haut Sur Ces Montagnes"
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Amendix C: "Universirv of CaIgap Traditional Song Collection"

UNIVERSilY OF CALGARY
FACULTV OF FINE ARTS
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
MUSIC EDUCATION STUDIES
HOW TO USE THE TRADmONAL

SONG COLLECTiON

#3RM

title
ethnic and geographic crigin

tone set of source

forrn

scale name
range
rhythm
pedagogical use

cadences
syllables
number of measures
source
resource

collecter

Write out the title of the song. Take the title from the folk singer or the folk
song collection in which the song is found. If there is an alternate title place it in
parentheses under the main title.

VTLE.

ETHNIC AND E û G M P H C
ORKilN.
Name the ethnic group (culture group) in
which the song has become tradition. Name the locale and nation where this ethnic group
is Iocated. You are situating the Song in a social setting and a place.

Use a blank sheet of staff paper to work out the tone
set-the absolute note namesof the Song in ascending order under which are written the
moveable do solfege letter abbreviations. Follow this plan:
Notate the finalis, the final pitch of the song,in the middle of a blank treble
staff. Draw a circle around it.
Notate the beginning pitch and al1 succeeding pitches in an ascending order
around the finalis.
Look at the pattern of whole steps, half steps, and gaps (where an absoiute
fetter name is missing in the ascending sequence). Two whote steps in a row
is a strong signal for m r d. A gap in pitches is a strong signal for the interval of
a minor third-s
m or d 1.
ldentify the solfege syilable of the finalis and wdte the letter abbreviation of
that sylIable (always in lower case letters) below the pitch. Draw a cirlce
around it.
ldentify the solfege syllables of the other pitches. Always use Iower case
Ietîers to abbreviate solfege nameç-dr rn f s I t.
At New York University the KodAly facuity has agreedto the fotlowing system
for octaves:
Shaw the tones betow do with a subscript mark aiter the letter. Show
the tones an octave or more above dowith a superscript mark after the

TONE SET OF SOURCE.

letter. Example: S. 1, d r rn s l d' r' m'.
i Another system follows the establishment of the finalis. Tones below
the finalis are shown with a subscript. Tones one octave aboveor more
are shown with a superscript. Example: r, m, s l d r m s' 1'.
Transfer the solfege tone set to the folk Song analysis form. Leave a gap where
solfege names are missing. Be sure to circle the finalis.

NOTATE THE SONG. If you are transcribing the songfrom a field tape or other
recording Iisten 10 the songseveral times. Use your tuning fork (a 440 standard) to
figure out the last pitch of the song. This is the finalis, or tonic, the home tone. Practice
singing the song to figure out the macrobeat of the Song and the feel of the phrases. Using
your knowledge of moveable dosolfege notate the song on the folk Song form following the
fotlowing system:
Plan from the beghning to line up the macrobeats of the songdown the pageas
if seeing the Song in a grid.
Write out the first phrase on the first staff. Directly below the first phrase
notate the secondphrase. Again, line up the beats and the mesures wiîh the
first
phrase.
Continue with each phrase on its own staff.
Each phrase that begins with part of ameasure (anacrusis, pickup, upbeat)
should have that part notated on that staff. The words of the song will guide
how the phrases are notated. The measure that ends the preceding phrase
will end with an open measure.

SCALE NAME. Examine the tone set. Notate the tone set going up from the finalis.
Pitches beIow the finalis in the t o m set needto be transposed up an octave. Look at the
scales betow and find the name of that pattern of sotfege. Write the name of the scale. If
the finalis is the lowest note in the toneset, with the exception of afew uses of the note
below the finalis, the sale is authentic. If the iinalis is in the rniddle of the tone set, the
scale is plagal. Write the words authentic or plagal after the name of the scale.
A scale is named by its interval content:
a. A set of two to six consecutive tones and some examples:
do re
bichord
trichord
do re mi
do re mi fa
tetrachord
pentactiord
do re mi fa so
hexachord
do re mi fa so la
b. Aset of two to five tones with at least one skip and no half steps-namesand
some examples:
so
bitonic
mi
tritonic
mi
so la
tetratonic
re mi
so la
pentatonic
do re mi
so fa
The pentatonic scale usedin a parücular m g is named acwrding to the

finalis:
do pentatonic
re pentatonic
mi pentatonic
so pentatonic
la pentatonic

do re mi
so la
do'
re mi
so la
do re'
mi
so la
do re mi'
so la
do re mi
so'
la
do re mi
so la'

c. A set of six consecutive tones that includes fa or ti or both fa and ti-some
examples:
do re mi fa so la
hexachord with fa
so la ti do re mi
hexachord with t i
d. A set of six tones with a skip that includes fa or ti or both fa and ti:
hexatonic
do
mi fa so la ti
e. Diatonic scale: a set of seven consecutive tones:
Common diatonic scales:
major
do re mi fa so la ti (do')
natural minor
la ti do re mi fa so (la')
harrnonic minor
la ti do re mi fa
si (la')
melodic minor
ascending
la ti do re mi f i si (la')
descending (la')
so fa mi re do ti la
f. Modes: diatonic scales with Greek names:
do re mi fa so la ti (do')
ionian (= major)
dorian
re mi fa so la ti do (re')
or la tl do re mi fi so (la')
phrygian
mi fa so la ti do re (mi')
or la ta do re mi fa so (la')
lydian
fa so la ti do re mi (fa')
or do re mi fi so la ti (do')
mixotydian
so la ti do re mi fa (so')
or do re mi fa so la ta (do')
la ti do re mi fa so (la')
aeolian (= natural minor)

RANGE. Go back to your scale work sheet. Below the solfege letters figure out the
range of the sonp-anindication of the lowest tone to the highest tone. Wnte the Arabic
number 1 below the finalis. AI1 tones above the finalis should be numbered successively
using Arabic numbers. All tones below the finalis are numbered in descendingorder
using Roman numerals from Vil. If there are any gaps, either up or down, allow a gap in
the numbering.

For the range of the Song notate the syrnbol, either Roman numeral or Arabic number, of
the lowest tone with a dash to the Arabic number that shows the highest tone. Example:
V-6.

Look carefully at the rhythm of each phrase. If the rhythm of each phrase
RHYTHM.
is the same, the overall rhythm is isorhythmic. If one or more phrases have a different
rhythm, the overall rhythm is heierorhythmic.
PEDAGOGICAL UÇE.
Look for strong characteristics of the song:
A melody pattern in a strong position (first phrase).
A rhythm pattern in a strong position (first phrase or repeated).
A rhyme or Song that could be usedto study form.
A rhyme or song that could be usedto study macrobeat or microbeat.
A Song with a game that could be used to study a movement skill.
A Song text that could be used as echo, reponse, or dialogue.
Songs usually have multiple uses.

COUECTOR.
The collector is you. Write the datethat you collected this folk
material.
The following four points of analysis-FOFiM,
CADENCES, S M L E S ,
and
NUMBER OF MEASUREMould fine up in columns:
RWIM. Show the form (based on the pitches of eachphrase) with capital letters-A, 8,
C, et cetera. Small phrases within phrases can be shown with lower case letters and a
bracket above (sometimes with a capital letter above). Similar phrases are shown with
the letter v next to the capital ietter-A & B A. More than one variation of a phrase are
A, A, A,
shown with subscript Arabic numbers after and below the phrase letter-A,
B. Tonal transpositions of a phrase, either up or down, are shown with a superscript or
subscript Arabic number that shows the intervai of the transposition-A
A3 8 B2 .

CADENCES. Look at the last pitch of each phrase. Use the Roman Numeral or Arabic
number used in defining range to show the cadencepitches of each phrase.
Count the number of text syllables of each phrase and write each
SMLES.
number under its cadencesyrnbol.

NUMBEFi OF MEASURES.
Count the nurnber of measures of each phrase and write
that number below each number that show phrase syllables.

ÇOURCE If you can identify the primary source, the person who sang the Song in its
oraVaural transmission, write that name. If that source is unknown. leave it blank for
future research.
If the Song is from a printed or commercially recorded source, wnte the
FIESOURCE.
editor, performer, year, Me, and city, country, and publishing house. lnclude song
number and pagenumber.

HOW TO MAKE INDEXES FOR YOUR FOLK SONG
COUECTiON
Every collection should have an index of titles in
ALPHABETCAL
INDEX.
alphabetical order with either Song numbers, pages numbers, or both to guide the user.
You should decidehow to alphabetize titles that begin with the indefinite articles A and An
and the definite article The . Somecoltections alphabetize these titles using A, An, and
The as the first word. Other collections alphabetize these titles using the first word
after the article.
INDEX BY TONE SET. Your songs should be indexed by tone set. Oneway is to start
with Bitonic Songs-songsusing only two pitches with a gap and Bichord Songs, songs
using only two pitches in succession. Toneset indexes should then continue to Tritonic
Songs, Tnchord Songs, Tetratonic Songs, Tefrachord Songs, Do Pentatonic Songs, R?
Pentatonic Songs, M Pentatonic Songs, So Pentatonic Songs, La Pentatonic Songs,
Pentachord Songs, Hexachord Songs(showing if fa and/or ti are used), Hexatonic Songs
(showing if fa andior ti are used), Diatonic Major Songs, Diatonic Natural Minor Songs.
Diatonic Harmonic Minor Songs, and Diatonic Melodic Minor Songs. In Sail Away: 7 55
American Folk Songs to Sing, Read, andPlay, Eleanor Locke gives a slightly different
version of this tone set index (see pages vi-ix).
Songscan be indexed by use of specific patterns using tah, tee
INDEX BY RHYTHM.
tee, and rest. Songs with certain rhythms in strong positions can also be indexed: half
note, dotted quarter followed by an eighth note, syncopation, et cetera.
INDEX BY m. Songs that have phrase forms that could be usedfor teaching could
be identified. For example, songs with the only two or three different phrases could be
identified-A A B A, A B B A, and A B CA. This kind of index requires careful work in
analysis.
AND GEOGRAPW
LOCATION.
Songs can be listed
INDEX BY ETHNlClTY
from different ethnic groups, locales, and countries-Canada, Northeastem United
States, Southem United States, Southwestern United States, Western United States,
Cajun groups, Hispanics in California, Hispanics in Texas and Other Border States,
Hispanics in Florida, Asians in California, Asians in New York, et cetera.
INDEX BY SONG TYPE. Various taxonomies or typologies are created for folk
materials. For example. John Feierabend in Music for Very Little People makes a
taxonomy of songs by activities and movements-bounces, wiggles, tickles, tapping,
clapping, circles, and lullabies. He makes the following taxonomy of folk materials in
Music for Little People-moving fingers, moving bodies, moving together, moving
around, moving voices, taking tums, and Ieading others. In American Folk Songsfor
Children, Ruth Crawford Seeger makes the following taxonomy of songs-aSubject lndex
that includes Absence. Airplanes and Automobiles, Animais and Insects, Babies, Ball
Playing, et cetera, a Rhythmic lndex mat indudes Clapping and Rhythm Band, Galloping,
Hammering-Knocking-Tapping, Jumping-Hopping, et cetera, and Other Indexes: Tone
Play, Name Play, Games, Finger Play, Small Dramas. and Quiet Songs. In Sait Away:
155 American Folk Songs to Sing, Read, andPlay, Eleanor Locke makes the following

taxonomy of song types-Afro-American Songs, SongsAbout Animais, Native American
lndian Songs. Play Party Dances and Fiddle Tunes, Spirituals: Black Tradition,
Spirituals: White Tradition, Lullabies, Children's Garne Songs, Cowboy and Western
Songs, Seashanties, and Spanish LanguageSongs. You should use these books and other
collections as a model. You should then decide how to index your songs so they will be
useful to you.

Apuendix D: Database of Fowke File "Accession no. 59Z96.7""
name:

place:

date:

no. of songs:

Pinkney, Mrs. W.J.

Aiton. Ontario

1964

4

Brandrick. Ivan

Athens. Ontario

1968

5

ShorthiIl, Fred

BaIlinafad. Ontario

1964

6

McAra, Mrs. Thelma

Beechgroove, Québec

1968

10

Hutchinson, Stanley
Thibadeau, Joe

Bobcaygeon, Ontario
Bobcyageon, Ontario

1964
1964

7
17

Campbell, blr.
Bovaird. Mrs.
Sumner, Thomas

Brockville, Ontario
Brockville, Ontario
Brockville, Ontario

1962
1962
1962

4
2

Heas, Noel

Bronte Ontario

1961

3

Trayner, Mrs. Dave
Trayner, Dave

Buckthorn, Ontario
Buckthorn, Ontario

1964
1964

10

Bigrow, Mrs. Eva

Calumet, Québec

1964

22

Fleury, Ken
Isabel. Joe

Chapeau, Québec
Chapeau, Québec

1966
1966

2
2

Brandon, Vicki Frernlin
Fremiin, Mr.

Clinton, Ontario
Clinton, Ontario

1962
1962

2

Molloy, Mrs. Minnie

Coe Hill, Ontario

1957

13

MacDonald, John A.
MacDonald, Neil
Taillon, Peter

Comwaii,Ontario

1961
1961
1961

5
9
5

Cornwaii, Ontario

Cornwall, Ontario

l3Emn in spelling and other found in Fowke file Accession no. 592196.7 were corrected by this
tesearcher.
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1

MacDonald, Mrs. John A.

Cornwall, Ontario

1961

Matthews. Mrs. John

Don Mills. Ontario

1964

Cavanagh, Tom
Cleary, John
Cleary, John
Cleary, John
Cleary, John & Mary Towns
Cleary, Michael
Cleary, Michael & Mary Towns
Leahy, Frank
Leahy, John
McMahon, Bob
McMahon. Dave
McMahon, Dave
McMahon, Marcelle
McMahon, Marcelle
McMahon, Dave
Towns, Mrs. William &
John Cleary

Duoro, Ontario
Duoro, Ontario
Duoro, Ontario
Duoro, Ontario
Duoro, Ontario
Duoro. Ontario
Duoro. Ontario
Duoro, Ontario
Duoro, Ontario
Duoro,Ontario
Duoro, Ontario
Duoro, Ontario
Duoro, Ontario
Duoro, Ontario
Duoro, Ontario
Duoro, Ontario

Kelly, Joe

Downer's Corners, Ontario

1957

James, Stanley

Downsview, Ontario

1957

Hooker, W.G.
Weir, Thomas

Durham, Ontario
Durham,Ontario

1964
1964

Hanington, Jim
McAuliffe

Ennismore, Ontario
Ennismore, Ontario

1957
1967

Flannagan, Johnny
McGrath, Tim

Erinsville, Ontario
Erinsville, Ontario

1960
1960

Cocoran, Mrs. .WchaeI
Cocoran, Waiter

Ferrnoy, Ontario
Fermoy, Ontario

1960
1960

Hewitt, Mrs. Arthur

Fraserviiie, Ontario

1957

Daiy, Martin
Kelly, George

McCailurn, George
McCailum. George

Grafton, Ontario
Gdton. Ontario

Thatcher, Bill
McCausland. Clare

Grand Rapids. Mich
Grimsby, Ontario

Armstrong, Janet M.

Guelph. Ontario

Davis, Ben
Davis, Mrs. Jack
Kent, Calvin

Halibunon, Ontario
Haliburton, Ontario
Hahbunon, Ontario

Dmmrn, Mr. & Mrs. William
Drurnrn, William
Simerman. Phyllis

Hamilton, Ontario
Hamilton, Ontario
Hamilton. Ontario

Lewis, Nelson

Harcourt, Ontario

Tilden. Mrs. Lamont

Clark, LeRena

Hawkestone, Ontario

Tackney, Mn. PhiIiip

Hemers Landing, Québec

Abbott, O.J.
Abbott, 0.1.
Abbott, O.J.
Abbott, 0.1.
Cuddihey, Michael

Hull. Québec
Hull, Québec

Cavanagh, Tom
Leahy, Michael
Leahy, Michael

indian River, Ontario
indian River, Ontario
indian River, Ontario

Clark, LeRena (Mrs. Gordon)

innis Lake, Ontario

Hull,Québec
HulI, Québec
Hull, Q u e k c

K i m n t . Ontario

Berton, Pierre

Kleinberg, Ontario

1981

Coughlin, Martin
Spencer, Leo
Spencer, Leo
Sullivan, Mrs. Tom (Geraidine)

Lakefield, Ontario
Lakefield, Ontario
Lakefield, Ontario
Lakefield. Ontario

Hutchinson, Mrs. Jim

Lakefield, Ontario

Fraser, Mrs. Arlington (Arlie)
Fraser, Mrs. Arlie
Fraser, Mn. Arlie
Fraser, Mrs. Arlington (Arlie)

Lancaster, Ontario
Lancaster, Ontario
Lancaster, Ontario
Lancaster, Ontario

Turner, Harold

Lennoxville, Québec

Thibadeau. loe

Lindsay, Ontario

McDonaid, Duncan Alex
McDonald, Mn. Mewyn

Lochiel, Ontario
Lochiel. Ontario

Cuddihey, Michael

Low, Quebec

Brown, Jim
Brown, Jim
McGrath. Tim

Marlbank, Ontario
Marlbank, Ontario
Marlbank, Ontario

Hall, Mrs. A

Maxville, Ontario

Barkley, William

Merrickville, Ontario

Tilden, Mn. Rose-Ella Lamount Morriston. Ontario
Markle, Bill
Powell, Tom
Richardson, Dick

Napanee, Ontario
Napanee, Ontario
Napanee, Ontario

Botting, Stanley

Naramata, B.C.

Sullivan, Martin

Nassau, Ontario

Baker, Mrs. Bertha

Norwood, Ontario

Clark, LeRena (m.Gordon)
Clark, LeRena (Mrs. Gordon)
Clark, LeRena (Mrs. Gordon)

Ottawa, Ontario
Ottawa, Ontario
Ottawa, Ontario

Mole, Mr. & Mrs. Ed

Owen Sound, Ontario

Moore, George

Penh. Ontario

Brandon, Tom
Brandon, Tom
Carveth, Art
Condon, John
Doherty, Jim
Gooley, Bill
Gooley, Leo
Heffernan, Jim
Heffeman, John
Hughey, Bill
Hughey, George
Hughey, Len
Kearney,Frank
Keating, Vera (Mn.Jack)
LeBarr, John
Mayhew, Hilton
McMahon, Dave
McManus, Martin
Minifie, Mrs. Hartley
Morissey, Mrs. Emma
Morrisey, Mrs. Ruth
Brandon, Or10
O'Brien, Mrs. Tom
O'Brien, Sam
O'Riley, Cornelius
O'Toole, Vince
Paul, Robert C.
Ralfe, Mrs. Margaret
Ralfe, Art
Sullivan, Maggie
Tarkington, Doris
Tarkington, Vernon
Woodcock, Claude
Woodcock, Emerson

Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough. Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario

Woodcock, Emerson
Woodcock, Emerson
Woodcock, Larry

Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario
Peterborough, Ontario

Clark, LeRena (Mrs. Gordon)

Petersburgh, N.Y.

Paul. Mrs. Eva

Poland, Ontario

Webb, Mrs. Walter
Webb, Walter

Prescott, Ontario
Prescott, Ontario

Eskin. Sam

Quebec, International Folk
Music Meeting

Bennett, Frank
Bennett, Frank
Cumrnings. Theresa
Foran, Dominic
Foran, Leo
Foran. Leo
Gavan, Lennox
Gavan, Lennox
O'Reilly, Gervase

Quoyon, Québec
Quoyon, Québec
Quoyon, Québec
Quoyon, Québec
Quoyon, Québec
Quoyon, Québec
Quoyon, Québec
Quoyon, Québec
Quoyon, Québec

Clark, LeRena (Mrs. Gordon)
Clark, LeRena (Mrs. Gordon)

Richmond, Ontario
Richmond, Ontario

Jordon, Mrs. John

Roblin, Ontario

Carnpsall, Sam

Scarborough, Ontario

Beattie, John
Scott, James T.
Townsend, Joe

Seafonh, Ontario
Seaforth, Ontario
Seaforth, Ontario

Chilsolm, Joe

St, RaphaeIs, Ontario

Baby, Stanley
Blondahl, Omar
Burnett, Rev. W.W.
Busheyk, Mrs.
Clark, LeRena

Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontaria
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Chtario

Snider, C.H.J.
Clark, LeRena (Mn.Gordon)
Dennison, William
Ferguson, Miss Edith
Fishell, Fred
Fraser, Mn.Nellie
Gilmor, Clyde
Goldenburg. Mrs. A.
Halibunon, Gordon
Hill, Mrs. A.
Hodgins, Gai1
Howard, Gordon
Ireland, Mrs. Isaac
Kramer. Mrs. Harry
Lame, Woody
McKay-Rasmusson, Bill
Mumn, Lotys
Mumn, Lotys
Rae, Mrs. Nellie
Simms, Albert
Simms, Alben
Sirnrns, Albert & C.H.J. Snider
Simms, Mr. & Mrs. Albert
Sirnrns, C.H.J.
Simms, C.H.J.& Stanley Baby
Tilden, Lamont
Webb, Mrs. Walter C.
Webb, Walter C.
Webster, Warwick
Wilson. Mrs. Isabel

Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto. Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto. Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Toronto, Ontario

Bonham, Mrs. Ida

Tory Hill, Ontario

Temple, Mrs. W.
Turner, Mrs. William
Weir. Mrs. Jams

Unionville, Ontario
Unionville, Ontario
Unionville. Ontario

Cates, Captain Charles

Vancouver, B.C.

Crowe. BU

Warsaw. Ontario

Sisson, Ron

West Guilford, Ontario

Campbell, Robert J.
Campbsall, Sam
James, Stanely
James, Stanely
McLean, Jack
Smith, Annie
Smith, J. Sr.
Stewart, Andrew
Stewart, Andrew & friends
Stewart, Andrew & sons
Stewart, Andrew Jr.
Stewart, Andrew's
granddaughter
Stewan, Car1

Weston, Ontario
Weston, Ontario
Weston, Ontario
Weston, Ontario
Weston. Ontario
Weston, Ontario
Weston, Ontario
Weston, Ontario
Weston, Ontario
Weston, Ontario
Weston, Ontario
Weston, Ontario
Weston. Ontario

Anderson, Paul & Pat
Anderson, Austin
Anderson, Pat & Austin
Anderson, Farnily
Anderson. Mrs. Cecil

Winnepeg, Manitoba
Winnepeg, Manitoba
Winnepeg, Manitoba
Winnepeg, Manitoba
Winnepeg. Manitoba

